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Preface

How are countries using social media—particularly disinformation
campaigns—to influence the competitive space? How have governments, the private sector, and civil society responded to this threat?
What more can be done? And what do all these conditions mean for
future U.S. Air Force and joint force training and operations?1 This
report attempts to answer some of these questions as part of a broader
study of disinformation campaigns on social media and the implications of those campaigns in great-power competition and conflict. The
other volumes in this series are:
• Raphael S. Cohen, Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga, Joe Cheravitch, Alyssa Demus, Scott W. Harold, Jeffrey W. Hornung,
Jenny Jun, Michael Schwille, Elina Treyger, and Nathan Vest,
Combating Foreign Disinformation on Social Media: Study Overview and Conclusions, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation,
RR-4373/1-AF, 2021
• Elina Treyger, Joe Cheravitch, and Raphael S. Cohen, Russian
Disinformation Efforts on Social Media, Santa Monica, Calif.:
RAND Corporation, RR-4373/2-AF, forthcoming
• Raphael S. Cohen, Alyssa Demus, Michael Schwille, and Nathan
Vest, U.S. Efforts to Combat Foreign Disinformation on Social
Media, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, 2021, Not
available to the general public.

1

This report was completed before the creation of the U.S. Space Force and therefore uses
the name “U.S. Air Force” to refer to both air and space capabilities.
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The research reported here was commissioned by the Air Force
Special Operations Command and conducted within the Strategy and
Doctrine Program of RAND Project AIR FORCE as part of a larger
study entitled “Bringing Psychological Operations and Military Information Support Operations into the Joint Force: Counterinformation
Campaigns in the Social Media Age,” which was designed to assist the
Air Force in evaluating the threat of foreign influence campaigns on
social media and assessing possible Air Force, joint force, and U.S. government countermeasures.
This report should be of value to the national security community and interested members of the public, especially those with an
interest in how global trends will affect the conduct of warfare.
RAND Project AIR FORCE
RAND Project AIR FORCE (PAF), a division of the RAND Corporation, is the Department of the Air Force’s (DAF’s) federally funded
research and development center for studies and analyses, supporting
both the United States Air Force and the United States Space Force.
PAF provides the DAF with independent analyses of policy alternatives
affecting the development, employment, combat readiness, and support of current and future air, space, and cyber forces. Research is conducted in four programs: Strategy and Doctrine; Force Modernization
and Employment; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; and Resource
Management. The research reported here was prepared under contract
FA7014-16-D-1000.
Additional information about PAF is available on our website:
www.rand.org/paf/
This report documents work originally shared with the DAF in
September 2019. The draft report, issued on September 20, 2019, was
reviewed by formal peer reviewers and DAF subject-matter experts.
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Summary

Issue
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is a near-peer competitor to the
United States, with a large, technologically sophisticated set of military
capabilities that could be deployed in a conflict over Taiwan, over contested features in the East China Sea or the South China Sea, in the
event of a renewal of war in Korea, or in other contingencies. Given
China’s emphasis on the role of information in warfare, understanding how the PRC—primarily the Chinese Communist Party’s Central
Propaganda Department and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) but
also other organs of the Party-state—thinks about the use of disinformation campaigns on social media has emerged as an important
question for U.S. national security policymakers and defense planners.
China’s use of social media disinformation campaigns has expanded in
the wake of the military reorganization of the PLA that was launched
in 2015, which included the establishment of the PLA Strategic Support Force (PLASSF) as a new, separate service stood up with a mission
focus on the conduct of information warfare. If the PLA or other Chinese Party-state organs were to be ordered to target the United States
and its armed forces (especially the U.S. Air Force1) using social media
during a crisis or contingency, how would they do so?2 What data,
1

This report was completed before the creation of the U.S. Space Force and therefore uses
the name “U.S. Air Force” to refer to both air and space capabilities.

2

Since the drafting of this report in August 2019, Chinese officials and state media have
employed disinformation against the United States, claiming that coronavirus disease 2019
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evidence, and examples might be studied now to help better prepare
defenses that are designed to deter Chinese social media disinformation campaigns by denying them a high prospect of succeeding?
Approach
We studied Chinese writings about information warfare and conducted more than two dozen interviews with subject-matter experts on
China’s actual practice of targeting Taiwan over the past three years. In
doing so, we derived insights regarding how the PRC conducts social
media disinformation campaigns. We also researched the experiences
of other key U.S. allies and partners in Asia, such as Singapore, the
Philippines, and Japan, including via interviews with subject-matter
experts in those countries, to explore whether China had targeted these
countries with disinformation spread via social media.
Conclusions
We conclude that:
• China is using Taiwan as a test bed for developing attack vectors
using disinformation on social media.
• To date, in the case of Taiwan, China’s use of disinformation has
achieved mixed and somewhat limited results that are primarily
in the political, not operational, domain.
• China has not carried out substantial disinformation attacks on
other U.S. allies or partners (such as Singapore, the Philippines,
or Japan).

(COVID-19) was a bioweapon brought to China by the U.S. Army and alleging that Taiwan
was covering up a large-scale COVID-19 death toll. This report does not analyze these developments in depth because they occurred after the period of our primary data collection, but
they are largely consonant with our findings about how China employs disinformation for
political and psychological warfare.

Summary

xi

• Nonetheless, Chinese disinformation campaigns still could be
used to target the United States in the event of a crisis or conflict.
Recommendations
The U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command, the joint force, and
the U.S. government should consider several possible steps in light of
these findings.
The Air Force should:
• Incorporate adversary social media disinformation into training.
• Engage communities around U.S. bases and overseas military
installations to build and increase trust.
• Raise awareness of PLA malign activity online.
In addition, the joint force and/or the U.S. government should:
• Consider building a database of PRC disinformation operations
so as to identify patterns and vectors of delivery.
• Train the joint force and the broader Department of Defense
workforce to recognize and resist foreign (and, in this case, specifically Chinese) disinformation campaigns.
• Explore the advantages and opportunities of using human versus
technological solutions to identify and possibly counter or defeat
disinformation efforts.
• Establish a trusted presence in all important social media platforms used across the Indo-Pacific so as to compete in the information domain.
• Establish a presence on Chinese-language social media platforms
so as not to cede these valuable communications territories to the
PRC government uncontested.
• Engage Chinese-American and Taiwanese-American military
personnel and provide them with resources to identify and defeat
Chinese disinformation operations that they might be exposed to.

xii
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• Engage with allies and/or partners to share information and best
practices for identifying and countering Chinese disinformation
on social media.
• Assess where best to allocate scarce resources—countering Chinese disinformation operations or responding to other forms of
Chinese influence and interference operations.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The People’s Republic of China (PRC)’s People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) is the closest peer or near-peer foreign military competitor that
the United States faces worldwide, and its military buildup has received
substantial and growing attention in recent years.1 Although numerous
previous studies have described the evolution of the PLA into an informatized force designed to “fight and win” local, limited wars, little
research to date has examined how China thinks about and engages in
disinformation campaigns via social media in advance of or during a
1

Recent work on the PLA includes the following: Roger Cliff, China’s Military Power:
Assessing Current and Future Capabilities, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015;
John Costello and Joe McReynolds, China’s Strategic Support Force: A Force for a New Era,
Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press, 2018; Defense Intelligence Agency,
China Military Power: Modernizing a Force to Fight and Win, Washington, D.C., 2019;
Jeffrey Engstrom, System Confrontation and System Destruction Warfare: How the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Seeks to Wage Modern Warfare, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND
Corporation, RR-1708-AF, 2018; M. Taylor Fravel, Active Defense: China’s Military Strategy Since 1949, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2019; Scott W. Harold, Defeat,
Not Merely Compete: China’s View of Its Military Aerospace Goals and Requirements in Relation to the United States, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2588-AF, 2018;
Eric Heginbotham, Michael Nixon, Forrest E. Morgan, Jacob L. Heim, Jeff Hagen, Sheng Li,
Jeffrey Engstrom, Martin C. Libicki, Paul DeLuca, David A. Shlapak, David R. Frelinger,
Burgess Laird, Kyle Brady, and Lyle J. Morris, The U.S-China Military Scorecard: Forces,
Geography, and the Evolving Balance of Power, 1996–2017, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND
Corporation, RR-392-AF, 2015; Joe McReynolds, ed., China’s Military Strategy, Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2016; Phillip C. Saunders, Arthur S. Ding,
Andrew Scobell, Andrew N. D. Yang, and Joel Wuthnow, eds., Chairman Xi Remakes the
PLA: Assessing Chinese Military Reforms, Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press,
2019; U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), Annual Report to Congress on Military and Security
Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, Washington, D.C., 2001–2009.
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conflict.2 U.S. experts generally tend to assess the prospects of a conventional kinetic conflict with China as being fairly low, but there are
several potential flashpoints, the main ones being a possible Chinese
invasion of Taiwan, a clash over disputed features in the East China
Sea or South China Sea, a contingency on the Korean peninsula, or
a border war with India.3 Moreover, because the costs of an outright
military clash are likely to be unacceptably high, many observers assess
China as more likely to pursue its aims through gray-zone tactics as a
first step, and such tactics could continue up to and through any conflict that ends up in a physical clash. Additionally, United Front and
propaganda work—such as narrative-shaping; public opinion management; influence operations; and information warfare, including
disinformation campaigns—are activities that the Chinese regime is
engaged in at all times, including during what is nominally considered
a period of “peacetime competition” by Western analysts.4 In light of
this possibility, it is imperative that U.S. national security policymakers and defense planners understand how the Chinese Party-state at

2

There are a few exceptions, notably Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga and Michael Chase,
Borrowing a Boat out to Sea: The Chinese Military’s Use of Social Media for Influence Operations, Washington, D.C.: John Hopkins SAIS, 2019; Anne-Marie Brady, Magic Weapons:
China’s Political Influence Activities Under Xi Jinping, Washington, D.C.: Wilson Center,
2017a; Larry Diamond and Orville Schell, eds., Chinese Influence and American Interests: Promoting Constructive Vigilance, Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution, 2018; Insikt
Group, Beyond Hybrid War: How China Exploits Social Media to Sway American Opinion, Boston, Mass.: Recorded Future, 2019; and Daniel Kliman, Andrea Kendall-Taylor,
Kristine Lee, Joshua Fitt, and Carisa Nietsche, Dangerous Synergies: Countering Chinese and
Russian Digital Influence Operations, Washington, D.C.: Center for a New American Security, May 7, 2020. For previous RAND Corporation work on the topic, see Michael J. Mazarr,
Abigail Casey, Alyssa Demus, Scott W. Harold, Luke J. Matthews, Nathan BeauchampMustafaga, and James Sladden, Hostile Social Manipulation: Present Realities and Emerging
Trends, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2713-OSD, 2019, pp. 105–166.

3

James Dobbins, Andrew Scobell, Edmund J. Burke, David C. Gompert, Derek Grossman,
Eric Heginbotham, and Howard Shatz, Conflict with China Revisited: Prospects, Consequences,
and Strategies for Deterrence, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, PE-248-A, 2017.

4

Anne-Marie Brady, “On the Correct Use of Terms,” China Brief, Vol. 19, No. 9, May 9,
2019a.
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the broadest level5 —and the PLA, more specifically—might employ a
social media disinformation campaign to target the United States; the
U.S. armed forces; and, specifically, the U.S. Air Force (USAF).6 How
might China wage such a campaign?7
In our research, we found that, despite having a long history of
interest in information warfare, China was relatively slow to get into the
disinformation business (Chapter Two). Since moving into this space,
however, China has been quite active in using disinformation to target
Taiwan (Chapters Three and Four), although how effective this has
been in achieving China’s broader aims remains under debate. Generally
speaking, Chinese disinformation efforts nest within a broader architecture of Chinese influence operations, information campaigns, and political warfare. Beyond Taiwan, there is little evidence to date of China
leveraging disinformation to target other key actors in the Indo-Pacific,
notably Singapore, the Philippines, or Japan (Chapter Five), despite
seemingly having both strategic motivation and opportunity to do so;
this could be because China feels it has other, more-effective tools available to influence these countries’ foreign and security policy choices, or
it could be that China has simply chosen to prioritize other issues. However, it is possible that, in a future crisis or contingency, China might
decide to target the United States more actively, using disinformation in
support of its direct political-military goals; if it does so, one target set is
likely to be ethnic Chinese-Americans or Taiwanese-Americans, whom
Beijing regards as both more accessible (via Chinese-language communi5

We refer here to the Central Propaganda Department (CPD), the United Front Work
Department (UFWD), the Ministry of State Security (MSS), and other Party-state organs.
These are discussed further below.

6

This report was completed before the creation of the U.S. Space Force and therefore uses
the name “U.S. Air Force” to refer to both air and space capabilities.

7

Since the drafting of this report in August 2019, Chinese officials and state media
employed disinformation against the United States, claiming that coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) was a bioweapon brought to China by the U.S. Army, and alleging that Taiwan
was covering up a large-scale death toll in the south of the country because of COVID-19.
This report does not analyze these developments in depth because they occurred after the
period of our primary data collection, but they are largely consonant with our findings about
how China employs disinformation for political and psychological warfare.
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cations) and more amenable to the PRC’s influence.8 In advance of any
Chinese effort to target the United States (and specifically USAF) with
disinformation, USAF and U.S. government should evaluate options for
deterrence by denial (Chapter Six). The appendix offers an initial consideration of the alternative of deterrence by punishment.
To date, much of what China has learned about disinformation
warfare has been by engaging in the practice while targeting Taiwan
society, notably specific individuals who are deemed to be influencers, political parties across the political spectrum, youth, retired military officers, and other key demographics. China’s messages seek to
sow discord, undermine trust in the central government, spur doubt
about the nation’s military competence, present an image of China as a
land of opportunity and as a force that cannot be checked or resisted,
and create an impression that Taiwan is isolated and cannot rely on
either the United States or its formal diplomatic partners for assistance.
China has approached Taiwan media consumers across a variety of
social media platforms and through more traditional media, and uses
social media to reinforce broader messages it is sending through its
diplomatic, economic, covert and clandestine activities, and its overt
military posturing. To succeed, China requires a wide variety of preexisting conditions and prepositioned architecture. With these in place,
China has been able to conduct three types of social media disinformation operations: target of opportunity attacks, steady-state disinformation campaigns, and longer-term projects built around creating narratives tied to predictable large-scale events (such as elections).
Many of these disinformation campaigns have been conducted by
the new PLA Strategic Support Force (PLASSF), which was established
in 2015 through wide-ranging reforms of the PLA that have “accelerated China’s use of disinformation significantly.”9 As noted in Chapter
Three, however, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) also has been involved in
messaging via social media, and the CPD, UFWD, MSS, and Taiwan
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Affairs Office (TAO) are likely also involved.10 As one Taiwan expert
on PLA information operations commented, “the PLASSF is the main
source of disinformation campaigns . . . . the United Front Work
Department and the Ministry of State Security basically target overseas Chinese.”11 For a multiethnic society like the United States and a
multiethnic organization like USAF, this means Chinese command
and control (C2) for disinformation operations could involve multiple
organizations, depending on whether Beijing’s intent is to target diaspora Chinese-Americans or non-ethnic Chinese.
We believe one of China’s first targets of disinformation on social
media will be ethnic Chinese U.S. military officers and service members. This assessment is based on how Chinese experts write about
extending China’s influence generally, and how the PRC has sought
to target communities of overseas ethnic Chinese overseas historically,
notably in Australia, New Zealand, and Taiwan.12 Some likely vectors
are platforms that China controls (such as WeChat [微信] and Weibo
[微博]), and other platforms (such as Facebook or Twitter); through
these, U.S. military personnel who communicate in Chinese will be
more exposed to Chinese disinformation.13 PRC scholars write about
10

The Chinese Party-state follows a saturation approach to propaganda and influence
operations, with multiple institutions collaborating and coordinating to carry out various parts of an operation. Although intra-agency and government-military coordination
can prove challenging in the Chinese system (as elsewhere), the general model is one of
“unified leadership, separated management, separated responsibility, but in coordination”
[统一领导，分口管理， 分口负责，协调配合] (Brady, 2019a). We thank reviewer AnneMarie Brady for these insights.
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Interview with Taiwan think-tank analyst, interview 2A, Taipei, January 2019. It is
important to note, however, that the UFWD, MSS, various front organizations, and other
parts of the Party-state also actively target non-ethnic Chinese foreigners, seeking to dupe,
co-opt, compromise, and otherwise turn such individuals as they see as having value into
either active supporters or neutralized and nonthreatening. See Brady, 2017a.
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any of our interviews or primary data collection, we do not cover it in the report. In March
2020, however, U.S government officials contacted the firm over allegations of disinfor-
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the Chinese diaspora as a vector for influence because of a presumed
common linguistic and cultural background and an ability to explain
to their own societies why Beijing’s policies are correct.14 Thus, service members’ extended families and friends could also be an indirect
vector for China to reach U.S. troops.
China also might seek to degrade U.S. military operations by targeting local communities around U.S. military bases in host nations
with disinformation. Our interviews in Taiwan suggest that China
has already specifically targeted local communities around Republic
of China (ROC) military installations,15 so it is likely that PRC efforts
to disrupt or degrade U.S. military operations in advance of or during
a conflict might seek to sow rumors and disinformation in basehosting communities in third countries—such as Japan, South Korea,
or the Philippines (and in those in the continental United States,
Alaska, Hawai’i, Guam, or other overseas territories). Such disinformation campaigns could strive to shut down operations by generating
popular opposition; create an impression that the military is engaged
in covering up accidents, crimes, or military setbacks; sow doubt about
the wisdom and necessity of undertaking military operations in the
face of Chinese opposition as a way to degrade morale; or encourage
broader political opposition to decisions made in Washington, D.C.,
including by striving to split any allied war effort.

mation. Alfred Ng, “US Officials in Contact with TikTok over Political Disinformation,”
CNET.com, March 3, 2020. Separately, U.S. officials allege that China spread disinformation that same month inside the United States via text message, which points up that social
media is (1) only one vector by which the PRC sows disinformation and seeks influence and
(2) likely to be part of a broader strategic messaging campaign. See Edward Wong, Matthew
Rosenberg, and Julian E. Barnes, “Chinese Agents Helped Spread Messages That Sowed
Virus Panic in U.S., Officials Say,” New York Times, April 22, 2020.
14

PRC writings on diasporic Chinese as vectors for Chinese influence include Liu Juntao,
“Overseas Chinese and Chinese Soft Power from the Economic Perspective: The Case of
Indonesia,” Science-Economy-Society [科学经济社会], No. 3, December 2012; and Xu Mei,
“The Driving Force and Restraining Factors of Southeast Asian Chinese in the Promotion
of Chinese Soft Power,” Southeast Asian Studies [东南亚研究], Vol. 6, 2010.
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To respond effectively, the United States will need to consider
crafting policy in advance to manage service members’ access to social
media platforms that might constitute threat vectors during the run-up
to and throughout the course of a conflict. The U.S. military should
seriously consider training its forces to recognize and resist disinformation campaigns; it might wish to provide additional training and
resources to its ethnic Chinese-American members to help them identify and resist any PRC disinformation operations targeting them. One
option might be to strive to incorporate aspects of Red-team disinformation operations in future wargames as a way to surface and address
vulnerabilities; this also could be undertaken with U.S. allies and partners to help sensitize them to the ways in which they could be targeted.
U.S. information operations teams also might need to gain access and
build trusted profiles on social media if they are going to counter PLA
operations on these platforms. Finally, it might be worth taking a closer
look at a holistic approach to countering Chinese social media disinformation campaigns at the national level by examining the roles of legislative action, campaigns aimed at raising social media literacy, the role
of civil society, efforts to elicit cooperation from social media-hosting
companies, and technical solutions (such as artificial intelligence) that
can quickly flag disinformation.
Methodology
In this report, we examine how China thinks about the role and utility of social media disinformation campaigns for achieving political
and military outcomes. We drew on open-source Chinese-language
writings on social media campaigns and information operations for
descriptions of how PRC analysts and writers talk about this subject.
In addition, we derived insights into Chinese thinking and practice
from the recent experience of Taiwan. Since mid-2017, China has been
targeting Taiwan society, key political actors, and the ROC Armed
Forces with disinformation spread across a variety of platforms, such
as WeChat [微信]; Facebook; LINE; and the Professional Technology Temple (PTT), a popular bulletin board service. We carried out
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a weeklong data collection effort in Taiwan in early 2019, meeting
with more than 75 subject-matter experts. Our interviewees included
high-ranking ROC Republic of China government officials, thinktank analysts, academics, members of the private sector, nongovernmental organization (NGO) workers from civil society striving to
combat disinformation, and U.S. diplomats and military officers on
temporary secondment to the American Institute in Taiwan (the unofficial body that helps manage interactions with Taiwan in the absence
of formal diplomatic relations). We also derived insights from secondary source writings by Western experts on China and the PLA and
from open-source media reports and commentary on China’s activities
worldwide—especially activities focused on Taiwan but also activities
focused on U.S. allies and partners in Singapore, the Philippines, and
Japan. The draft report was completed in August 2019 and updated
only minimally thereafter to account for developments that either confirmed or required caveating our findings as they stood at that point
in time.
A caveat is in order before proceeding further. Disinformation
campaigns and efforts to sow discord are clandestine activities (i.e., the
goal is for efforts to go unrecognized as disinformation)—failing that,
such activities should at a minimum be covert (i.e., deniable and not
attributable to specific Chinese state actors). This substantially complicates the ability to research this topic; in the absence of substantial
time and access resources, much of what is reported is, of necessity,
not definitive. We have sought, where possible, to note the level of
certainty in our findings, but much of what we learned is impressionistic and drawn from plausible and widespread interpretations by local
actors in Taiwan of what are believed to be disinformation events originating from China. Although some doubt could be raised about specific incidents of information on social media, which might or might
not originate in China, we believe that, in the main, we capture the
way that authoritative Chinese sources think about and undertake disinformation campaigns on social media.
Although we are interested in the general phenomenon of China’s
efforts to shape narratives and, in so doing, structure (or restructure)
the international environment in ways favorable to the interests of the
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Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the PRC, our specific focus for
this report is more narrowly on disinformation campaigns spread on
social media. By disinformation, we are not referring to China’s ahistorical or factually challenged claims about the righteousness of its policies or territorial claims. Instead, we are referring specifically to false,
distorted, and/or decontextualized information, almost always about a
temporally and spatially bounded concrete event or purported development, usually located in a foreign country, that is intended to achieve a
relatively short-term behavioral or public opinion change in an overseas
actor. By social media, we mean online personal networking websites,
applications, and other platforms that enable individuals to upload,
broadcast, share, comment on, receive, and otherwise distribute information, whether through closed or open groups.
Overview
The remainder of this report unfolds as follows. Chapter Two describes
China’s overall approach to social media, with an emphasis on its messaging strategy and tactics. In Chapter Three, we examine how China
applies this theoretical approach to social media in practice, focusing
on types of campaigns, key targets, and key enablers. In Chapter Four,
we explore our main case study, Taiwan, and document more than
ten examples of suspected Chinese disinformation on Taiwan social
media. Chapter Five expands the aperture to the wider region, with
specific looks at Singapore, the Philippines, and Japan for whether they
are experiencing similar Chinese disinformation and how they might
be responding. Chapter Six relays our main findings, recommendations, and trends to watch in the future. The appendix presents some
considerations on the Chinese government’s own concerns about social
media as a vulnerability and whether targeting China through this
means represents a viable operational approach for USAF.

CHAPTER TWO

Chinese Social Media–Based Disinformation
Operations in Theory

China’s approach to social media is largely an extension of its longstanding propaganda and psychological warfare strategy into a new
medium. Since its founding, the CCP has understood the power of
using information to manipulate both domestic and foreign audiences.
Each new way to communicate with audiences—television, the internet, and now social media—has led to more continuity than change in
the CCP’s overarching information strategy, with minor updates and
improvements as necessary. The Chinese military views information as
the key enabler for success in a future conflict, and because the PLA
is one of the main actors likely to use hostile disinformation in a contingency, this chapter summarizes PLA writings on strategies for social
media operations.
Chinese Approaches to Information Operations
The Chinese Party-state and the military view information as the
single most critical domain for success in contemporary and especially
next-generation warfare. The PLA uses a variety of terms that align,
to at least some degree, with Western conceptions of influence operations. Traditionally, the PLA has talked about using political work
[政治工作] and external propaganda [对外宣传] to communicate Chinese messages to foreign audiences and undermine enemy forces.1
1

Mark Stokes and Russell Hsiao, “The People’s Liberation Army General Political Department: Political Warfare with Chinese Characteristics,” Project 2049 Institute, October 14,
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Following the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, the PLA adopted a framework of the three warfares [三战], which comprise psychological warfare
[心理战], public opinion warfare [舆论战], and legal warfare [法律战],
as a way to conceptualize different vectors for influence.2 Most recently,
the PLA has developed an emerging concept called cognitive domain
operations [认知域作战] that represents next-generation psychological
warfare hardware and tactics focused on affecting an adversary’s cognitive abilities.3 Fundamentally, as the armed wing of the CCP in an
era of informatized operations [信息化作战], the PLA is in the business
of using information to influence foreign perceptions and behaviors
against a variety of foreign entities, such as enemy military and political forces and neutral or allied third parties.
China’s national military guidelines, which are the equivalent
of its military doctrine and reflected in its 2015 defense white paper,
focus on the need to prepare to fight “informationized local wars
[信息化局部战争].”4 This central focus on information in warfare
dates to China’s observations of the U.S. way of war since the Gulf
War in the early 1990s. The U.S. military’s rapid defeat of a Sovietstyle Iraqi military that had much of the same organization and
command structure as the PLA shocked the Chinese leadership into
abandoning its Maoist strategy of “people’s war” in favor of preparing
for “local wars under high-tech conditions.”5 Subsequent updates to
2013; Wang Juntao and Anne-Marie Brady, “Sword and Pen: The Propaganda System of
the People’s Liberation Army,” in Anne-Marie Brady, ed., China’s Thought Management,
London: Routledge, 2011.
2

Dean Cheng, “Chinese Lessons from the Gulf Wars,” in Andrew Scobell, David Lai,
and Roy Kamphausen, eds., Chinese Lessons from Other Peoples’ Wars, Carlisle, Pa.: U.S.
Army War College Strategic Studies Institute, 2011; Elsa Kania, “The PLA’s Latest Strategic Thinking on the Three Warfares,” China Brief, Vol. 16, No. 13, August 22, 2016; Peter
Mattis, “China’s ‘Three Warfares’ in Perspective,” War on the Rocks, January 30, 2018.

3

Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga, “Cognitive Domain Operations: The PLA’s New Holistic Concept for Influence Operations,” China Brief, Vol. 19, No. 16, September 6, 2019.

4

State Council Information Office of the People’s Republic of China, China’s Military
Strategy, May 27, 2015.
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this strategy have been made by each generation of leadership, with
then-leader Hu Jintao changing it in 2004 to “local wars under the
conditions of informationization” and now Xi’s “informationized
local wars.”6 The PLA’s focus of modernization has been on “informationized” (network) warfare, for which Xi has set 2035 as a deadline, but the military is now transitioning to “intelligentized” (artificial intelligence–enabled) warfare.7 In short, the PLA has focused on
informationized warfare for most of the past three decades.
No PLA Doctrine for Social Media
For the PLA specifically, and the Party-state more broadly, social media
is an element of its information warfare strategy—though it is unclear
how well it has been or will be integrated into actual military operations. PLA authors generally describe social media as a dream-cometrue platform for next-generation messaging with content tailored for
specific audiences, but there are few indications so far that the PLA has
conclusively determined the role of social media in its military strategy.
Many questions remained unanswered (likely for both the PLA and
its potential adversaries), and it is quite possible that the true extent of
the PLA’s social media capabilities will only become clear when fully
employed for a crisis or wartime.
Within informationized warfare, social media falls most often
under psychological warfare. According to a recent RAND report, the
PLA approaches modern armed conflict as systems confrontation and
system-destruction warfare, seeing operations in a system-of-systems
framework, with each mission and unit nested in a hierarchy of operational systems.8 Information warfare is framed as the “informationconfrontation system,” with information attack and information
6

M. Taylor Fravel, “China’s New Military Strategy: ‘Winning Informationized Local
Wars,’” China Brief, Vol. 15, No. 13, July 2, 2015.

7

Elsa Kania, “AlphaGo and Beyond: The Chinese Military Looks to Future ‘Intelligentized’ Warfare,” Lawfare, June 5, 2017.
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For more on the PLA’s systems confrontation approach to warfare, see Engstrom, 2018.
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defense as the two key elements that the PLA must master.9 Information
attack comprises the psychological categories of propaganda inducement, deterrent, influence, and deception. These can be translated into
a Western context as “undermining enemy morale, confusing enemy
decisionmakers, convincing countries not to fight, and using disinformation to degrade enemy decisionmaking.”10 Another framework for
information warfare is the PLA’s three warfares,11 which, in a sense, is
more about tools while the information-confrontation system is more
about missions and tasks. Still, both frameworks center on using multiple types of information, broadly defined, to accomplish a variety of
objectives, and both frameworks treat information as a critical part of
the PLA’s warfighting strategy.
Although the PLA’s approach to offensive uses of social media is
adopted from psychological warfare, the PLA has no official doctrine
on social media. Social media [社交媒体], or social networks [社交网
络], are not referenced in any of the PLA’s most-authoritative texts on
military strategy, but the military is clearly both interested in the possibilities that social media presents and concerned about the threat posed
by social media to PLA operations—and, more broadly, to CCP rule.
The rise of social media in the early 2000s and its rapid worldwide
proliferation in the 2010s came too late to be included in such classic
texts as the 2006 Science of Campaigns or even the 2013 Science of Military Strategy, published by the Academy of Military Science.12 Chinese
defense white papers in 2013, 2015, and even 2019 did not mention it,
either. The only reference in core PLA texts is in the 2015 version of
Science of Military Strategy, published by the National Defense Univer9

For a discussion about the similar Russian concept, see Elina Treyger, Joe Cheravitch,
and Raphael S. Cohen, Russian Disinformation Efforts on Social Media, Santa Monica, Calif:
RAND Corporation, RR-4373/2-AF, forthcoming.
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sity.13 It is unclear why the PLA has not written more texts explicitly
about social media, though some prominent writings on the overall
media landscape do address it.14
This illustrates that the broader PLA was slow to adopt social
media as a tool for psychological warfare, though some researchers saw
early promise. A May 2011 journal article touted the “potential” of
Facebook and Twitter for use in offensive psychological warfare, such
as leveraging user data from platforms for enhanced message targeting, using opinion leaders to artificially influence public discussion,
and conducting subliminal messaging.15 Yet PLA authors overall only
increased their attention to social media around 2014 and again in
2016, as is made evident in Figure 2.1. This is likely because the Chinese military was initially focused on developing defensive approaches
domestically, and there was no immediate requirement for employment because Taiwan under Ma Ying-Jeou in 2008–2016 was generally pursuing improved relations with China.
PLA interest in social media clearly grew dramatically from 2010
to 2017 but appears to have plateaued since then. On the surface, PLA
attention to social media has declined slightly since a high in 2017,
though it is possible our data collection overlooked some of the conversation (because of term selection) or was incomplete (if relevant articles
were not part of the databases we accessed for the search). In practice,
the PLA has accelerated its use of social media, both for the offen13

Xiao Tianliang [肖天亮], ed., Science of Military Strategy [战略学], Beijing, China:
National Defense University Publishing House [北京国防大学出版社], 2015 (translation
from Beauchamp-Mustafaga and Chase, 2019). The National Defense University version
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2013 Academy of Military Science version.

14

Zeng Huafeng [曾华峰] and Shi Haiming [石海明], Mind Control: The Rules of War and
National Security Strategy in the Era of Global Media [制脑权: 全球媒体时代的战争法则
与国家安全战略], Beijing, China: People’s Liberation Army Publishing House [解放军出
版社], 2014. Some PLA texts on military propaganda [军事宣传] do refer to new media [新
媒体], a category that appears to include social media and other platforms; such discussions,
however, have yet to reveal much about PLA doctrine for disinformation on social media.
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Figure 2.1
Progression of Chinese Military Attention to Social Media
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SOURCE: Data from China National Knowledge Infrastructure database, (in Chinese),
undated.
NOTE: We define PLA authors as those with affiliations that include the words
military [军], national defense [国防], unit [部队], theater command [战区], Xi’an
Politics Institute [西安政治学院], or Nanjing Politics Institute [南京政治学院].

sive applications of social media disinformation outlined in this report
and simply for overt propaganda—all the services (except the PLASSF)
had their own Weibo accounts by mid-2019. One explanation for the
steady or even declining PLA writings on social media might be that
the PLA believes it has caught up on the learning curve and is transitioning to a more operational focus.
PLA Messaging Strategy of Content Tailoring and
Audience Targeting
The Chinese military frames its social media strategy as a nuanced,
multipronged approach, but it is unclear how far beyond theoretical
writings it has actually gone toward realizing its proposed approach
and strategy. As a relatively new phenomenon, the PLA appears to still
be developing its approach to social media, especially in wartime. So
far, the PLA has largely treated social media as an extension of its traditional approach to psychological warfare. It has demonstrated some
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willingness to use social media but so far has shown little if any innovation compared with other militaries. Instead, the PLA has drawn most
of its specific insights on social media from how the United States,
Russia, and others have employed social media in peacetime and in
various conflicts, such as with Libya, Syria, and Ukraine.16 Despite
reports that China has deployed disinformation operations against
Taiwan, there are few authoritative Chinese writings to analyze that
give insight into how China would actually leverage disinformation
in a conflict.17 Therefore, we are largely forced to extrapolate from the
available writings and interviews conducted in Taiwan about how the
PLA considers social media disinformation campaigns as part of its
broader strategy.
In practice, social media will serve two interrelated purposes:
overt messaging and covert manipulation. The vast majority of publicly available Chinese military writings on social media are written
by propaganda experts and thus focus on overt messaging rather than
on such covert manipulation as disinformation and deniable accounts.
Nevertheless, there are some available writings on deniable psychological operations in wartime.
Messaging Strategies

For overt messaging, PLA propagandists discuss three general strategies for influencing audiences: rapid response, agenda-setting, and
adaptive narratives.18
• First, the PLA, and the Chinese government more broadly, understands that public opinion is heavily influenced by first impres16

Chen Hanghui [陈航辉], Fang Peng [芳鹏], Yang Lei [杨磊] and Xia Yuren [夏育仁],
“Social Media Warfare: A New Dimension to Warfare in the Information Age [社交媒体
战: 信息时代战争新维度],” PLA Daily [解放军报], September 25, 2015; Zhu Ningning
[朱宁宁], “An Analysis of Russia’s Unfolding of Media Warfare Tactics amid the Turbulent
Political Situation in Ukraine [乌克兰政局动荡中俄对乌舆论战谋略运用探析],” Military
Correspondent [军事记者], May 2014.
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sions, so it is important for the PLA to quickly react to sudden
events before public opinion hardens.19
• Second, in the absence of sudden events, the PLA seeks to shape
audiences’ perceptions by constantly focusing the narrative on
specific issues favorable to the PLA, echoing a tactic hailed by
President Xi Jinping in 2016.20 This strategy appears to be heavily
influenced by foreign research, and some writings even explicitly
discuss subconscious messaging.21
• Third, the PLA realizes that sometimes its original messaging
content will not sufficiently influence its intended audience, and

19

For examples of PLA responses to international events, see Jiang Tingting [姜婷婷],
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PLA authors have called for iterative adaptation to make morepersuasive arguments over time.22
Social media has the potential to dramatically enhance the effectiveness of all these strategies. Social media also allows for even quicker
responses through the immediate dissemination of information, compared with waiting until the next day for a newspaper or even until the
next hour for television news, and it allows for more immersive agendasetting by inundating audiences with content. Furthermore, data analytics can help the PLA improve its messaging feedback loop for better
content by revealing the content that audiences engage with, compared
with traditional media, which has no direct feedback mechanism from
the consumer (audience) to the producer (propagandists).
Some messaging themes are also worth noting from China’s general propaganda narrative. Reading Chinese government reports and
state-run media, China is portrayed as a peace-loving nation with no
expansionist ambitions and a purely defensive military strategy. Much
of China’s overall messaging in a war—especially to U.S. allies and
partners and to neutral countries—likely will include such themes. Yet
another prominent theme is the inevitability of China’s rise along with
its geographic centrality and geopolitical dominance of the region—
anyone who crosses China will surely lose, and Chinese victory is inevitable. This narrative could also be targeted at U.S. service members as
a way to weaken their resolve.
Two special target audiences for China merit mention. First, the
Chinese government often aims its disinformation operations and
propaganda at the ethnic Chinese diaspora, and this approach likely
extends to social media as well.23 We assess that any disinformation by
China would target ethnic Chinese first because (1) those who speak
Chinese are easier for the PRC to reach via Chinese-language social
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media and (2) Chinese propagandists appear to believe that ethnic
Chinese abroad are more likely than other audiences to be receptive to
CCP messaging.
Second, Chinese government and military writings pay special
attention to the value of influencing foreign youth audiences because
the worldviews of this group appear to be more malleable.24 With
younger populations around the world generally using social media at
higher rates than older populations, the forum presents an attractive
vector for China to fine-tune this messaging strategy.
Tactics

For covert manipulation, PLA writings suggest an interest in discrediting the enemy’s leadership, undermining enemy morale, and influencing enemy public opinion. (These themes are discussed further in
Chapter Five.)25 One tactic drawn from U.S. information operations
against Saddam Hussein and Muammar Gaddafi is “public opinion
24
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decapitation [舆论斩首].”26 This calls for “demonizing the leader of
the enemy side” as a way to “[cripple] the enemy leader’s command
authority and weaken his command and control ability.”27 PLA authors
have similarly mentioned the United States’ use of targeted messages
to senior Iraqi military officers as a way to “undermine the morale of
the enemy’s military forces and civilian populace, so as to deliver a ‘soft
kill’ that forces surrender.”28 Lastly, some Chinese military authors
have touted the impact of “creating information chaos” and “exaggerating the conflict of interests within the enemy camp.”29 This echoes
claims that China’s interference in Taiwan’s 2018 elections was carried
out by “cyberwarfare specialists familiar with social issues in Taiwan
[who injected] divisive commentary into discussions on controversial
topics in an attempt to create social strife.”30
PLA authors also note the importance of “spreading all kinds of
rumors and information.”31 The PLASSF has also been accused of social
media manipulation in Taiwan’s November 2018 elections, and, even
before the elections, National Security Bureau Director-General Peng
Sheng-Chu said publicly that, “Beijing and the PLA were behind a propaganda campaign to interfere with the nation’s democratic elections
by creating disinformation and fake news targeting Taiwan media outlets, radio and television programs, and Web sites.”32 Specifically tying
26
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this activity to social media, then-Premier William Lai said China was
engaging in the “dissemination of disinformation through mass media
and social media.”33
Another way to manipulate enemy public opinion is through
astroturfing, or manipulating public opinion by masking the sponsor
or originator of a message to make it appear as if it emerges from a
segment of society. The PLA has paid very close attention to U.S. military efforts to conduct astroturfing against the Islamic State (ISIS) and
could adopt this tactic itself.34 Indeed, Taiwan researchers have accused
the PLA of doing just this.35 One recent report found a 2017 article by
a student at the PLA’s Nanjing Political Institute that could be considered a guidebook for mainland speakers to appear like local users on
PTT, Taiwan’s most important social media platform for political discussions.36 One critical question is the PLA’s ability to create convincing foreign-language content, especially disinformation. This would
require advanced language skills, which some in the PLA certainly possess (see Chapter Four). China, on the whole, has demonstrated at least
some ability to conduct foreign-language disinformation, evident in
Twitter and Facebook’s disclosures of English-language posts on their
platforms targeting the Hong Kong protests that they attributed to the
Chinese government, some of which are alleged to have been posted by
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large-scale automated accounts, or bots.37 Although the specific Chinese actor (or actors) behind the attacks on the Hong Kong protesters
remains unidentified, the PLA is clearly interested in running bot networks, as evidenced by a June 2019 article by researchers affiliated with
Base 311, the PLASSF’s lead psychological warfare unit.38
Chinese military authors also identify the value of disguising
Chinese messaging through the authentic voice of third parties, especially well-known figures who intentionally or unintentionally reflect
and amplify CCP narratives to new and larger audiences.39 This means
that overt state-run media can retweet celebrities who promote CCP
rhetoric, or covertly can either amplify this message or even hack their
accounts to capture their followers.
Additionally, China might outsource its social media messaging and disinformation efforts to patriotic netizens (internet users).
Although the CCP generally seeks tight control over domestic social
media discussion and prohibits Chinese citizens from using foreign
social media, it has also found that there are benefits to those who
climb the wall, [翻墙] or employ virtual private networks to circumvent
censorship and access foreign social media.40 In January 2016, when
37
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Tsai Ing-Wen was elected president of Taiwan, thousands of users in
China accessed Facebook, nominally banned by China’s own censorship technology (known colloquially as the Great Firewall), and
posted critical comments on Tsai’s Facebook page.41 This campaign,
referred to as a “Diba Expedition [帝吧出征]” was mentioned in at
least four articles by Chinese authors, with some praising the campaign as a modern version of the “people’s war” and grassroots assistance to “online ideological struggle.”42 Western researchers found the
campaign was human-conducted, and Chinese articles treated it as an
organic movement (i.e., not one initiated or coordinated by the Chinese government), though one article did note it was “tacitly approved”
by the state and suggested that this type of activity will be “normalized” over time.43
China could also manipulate foreign social media’s self-policing
function. PLA texts suggest that Chinese military analysts have learned
from Israel’s consideration of domestic legislation to force Western
social media to censor foreign content for them.44 Ahead of the 30th
41
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anniversary of Tiananmen in June 2019, reports emerged that Twitter
had suspended anti-China accounts, leading some to suspect they had
been reported by the Chinese government. However, Twitter denied
this and argued it was part of “routine action” to eliminate “platform
manipulation.”45 This is yet another approach that China could implement as a way to alter the information environment on foreign social
media in China’s favor, and it could be done on platforms where China
does not actually have direct control for censorship.
The PLA also understands the importance of tailoring messages
to targeted audiences, especially in wartime. For example, the 2013
edition of Science of Military Strategy argued that “new media,” specifically internet-based platforms, could help seek “the sympathy and
support of international society” in wartime under the three warfares
concept.46 One report found that propagandists had discussed various
target audiences, including “a matrix approach to targeting, breaking
into four groups: one’s own people, one’s allies, the enemy’s people, and
neutral countries; and three levels: leadership, troops, and the common
people,” and various ways to tailor their messaging, such as those “based
on people’s beliefs, value systems, or inclinations in order to influence
people from different countries, political parties, or cultural groups.”47
Social media can play a key role in improving this targeting and is used
by younger audiences around the world. (For more on targeting in the
case of Taiwan, see Chapter Three.)
Correspondent [军事记者], October 2018. For analysis of the proposed legislation, see Tehilla
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Judging solely from its publicly available writings, the PLA’s interest in social media appears to focus much more on open and public
platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, than on closed platforms,
such as WhatsApp.48 There are both benefits and downsides for the
PLA to use closed platforms. One benefit is that Chinese-injected disinformation is more difficult for Taiwan or others to track and counteract; furthermore, because users are more likely to know each other,
the disinformation might be trusted more than it would if it came
from an unknown public account. The downside is that the same lack
of public analytic data that makes it difficult for Taiwan authorities
to track disinformation also makes it difficult for the PLA to assess
that disinformation’s effectiveness. Additionally, the closed or private
nature of the platforms limit the speed and extent of the spread of information on such platforms. One public post on Facebook can be seen
by everyone; a WhatsApp message has to be forwarded within groups
(though some groups can be quite large). Limited PLA writings on
closed platforms perhaps should be expected—public discussion by the
PLA mostly focuses on overt propaganda and not covert manipulation.
However, Taiwan media accounts suggest that part of the PLA’s political interference in the November 2018 election occurred on LINE. If
this is correct, that could mean that available information about PLA
thinking reflects only a portion of the Chinese military’s overall strategy for social media campaigns.49
An August 2017 article by a propagandist at China Central
Radio’s military propaganda center suggests that Chinese analysts are
well aware of the differential value of the various types of platforms
they can operate across. The article’s author argues that Facebook was
good for wide-scale interactions while LINE was good for instant mes-
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saging and rapid, more-targeted communications.50 An October 2014
article by a PLA Daily [解放军报] editor references LINE as an instant
messaging platform with a curated “friend circle,” but this appears to
be in the context of work colleagues for improved editorial efficiency.51
A February 2015 article in Military Correspondent mentions LINE and
WhatsApp as popular social media platforms in Southeast Asia, along
with Twitter, Facebook, and WeChat.52 Yet this article does not remark
on the differences between these types of platforms or whether a different messaging approach is necessary to reach audiences on closed
platforms. Moreover, it was written by a People’s Daily correspondent
based in Thailand, which reveals civilian state-run media support for
PLA propaganda but does not shed light on the PLA’s understanding
of LINE. Similarly, a researcher at the Nanjing Political Institute,53 in
a May 2016 article, noted that ISIS usually posts on Twitter but “when
necessary switches to encrypted communication applications such as
SnapChat and WhatsApp.”54
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In contrast with Russia, up until the outbreak of COVID-19,
China does not appear to have regularly employed bots as a core component of its approach to social media manipulation. Indeed, one 2017
report found that the vast majority of Chinese-language bots on Twitter were actually run by activists critical of the Chinese government,
though this was during the relatively early days of Chinese hostile
activity on social media.55 Although the two public examples of specific accounts attributed to the Chinese government include the use of
multiple fake accounts to spread similar messages, the scale—in the
low hundreds—is nothing like that of Russia. However, Taiwan government statements paint the picture of large-scale messaging, which
could have been accomplished with either massive human resources
(certainly possible in China) or bot accounts.56 Furthermore, at least
two PLA articles have noted the benefits of bots on social media by
Russia and Cambridge Analytica.57 Moreover, the 2019 article by
members of the PLA’s psychological warfare unit focused on the value
of AI for running botnets, suggesting this could tactic could be used
more in the future.58 With no actual details released from Taiwan, it is
impossible to determine the role that bots play in Chinese interference
against Taiwan.
Other Uses of Social Media
The PLA also understands the value of social media for wartime targeting. As early as 2012, PLA authors noted that NATO used social media
for targeting adversary troops in Libya, concluding that “for NATO,
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the information on Twitter has tactical intelligence value.”59 The authors
also noted that NATO cannot actually use the intelligence acquired
from social media without coordination from other military assets—
early warning and reconnaissance aircraft, spies, and satellites are also
necessary. PLA researchers have worked on using social media to determine a user’s location, and although that work was focused on domestic
Chinese users, the 2015 article explicitly said that the methodology could
be translated to foreign social media platforms.60
Social media is also a great resource for open-source intelligence
collection, evidenced by the PLAAF’s discussion of this vulnerability
for the PLA. Remarking on the dangers of lax use of social media, one
article in the service’s newspaper said, “in the process of some officers
and enlisted men using WeChat, sometimes it can result in an accidental mishap, such as not keeping secrets when chatting, not taking into
account the location when being on video, or participating in activities such as soliciting votes online and bargaining.”61 This is because
“WeChat possesses the capability to take photographs, conduct video
chats, have real-time dialogue, and [capture] information on geographic
positioning.”62 Despite this, “Of course, we can neither totally ban the
internet and social media for units in spite of the risks and challenges
posed to security and stability, nor can we allow unimpeded access.”63
Catfishing, or the use of fake identities designed to lure people
into the mistaken belief that they have developed an online relationship (romantic or professional), is another vulnerability that the PLA
could turn into an attack vector. A 2015 article in PLA Daily [解放军
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报] noted that “social media is increasingly valued by national intelligence agencies and has become an important channel for intelligence
personnel to obtain valuable intelligence.”64 The article also points out
that the United States and Israel have struggled with operational security and quotes DoD personnel as saying that 80 percent of U.S. intelligence is from open-source information, with a growing percentage
from social media.65 Social media requires “complete personal information, including gender, age, education level, work status, marital status,
real photos, and mobile phone numbers,” and
some intelligence experts pointed out that the internal situation of some secret equipment and military facilities can be analyzed only by the work photos of an ordinary soldier in Weibo.
Accounts in social media often have clear personal tags, and their
published content will also include geographic location and other
information, which make social media a “bountiful mine” to
obtain intelligence information.66

Chinese authors note that “the personal information of users on the
information publishing end is becoming clearer and clearer, the audience situation at the receiving end of the information is constantly
changing,” and that “the risk of revealing personal information through
social networks and even leaking secrets is increasing.”67 A second PLA
Daily [解放军报] article extends its focus beyond the PLA and notes
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that informed civilians can leak classified information, such as details
on weapon systems.68
Conclusion
Our analysis of writings by Chinese government and military researchers indicates that China’s strategy on social media largely resembles
its strategy for more-traditional forms of disinformation operations.
Beyond overt propaganda, China realizes that its message is unlikely
to be well received by many overseas audiences, and thus Chinese
researchers have explored a broad variety of tactics to obscure the origins of such messaging—including laundering the message through
opinion leaders. This muddying of the information waters is likely only
one part of a broader Chinese strategy for manipulating and exploiting
the information domain in a conflict. The next several chapters will
document and analyze known or suspected Chinese efforts on social
media, which align well with the Chinese writings we have discussed
in this chapter.
68
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CHAPTER THREE

Chinese Social Media–Based Information
Operations in Practice

Over the past three years, the PLA (particularly the PLASSF and the
PLAAF) has increased its attention to social media disinformation
campaigns. These campaigns have been used (to a limited extent) to
achieve effects in the prekinetic phase of conflict of conveying the
impression that an enemy is increasingly isolated, poorly led, and
domestically divided, and preparing for an unnecessary conflict it
cannot hope to win. The PLA has also taken steps to try to guard
against vulnerabilities of its own on social media, use the medium
to bolster its own society’s morale and trust in its leadership and
armed forces, and convey an image of responsibility and strength.
Some of these messages are conveyed through attributed accounts;
others appear to derive from covert and unattributed (sock puppet)
accounts. We assess that, although the PLA might run some of these
unattributed accounts, other parts of the Chinese Party-state likely
run their own as well.
In addition to Chinese writings on the roles of information and
disinformation in peacetime and war, the experience of Taiwan as a
target of Chinese disinformation operations since 2016 can provide
substantial insights into how the PRC conducts targeting of adversary societies and organizations. This chapter discusses how China
is believed to have actually executed disinformation campaigns on
social media, the types of campaigns it has executed, and the groups in
Taiwan that Beijing has tended to target.
A wide-ranging social media disinformation campaign publicly
attributed to Beijing was revealed just as this report was being completed. In August 2019, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube all publicly
33
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announced they had suspended accounts that were suspected of being
part of a coordinated state-run campaign—which the companies
attributed to China—that targeted the Hong Kong protests.1 Most
noteworthy for researchers, all three companies released the first specific posts and metadata for the accounts, allowing independent analysis of Chinese social media disinformation on foreign platforms. Some
early analysis of the available data has already been conducted; this will
be detailed throughout this chapter.2
China’s Initial Social Media–Based Operations
The Chinese government’s first foreign social media account was created by China Radio International (CRI; now China Plus News) on
Twitter in 2009. By 2012, most of China’s main state-run media had
accounts—notably the publications China Daily, People’s Daily, and
Global Times and the news agency Xinhua.3 CRI is well known for
being a conduit of Chinese influence operations in the information
sphere around the world and for covertly owning mainly foreign radio
channels, so the fact that it led the way onto Twitter is not surprising.4
The move to social media followed a perhaps slow but sustained adoption of foreign communication technologies to bring the Chinese nar-

1

Nathaniel Gleicher, “Removing Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior From China,” Facebook Newsroom, August 19, 2019; Shane Huntley, “Maintaining the Integrity of Our Platforms,” Google, August 22, 2019; Twitter Safety, “Information Operations Directed at
Hong Kong,” Twitter Blog, August 19, 2019.

2

Dotson, 2019; Zhong, Myers and Jin Wu, 2019; Tom Uren, Elise Thomas, and Jacob
Wallis, “Tweeting Through the Great Firewall,” Australian Strategic Policy Institute, September 3, 2019.

3

For a review of China’s international social media engagement, see Joyce Y. M. Nip and
Chao Sun, “China’s News Media Tweeting, Competing with US Sources,” Westminster
Papers in Communication and Culture, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2018.

4

Koh Gui Qing and John Shiffman, “Beijing’s Covert Radio Network Airs China-Friendly
News Across Washington, and the World,” Reuters, November 2, 2015.
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rative to the wider world, with China launching its first foreign television channel in 1992 and first foreign website in 1997.5
Accusations of Chinese disinformation on foreign social media
first began in Taiwan following President Tsai’s election in 2016.
Many of the early examples focused on undermining support for Tsai
by claiming that she was mismanaging the military or damaging traditional Taiwan’s traditional culture.6 However, one report in 2014
identified fake Twitter accounts (bots) that were broadcasting positive
messages about Tibet, suggesting at least some parts of the Chinese
government had a covert presence on foreign social media before 2016.7
Moreover, reports emerged in 2015 and again in 2016 that state-run
media accounts on Twitter were buying followers as a way to artificially
increase their influence, suggesting interest in covert tactics before
2016.8 Chinese intelligence has also been accused of using social media
for recruitment since at least 2017, evidence that the Chinese government sees value in social media beyond simply propaganda.9 Based
on the released Twitter information, it appears that those accounts, at
least, were acquired by China in 2017, aligning well with other known
data points.10 Taken together, these are indications of improper Chinese government uses of social media and early uses of social media for
disinformation, so it would not have been a leap for China to use social
media disinformation for election interference against Taiwan in 2018.

5

Nip and Chao Sun, 2018.

6

“Authorities Deny Rumor of Ban on Incense, Ghost Money Burning,” FocusTaiwan,
July 21, 2017; J. Michael Cole, “Fake News at Work: President Tsai ‘Persecutes Religion in
Taiwan,’” Taiwan Sentinel, July 20, 2017.

7

Jonathan Kaiman, “Free Tibet Exposes Fake Twitter Accounts by China Propagandists,”
The Guardian, July 22, 2014.

8

Nicholas Confessore, Gabriel J. X. Dance, Richard Harris, and Mark Hansen, “The Follower Factory,” New York Times, January 27, 2018; Tom Grundy, “Did China’s State-Run
News Agency Purchase Twitter Followers?” Hong Kong Free Press, April 14, 2015; Alexa
Olesen, “Where Did Chinese State Media Get All Those Facebook Followers?” Foreign
Policy, July 7, 2015.

9

“German Spy Agency Warns of Chinese LinkedIn Espionage,” BBC, December 10, 2017.

10

Uren, Thomas, and Wallis, 2019.
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Chinese Command and Control for Social Media
Operations
China’s broader social media operations are likely run and/or coordinated by a combination of the CPD [中央宣传部], the UFWD, and
the PLA, but it is difficult to attribute any actions to specific organizations and institutions beyond the acknowledged account holder.11 Compared with information about Russian social media activity,
there is less public research and fewer government reports focusing on
China’s online presence. The majority of China’s overt propaganda on
social media is conducted through accounts acknowledged to be operated by state-run media, such as Xinhua’s Twitter presence. China’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs uses Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms for public diplomacy—the Chinese ambassador in Washington, D.C., just opened a Twitter account.12 Other foreign social media
accounts are held by Chinese state-owned enterprises operating abroad
(such as Sinopec on Twitter) and high-profile infrastructure projects
(such as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor—part of the Belt and
Road Initiative).13 The CCP’s International Liaison Department joined
Twitter in April 2020, reflecting the Party-state’s deepening embrace of
the platform it bans at home.14
Within the CCP and government bureaucracy, state-run media
is directly controlled by the CCP’s CPD, so any social media activity
will ultimately fall under its purview. Higher-level guidance from CCP
leadership and coordination across Party-state bureaucracies and the
military likely occurs but is difficult to definitively track. One recent
study on Chinese state-run media messaging on U.S. social media
11

On China’s propaganda system, see Anne-Marie Brady, Marketing Dictatorship: Propaganda and Thought Work in Contemporary China, New York: Rowman and Littlefield, 2009;
and Samantha Hoffman, Engineering Global Consent: The Chinese Communist Party’s DataDriven Power Expansion, Sydney, Australia: Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 2019.

12

Cui Tiankai, Twitter account, undated.

13

CPEC Official, @CPEC_Official, Twitter account, undated; Sinopec, @SinopecNews,
Twitter account, undated. The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor account appears to be
maintained by the Chinese embassy (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) in Pakistan.

14

Hu Zhaomin, @SpokespersonHZM, Twitter account, undated.
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found that there appeared to be some synchronized campaigns, or at
least common themes, across different accounts, reflecting this possible
combination of high-level coordination and/or guidance.15 One part of
that guidance is likely the general propaganda guidance provided to
state-run media by the CPD.16
The released Twitter information supports our belief that multiple Chinese government actors are involved in broader social media
disinformation activity. We assess that the Twitter accounts targeting
the Hong Kong protests were run by the CPD and/or the UFWD,
especially because, so far, researchers have not identified any evidence
linking this data set with the concerted campaign against the 2018
election as it was described by the Taiwan government.17 Instead,
early research suggests that these accounts have focused on several
political opponents of the CCP who were publicly very critical, such
as dissident Guo Wengui (also known in English as Miles Kwok).18
This points to at least two different groups within China conducting
hostile social manipulation on foreign platforms. Our hypothesis is
that the PLASSF is responsible for long-term, advanced, broad, and
(high-quality) covert manipulation of targeted events, such as Taiwan’s 2018 elections, which would allow for months or perhaps years
of careful planning and preparations leveraging the PLASSF’s computing power and expertise. Meanwhile, the CPD and/or UFWD
can occasionally be asked to respond to immediate crises that the
PLA Strategic Support Force is not prepared for and use a relatively
basic bot infrastructure to conduct operation, as occurred in the case
15

Insikt Group, 2019.

16

For the best public record of this guidance, see “Directives from the Ministry of Truth,”
China Digital Times, undated.

17

Because of staffing limitations, both the CPD and UFWD might find it expedient to
contract out aspects of social media disinformation campaigns to teams that run content
farms [内容农场], and to trolls or paid posters [五毛党]. Such forces help support China’s
efforts to develop a whole-of-government, whole-of-society approach to conflict, providing
additional vectors and complicating adversary defense efforts.

18

A basic Chinese state-run campaign against Guo was suspected early on when he began
making revelations about CCP leadership. See Mazarr et al., 2019, p. 142. For analysis of the
Hong Kong–linked accounts targeting Guo and others, see Uren, Thomas, and Wallis, 2019.
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with Hong Kong. If we are correct, this could mean the PLASSF’s
covert manipulation on Western social media platforms has so far
gone undetected, or at least remains unattributed.
Where Chinese Social Media Actors Are Headquartered
The vast majority of China’s propaganda bureaucracy, like the rest of
its government and ruling class, is based in Beijing. The CPD, UFWD,
and PLA all have headquarters in the Beijing area, close to the Chinese
leadership. However, the more-operational aspects of China’s social
media operations are spread outside Beijing. Within China, some of
the propaganda apparatus targeting Taiwan is based in Fujian, the
province across from Taiwan. This is the location of Base 311 (Unit
61716), the PLASSF unit responsible for psychological warfare targeting Taiwan.19 Beyond China, at least some (and perhaps the majority) of China’s state-run media employees targeting foreign audiences
are based in those audiences’ countries, with China’s main global television station, CGTN, employing roughly 180 people in the United
States alone.20
It is difficult to determine with certainty the provenance of most
disinformation efforts, but some anecdotal evidence for China is available. One Taiwan interviewee claimed that China is attacking Taiwan
with as many as 2,400 separate pieces of disinformation every day.21 A
Taiwan government official said the PLASSF had 300,000 troops.22 If
even one-third of those are for psychological operations and a portion
19

For analysis of this organization, see J. Michael Cole and Shelley Shan, “PRC Steps Up
Psychological Warfare Targeted at Taiwan,” Taipei Times, August 26, 2011; and Stokes and
Hsiao, 2013.

20

Paul Mozur, “Live from America’s Capital, a TV Station Run by China’s Communist
Party,” New York Times, February 28, 2019a; Paul Mozur, “Facing Legal Scrutiny, China’s
State TV Recalls Its U.S. Head,” New York Times, March 8, 2019b.

21

Interview with Taiwan-based think-tank analyst, interview 3, Taipei, January 2019;
Gavin Ellis, “China Could Be Using Taiwan as a Testing Ground for Disinformation Campaigns,” New Zealand Listener, February 16, 2019.

22

Pan, 2018.
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of those are focused on social media, that would still be potentially
thousands of people available to engage in disinformation on social
media. This is one area where the size of China’s population, especially
government propaganda and military personnel, is an advantage.
The Scale of Chinese Social Media Operations
Measuring the extent of any country’s social media presence and
activity is daunting, even when looking only at its overseas activities.
China reportedly spends at least $10 billion a year on propaganda,
meaning that even if only a small portion of this goes toward social
media, it would have a large impact.23 Compared with Russia, which
spends several hundred million dollars per year on information efforts
abroad, China’s budget appears larger, which means it might be able
to simply overwhelm the information environment overtly and thus
have less need to resort to covert manipulation.24 The largest share
of the Chinese government’s effort on propaganda, including social
media, is probably focused domestically, with studies suggesting that
somewhere between 0.6 percent and 16.7 percent of all domestic posts
are manufactured by those affiliated with the CCP in some form.25
Looking abroad, one study reported that “the selected public accounts
run by Xinhua News, People’s Daily, and CCTV News/CGTN have
established a significant presence in the Twittersphere in the six-anda-half years or so since they started their accounts,” though they still

23

David Shambaugh, “China’s Soft-Power Push,” Foreign Affairs, July 2015. Others have
suggested that $10 billion might be an underestimate. See Anne-Marie Brady, “Plus ça
change? Media Control Under Xi Jinping,” Problems of Post-Communism, Vol. 64, No. 3,
2017b.

24
25

For a discussion of Russia’s budget, see Treyger, Cheravitch, and Cohen, forthcoming.

Mary Gallagher and Blake Miller, “Can the Chinese Government Really Control the
Internet? We Found Cracks in the Great Firewall,” Washington Post, February 21, 2017; Gary
King, Jennifer Pan, and Margaret E. Roberts, “How the Chinese Government Fabricates
Social Media Posts for Strategic Distraction, Not Engaged Argument,” American Political
Science Review, Vol. 111, No. 3, 2017.
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trailed Russia’s RT.26 Another study examined just People’s Daily and
Xinhua on Instagram, stating that, “These two Chinese influence profiles reached a level of audience engagement roughly one-sixth as large
as the entire Russian IRA-associated campaign targeting the United
States on Instagram.”27 The Hong Kong data set also provides some
hard numbers, though it is very likely only a portion of overall Chinese
activity. Twitter identified 936 active accounts and another 200,000
accounts it had already suspended; Facebook identified five accounts,
three pages, and seven groups; and YouTube identified 210 accounts.28
Only Facebook tallied China’s reach through this activity—roughly
18,000 users total, a number far short of similarly identified Russian
and even Iranian activity.
For its part, although the PLA does not appear to have accounts
on foreign social media platforms, it does have many accounts on
Chinese-owned platforms. The PLA’s official propaganda outlet, PLA
Daily, is the first PLA organization known to have a social media
account, opening its Weibo account in March 2010. The PLAAF was
the first service to open a social media account (in October 2015 on
Weibo and WeChat), and the PLA Navy was the most recent service to
open an account (in April 2019).29 In sum, it would appear that Russia
is more active in social media operations, but China’s involvement in
such activities has been growing over the past half-decade. With China
getting a slightly later start than Russia, it is possible that China is still
improving and gaining traction with international audiences. Another
possibility is that China has a broader set of tools for influence operations and thus, unlike Russia, it does not have to focus so much of its
energy on the use of disinformation campaigns via social media.

26

Nip and Chao Sun, 2018.

27

Insikt Group, 2019.

28

Gleicher, 2019; Huntley, 2019; Twitter, 2019.

29

The SSF has not yet opened an official social media account, though it is suspected of
operating foreign social media account covertly against Taiwan. “China’s @PLA Navy Official Account Opens [中国@人民海军 官方微博正式开通],” Sina.com, April 15, 2019.
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China’s Reach to Foreign Audiences
The Chinese government can reach foreign audiences through four
main vectors. The first two are Chinese- and foreign-language content that spread on Chinese-owned platforms, such as WeChat; the
second two are Chinese- and foreign-language content delivered on
such foreign-owned platforms as Facebook, LINE, PTT, or other
social media platforms. Many Chinese government organizations,
including the PLA, have directly controlled accounts on WeChat and
Weibo, allowing them to easily engage in the public conversation
both at home and abroad. In addition, were a conflict between the
United States and China to break out, depending on the location of
the conflict, local populations and foreign audiences alike might turn
to Chinese-run social media platforms, most likely WeChat. The
majority of foreign users of WeChat are likely to be Chinese speakers,
however, so content in other languages likely will be limited. By contrast, non–Chinese-speaking foreign audiences might be more likely
to use Western social media platforms, but this is precisely where the
PLA’s social media skills set is weakest.
The PLA has no official presence on foreign social media. This
void is filled by Chinese state-run media outlets, which are allowed
to have accounts on foreign platforms, including Xinhua on Twitter
(12.5 million followers) and China Daily on Facebook (94 million
followers).30 Consequently, the PLA must rely on such outlets to relay
content to users on those platforms. For example, China’s participation
in the International Army Games has been promoted, with China Daily
alone reaching 1.2 million people on Facebook in 2017. China Daily
also initiated a dramatic expansion to 17 foreign platforms in 2018; it
is unclear exactly how many foreign users were reached that year, but
total audience including Chinese citizens was reportedly 120 million
people.31 This relayed content can be reposted directly (because some
30
31

Xinhua, Twitter account, undated; China Daily, Facebook account, undated.

Li Dayong [李大勇], Zhang Shengtao [张圣涛], and Xia Yun [夏云], “Focusing
on Improving the Effectiveness of Propaganda for International Military Competition News: Reflection on Army Organized ‘International Army Games-2018’ Coverage
[着力提升国际军事赛事新闻宣传效益:
陆军承办’国际军事比赛-2018’报道回眸],”
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PLA propaganda has foreign-language subtitles) or dubbed, but our
observation is that, most of the time, state-run media translate PLArelated content. There is some PLA frustration that the media outlets
do not perform this function very well: In one example from November
2018, the People’s Daily Twitter account posted a video clip of what it
said was a DF-41 intercontinental ballistic missile.32 On closer inspection, it was more likely a new version of the DF-11 short-range ballistic
missile.33 Such occasions reflect the challenge of nonmilitary personnel
accurately relaying detailed military information.
Another consequence of the PLA not having a direct presence is
that it does not have its own data on how foreign audiences engage with
its content—instead, it has to rely on social media analytics provided
by state-run media.34 Under the PLA’s desire for a big, data-driven, tailored messaging strategy, this could be a critical limitation. Thus, some
in the Chinese military are calling for the PLA to open its own foreign
social media accounts. (We discuss this further later in this chapter.)
The PLA’s lack of overt accounts on foreign social media could
limit its ability to use these forums for operational effects. According to
Hootsuite, a social media analytics company, 70 percent of East Asians
use social media, as do 61 percent of Southeast Asians, 57 percent of
those in Oceania, and 24 percent of South Asians.35 Tables 3.1–3.3
break down rates of social media penetration.
For messaging, WeChat is the top application only in China.
U.S.-based Facebook Messenger is the top messaging application in
Cambodia, Thailand, and Mongolia; LINE, from South Korea, is the
Military Correspondent [军事记者], October 2018; Tan Yingshuai [谭英帅], “The Practice
and Thinking of News Propaganda for the Army Hosting the ‘International Military Competition-2017’ [陆军承办”国际军事比赛—2017”新闻宣传的实践与思考],” Military Correspondent [军事记者], January 2018.
32

People’s Daily, “Video Reveals DF-41,” Twitter post, November 17, 2018.

33

Scott LaFoy, “I Watch a Lot of CCTV,” Twitter post, November 18, 2018.

34

Zhang Gugu [张汨汨], “Actively Use Overseas Social Media to Participate in Military
External Propaganda [积极利用海外社交媒体参与军事外宣],” Military Correspondent
[军事记者], August 2016.
35

Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 Vietnam (January 2019),” February 3, 2019f.
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Table 3.1
Overall Social Media Penetration in Select Countries
Japan

Philippines Singapore

Taiwan United States

Total internet users
(percentage of
population)

94

71

84

88

95

Social media users
(percentage of
population)

61

71

79

89

70

Total time on social media
per day (hours)

0.6

4.2

2.1

1.9

2.0

SOURCES: Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 Japan (January 2019),” webpage, February 3,
2019b; Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 Philippines (January 2019),” webpage, February 3,
2019c; Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 South Korea (January 2019),” webpage, February 3,
2019d; Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 Taiwan (January 2019),” webpage, February 3,
2019e; Hootsuite, “Digital 2019 United States of America (January 2019),” webpage,
January 31, 2019a.

Table 3.2
Percentage Penetration of Specific Social Media Platforms in Select
Countries
Rank

Japan

Philippines

Singapore

Taiwan

United States

1

YouTube (75)

Facebook (97)

YouTube (87)

YouTube (90)

YouTube (82)

2

LINE (67)

3

Twitter (49)

YouTube (96) WhatsApp (86) Facebook (89) Facebook (80)
FB Messenger Facebook (82)
(89)

LINE (84)

FB Messenger
(57)

4

Facebook (36) Instagram (64) Instagram (59) FB Messenger Instagram (51)
(57)

5

Instagram (33)

Twitter (54)

6

Ameblo (37)

Skype (44)

Twitter (34)

WeChat (32)

Pinterest (36)

7

FB Messenger
(11)

LinkedIn (36)

LinkedIn (33)

Skype (25)

Snapchat (31)

8

Skype (8)

Viber (34)

WeChat (33)

Twitter (24)

LinkedIn (28)

9

Pinterest (4)

Pinterest (33)

Skype (28)

EYNY (22)

Reddit (19)

10

Tumblr (4)

Snapchat (28)

SOURCES: Hootsuite, 2019a–2019e.

FB Messenger Instagram (49)
(52)

Pinterest (24) WhatsApp (19)

Twitter (42)

Skype (19)
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Table 3.3
WeChat Penetration in Select Countries
Japan

Philippines

Singapore

Taiwan

United States

Rank

15

13

8

6

15

Percentage

2

23

33

32

9

SOURCES: Hootsuite, 2019a–2019e.

top application in Japan and Taiwan. Also from South Korea is Kakao
Talk, which is the top application there. Finally, Zalo is the top application in its country of origin, Vietnam. Social media messaging methods also vary by nation. For example in Vietnam, there is only 66 percent internet penetration among the population, but 90 percent of
those users have social media on their phones (mobile social media use
grew 16 percent in 2018); even more use social media on a computer.36
By comparison, 95 percent of U.S. residents have internet connectivity,
but only 64 percent of internet users use social media on their mobile
phones.37 WeChat penetration in the United States is very limited: One
study found that less than 10 percent used it at least once a week in
2018.38 It is likely, however, that WeChat penetration is higher among
the Chinese-American population of roughly 4–5 million (and, more
broadly, among Chinese-speaking communities, including U.S. scholars, policymakers, and analysts who work on or in China regularly).
This might mean that China wields greater influence via WeChat than
that platform’s penetration rate among the broader U.S. population
would suggest.39
Some countries in Asia use major U.S. platforms (such as Facebook and Twitter) and their own indigenous platforms. This means
36

Hootsuite, 2019f.

37

Hootsuite, 2019a.

38

Statista, “Frequency of WeChat Use in the United States as of January 2018,” webpage, March 21, 2019. For analysis of WeChat in the United States, see Emily Parker, “Can
WeChat Thrive in the United States?” MIT Technology Review, August 11, 2017.

39

The authors thank reviewer Anne-Marie Brady for recommending that they include this
point.
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China likely will have to develop accounts and messaging strategies
on these platforms, both for overt propaganda accounts and covert
manipulation. As already mentioned, Kakao Talk is South Korea’s
most popular platform, with 83 percent penetration of that nation’s
internet users.40 In Vietnam, 74 percent of internet users have accounts
with Zalo, the fourth most popular platform.41 However, many South
Korean and Vietnamese internet users also consume Western social
media, so indigenous platforms are not the sole vector for China.
The lack of openly acknowledged PLA-owned accounts on foreign social media platforms appears to be a deliberate decision by highlevel authorities against establishing a presence on those platforms.42
The Chinese military is clearly focused on influencing foreign perceptions about its capabilities and behaviors, so the decision to avoid Western social media is curious.43
Some PLA officers want to address this shortcoming. According
to one report, “PLA authors’ arguments for opening accounts on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram, among others, include having
direct access to its intended audiences, avoiding misinterpretation by
Western media, being able to respond to negative stories abroad, and
generally monitoring foreign discussions about the PLA.”44 The report
found eight articles in PLA propaganda journals dating to 2014 that
40

Hootsuite, 2019d. Kakao, LINE, and other social media platforms were blocked in June
2019, at least temporarily. See “Mainland Restrictions to Be Lifted on Line and KakaoTalk,
South Korean Diplomat Says,” South China Morning Post, June 13, 2019.

41

Hootsuite, 2019f. For more on Zalo, see Anh-Minh Do, “Zalo: Vietnam’s Flagship Mobile
Messaging App Has Arrived,” TechInAsia, February 4, 2013; and Goran Bogunovic, “Zalo Is
Vietnam’s Answer to WhatsApp and It’s Growing Big,” Domain.me, November 7, 2018.

42

Chen Jie [陈捷], “Create a Shock Team for Military External Propaganda
[打造军事外宣队伍的突击队],” Military Correspondent [军事记者], June 2015.
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Anne-Marie Brady, in a personal communication with the authors, points out that the
PLA has posted recruitment ads on YouTube and cautions that the most rigorously accurate
thing one can say about Chinese presence on Western social media platforms is that there
are no openly acknowledged accounts. Whether the Chinese Party-state has used cutout
accounts on Western social media platforms was something our research could not definitively determine.
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argued for the PLA to have a direct presence on Facebook, Twitter,
and others, and even more articles that touted the value of propaganda
on these platforms but accepted the handling of that role of state-run
media instead of the PLA.45 As mentioned earlier, the Chinese ambassador in Washington, D.C., only recently opened a Twitter account,
perhaps reflecting a studied hesitance about subjecting official Chinese
government organs to criticism on foreign platforms outside the reach
of China’s censors.46
Social Media Disinformation Campaign Execution
One Taiwan PLA expert we spoke with said that the PLA follows a
standard approach to targeting. It selects the platform best suited for
the target demographic. It then collects personal data, maps social
networks, cultivates opinion leaders, joins discussion group, and—
after building sufficient trust among the group—disseminates disinformation aimed at undermining its adversary.47 Not everyone agrees
whether such patterns exist. For example, some Taiwan interviewees
commented that Beijing uses PTT to reach those younger than 40
years of age; other interviewees said Facebook was the primary vector
to reach younger audiences and that LINE was more likely to be used
to communicate with older social media users in Taiwan.48 Another
expert on the online domain commented that LINE is relatively fertile
ground for PLA disinformation operations because it is not an open
platform, meaning that messages can circulate for some time before the
government becomes aware of them and can respond.49
45

Beauchamp-Mustafaga and Chase, 2019.
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Cui Tiankai, undated.
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Interview with Taiwan cyber expert, interview 9, Taipei, January 2019.

48

Interview with Taiwan academic, interview 8; Taipei, January 2019; interview with
Taiwan think-tank expert, interview 12D, Taipei, January 2019. The academic commented
that one of the standard texts for the PLA’s conduct of social media disinformation campaigns appears to be Zeng Huafeng and Shi Haiming, 2014.
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Interview with Taiwan government official, interview 10A, Taipei, January 2019.
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Types of Campaigns

China appears to pursue three general types of disinformation
campaigns.
The first type is steady-state efforts that are constantly ongoing
and designed to deepen social divisions, lower morale, and depress confidence in democracy. These efforts need not be keyed to any specific
event and are intended to serve as something like a constant drag on
an adversary organization or society. Such efforts are a form of grayzone warfare or cost imposition that sap resources and are difficult to
attribute or respond to; furthermore, engagement in these efforts pose
relatively low risk for China. These efforts are generally tied to one-off
stories not linked to other news except insofar as they might target the
same general adversary (such as the Tsai administration in Taiwan).
A second type of disinformation that China engages in on social
media is intended to support goals that are more discrete or timebounded, such as hampering a trip abroad by the Taiwan president,
complicating a regularly scheduled military exercise, or affecting an
election outcome over several months. These disinformation efforts try
to create a cascade of negative news about a topic in ways that represent a campaign that is more deliberate and resource-intensive. As one
Taiwan government official related, these efforts can eat up enormous
amounts of senior official time or shape the outcome of local or even
presidential electoral contests.50
Opportunistic attacks reflect a final type of disinformation operation on social media. “They jump on targets of opportunity a lot,” one
Taiwan analyst of information warfare commented.51 These opportunities can be an adversary’s misstep or an action by someone within an
opponent’s society that can be amplified so that it appears to represent
a broader degree of resistance to someone or some policy position that
China also opposes. In many cases, “China just serves to elevate the
profile of unfavorable news that may in fact be true,” an interviewee
remarked.52 One possible example of this described by an interviewee
50
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involved a case in August 2016 in which an ROC Army tank fell of
a bridge and landed upside down in a river, leading to the drowning
death of four soldiers.53 China might use social media to amplify the
news so as to create an impression of greater military incompetence
and to drag down the political support for the government.54 In other
cases, “some of China’s efforts are just designed to magnify the voices
of those who are already dissatisfied,” another interviewee noted.55
Intended Targets

Chinese disinformation efforts have targeted a wide variety of actors
within Taiwan.56 China aims pro-China messages at communities that
are already sympathetic to China’s cause; as one Taiwan official noted,
“China’s sympathizers play a particularly critical role as facilitators,
spreading positive information about China online and generating
feedback” for China’s messages.57 China also feeds negative information about its adversaries, such as the Tsai administration, to groups that
are either already critical or might be receptive to negative information
about those adversaries, even if the groups are not pro-China. Countering such disinformation can be extremely challenging, one senior official warned, noting that “[although] media literacy in Taiwan is growing, for those groups who don’t already believe [the government has
some degree of credibility], you won’t be able to convince them [that
what they’ve been exposed to is disinformation].”58 Finally, according
to several interviewees, China particularly targets young people, retired
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ROC military officers, pensioners, religious groups within Taiwan
society, farmers and fishermen, and those deeply attached to one political party or the other (because such highly partisan information consumers can be encouraged to deepen social divisions).59
One expert on Chinese military information operations said that
there are indications that PLA-linked accounts have sought to develop
trusted profiles on social media through the offering of online coupons
that can be used to build relationships with people living near basehosting communities. These online relationships can then be used in
tandem with human operators (or “sleeper agents” in place over a long
period) to stir up resistance to military operations and foster social
divisions over national security and defense affairs.60
China also might be shifting away from political issues to more
cultural wedge ones. One interviewee said that PRC operations are “no
longer conducting targeting by candidates or political parties like the
Kuomintang—now, their focus is shifting to issues such as same-sex
marriage or what name Taiwan should participate in the Olympics
under.”61 Another interviewee echoed that Chinese operations were
shifting from “targeting political parties to targeting of the people of
Taiwan.”62 One defense and intelligence expert commented that Chinese disinformation operations strive to “identify opinion leaders,”
aligning with known PLA writings, such as those discussed in Chapter Two.63 Interviewees argued that prominent Taiwan figures—such
as singer/actress Liu Le-Yan, who commented that the Taiwan Strait
transit of the PLA Navy aircraft carrier Liaoning was unthreatening
because it had “come to protect us,” 64 and master baker Wu Pao-Chun,
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who has publicly described himself as “a Chinese person who supports
the ‘1992 Consensus’”65 —were examples of the kinds of opinion leaders whom Chinese disinformation operations sought to leverage.66
Assuming the adoption of internet-of-things technology creates
an environment characterized by even wider proliferation of personalized data that can be harvested for information-targeting, Chinese
activity in this arena will likely become more granular. According to
one news report, “China is certain to improve the technical sophistication and professionalism of its measures, which would lead to realtime reactions to ongoing events.”67 Specifically, the article noted that
“China uses metadata, artificial intelligence and other technologies
to analyze what content young Taiwan residents consume and exploit
the information to cultivate sympathy for Beijing.”68 The next section
discusses those factors enabling Chinese social media disinformation
operations, particularly in Taiwan.
Enablers of Chinese Disinformation Operations
To prosecute a broad-gauge, sophisticated, and effective disinformation campaign, one interviewee noted, “the PLA requires supporting
infrastructure.”69 This supporting infrastructure features a somewhat
65
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favorable sociopolitical human terrain that is open to some of the messages that China is seeking to spread, a variety of social media platforms that China can gain access to and build credibility on, and an
architecture of supplementing tools ranging from diplomacy and economic policy levers to military capabilities and subversive or underground forces that will carry out Beijing’s will. These factors support
China’s disinformation efforts; therefore, to the extent that they can be
targeted or compromised, they represent vulnerabilities that could be
hardened to complicate China’s ability to wage social media disinformation campaigns.
Human Terrain

To spread disinformation, China requires societal fissures that it can
readily exploit. In the case of Taiwan, important distinctions exist
between (1) those members of society who support the Kuomintang
(KMT; Nationalist Party) or other political parties that lean more
toward engagement with China and emphasize a shared historical
identity and (2) those who lean more toward the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which tends to emphasize Taiwan’s unique heritage,
identity, and sovereign status. The KMT and other parties that focus
on a shared identity with the PRC as part of “China” (however defined)
are, in Taiwan’s political lexicon, referred to as the “blue camp” [藍營];
those parties that support a focus on Taiwan’s unique political identity
(sometimes referred to casually as “independence-oriented”) are generally grouped under the rubric of the “green camp” [綠營].70
Despite China’s distaste for the DPP, Chinese social media disinformation campaigns have sought to undermine the centrist Tsai
administration by playing up themes that appeal to “deep blue” and also
to “deep green” information recipients. In so doing, they have sought
to deepen social divisions and drive Tsai toward the “deep green” camp
in the primaries in an effort to undercut her appeal to voters who favor
more-moderate policies and politics; as one interviewee commented,
“they are attacking the middle, not the ‘deep blue’ or ‘deep green.’”71
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Facilitating China’s understanding of Taiwan society has been
the dramatic expansion of contacts and exchange across the Strait
over roughly the past two decades. Although Taiwan businesses began
investing in China in the 1980s, this is a small sample of Taiwan society and not particularly useful either as a vector for influence or as
a tool to understand rapidly evolving broader Taiwan public opinion.72 The opening up of the three small links [小三通]—limited direct
postal, shipping, and trade connections between the two sides of the
Taiwan Strait in the early 2000s—and the broader three links [三通]—
shipping, flights, and mail between Taiwan and China in 2008—
brought increased access to Taiwan society by Chinese officials, tourists, students, and workers.73 As a consequence, the Chinese government
and its associated intelligence organs came into possession of a dramatically expanded amount of information about traditional Taiwan society and politics. Additionally, because Taiwan is an open and online
society, China presumably can intercept the enormous volumes of personal communications and personal data transiting through unsecure
systems and use that material to develop an increasingly sophisticated
picture of its target audience. The UFWD’s main responsibility is to
understand and exploit Taiwan society for China’s ends, so there is
likely plenty of expertise and intelligence within the Chinese government if that picture is shared.
Some in Taiwan, including key social media influencers, have
proven willing to serve China’s ends—or have been compromised or
coerced into doing so. Taiwan interviewees also report widespread suspicion that China has, through either cutout organizations or direct
hiring, built up a support network of transponders, or local Taiwan
residents who can be relied on to source key messages from PRC-based
“content farms” [内容农场]. Another approach from China is to co-opt
people living in Taiwan to amplify CCP messaging. For example, one
recent research report found that “Beijing’s increased use of emergent
media is also evident in the videos on platforms that feature Taiwan
72
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businesspeople and young people espousing pro-China views.”74
Another recent report found that Chinese government agents have
paid hotels, restaurants, and bars to keep televisions that broadcast in
public areas tuned to pro-PRC media as a way to expose Taiwan media
consumers to information that is favorable to China.75
A final point on the human terrain is how it interfaces with
information consumption patterns. In some countries, such as Singapore, the media is state-owned and thus difficult to manipulate via
social media disinformation. In other societies, censorship is widely
practiced, making disinformation difficult to transmit. In still other
societies, such as Japan, the majority of information consumption is
done through traditional print media, television, and radio. In Taiwan,
however, China finds the most favorable possible environment: a private sector–dominated media environment in which the state is leery
of intervening for fear of being charged with overreach and a society
that consumes a substantial amount of its information through online
sources. Taiwan government officials repeatedly explained that they
were extremely cautious about using policy levers to pull disinformation offline for fear of subverting Taiwan’s democratic values. DPP
officials, who struggled against the KMT’s martial law regime, were
particularly averse to doing anything that could justify a return to censorship and government control over free speech.76
As noted, Taiwan society gets much of its news via social media,
making it an environment ripe for Chinese disinformation operations.
Facebook, for example, reportedly enjoys an 89-percent penetration
rate in Taiwan; other major social media platforms—such as YouTube,
LINE, Instagram, WeChat, and other platforms—are also widely
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adopted.77 This high degree of interface between the human terrain
and the technology landscape facilitates multiple vectors along which
China can effect social media disinformation campaigns to reach
Taiwan society. The PLA and broader Party-state are actively tracking
and researching Taiwan social media, which could improve its targeting of Taiwan social media users and suggests that such targeting is
already ongoing.78
Information Technology and Media Terrains

Chinese social media disinformation campaigns also benefit from
access to both traditional media and information technology terrains
that the PRC can access, communicate across, and exploit. As one
interviewee pointed out, such “supporting elements are necessary for
77
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China’s disinformation campaigns.”79 Another expert on Chinese disinformation operations said that “most of the Chinese disinformation
that went mainstream in Taiwan did so via traditional media.”80 Social
media platforms enable China to repeat and amplify messages that it
puts out on traditional media.
China’s access to and influence on Taiwan’s traditional print,
radio, and television media have grown quite substantially in recent
years. The PRC has sought to shape Taiwan’s traditional media by
conditioning market access for large conglomerates on their communicating pro-unification messages through their media subsidiaries.81
China has also provided substantial advertising funds that traditional
media require to survive in an increasingly competitive environment,
with consequences for editorial line and content.82 Finally, Xinhua and
other PRC state news content providers offered discounted access to
valuable information that media outlets would not otherwise be able
to afford, leading to foreign media outlets running Chinese state propaganda as news.83
China has also funded Chinese subsidiaries of some of Taiwan’s
major media groups, with Want Want China Times Media Group
(hereafter referred to as Want Want), and its head, Tsai Eng-Meng, the
leading target for criticism of Chinese influence in the Taiwan traditional media space.84 In 2012, concerns that Want Want was gaining
too much influence over Taiwan’s information market led to popu79
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lar protests and opposition party action that forced the Ma Ying-Jeou
administration to block the group’s efforts to purchase the Next Media
Group.85 Frustration with such firms as Want Want—which runs the
newspaper China Times [中國時報] and the television stations CTV
[中國電視公司] and CTiTV [中天電視]—and with television station TVBS [聯利媒體股份有限公司] has boiled over at times, leading popular movements and politicians alike to criticize so-called “red
media” and “hatchet men” working for China.86 Many in Taiwan see
compromised traditional media as willing to shape their coverage to
amplify and lend credibility to Chinese disinformation initially spread
on social media platforms, serving as “repeater stations,” in the words
of one interviewee.87 The Taiwan government is investigating China’s
influence in local media, with President Tsai remarking that a May
2019 meeting hosted by the Chinese government with Taiwan media
“proved that Beijing has been pressuring Taiwanese media outlets.”88
To insert disinformation into the broader media environment,
China often starts by gaining access to local social media or encouraging messages to migrate over to popular Taiwan social media sites from
content farms in China. This requires creating social media profiles
or recruiting willing participants who can fabricate or import disinformation and put it up on social media platforms, such as Facebook,
LINE, or PTT. If the content originates in China, then Taiwan social
media users must be alerted to such content and encouraged to upload
it; increasingly, however, Taiwan interviewees expressed suspicions that
China has recruited Taiwan-based content producers who will fabricate
85
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disinformation locally. A Taiwan report by the Institute for National
Defense and Security Research reportedly found that “Beijing sends
‘fake news’ to its intermediaries, who then circulate the information
on social networks, such as Facebook and the Line messaging app,”
noting that “these efforts come in addition to buying Taiwanese-run
Facebook pages and hiring local internet celebrities to launch disinformation campaigns.”89
Although we found no Chinese military writings discussing the
use of intermediaries, at least one article discussed the value of local
cooperation. An October 2018 article by engineers at the PLASSF’s
psychological warfare base targeting Taiwan explicitly mentions
Facebook, Twitter, and LINE—the main social media platforms in
Taiwan—and details the role of military-civil fusion and local support
in psychological warfare.90 The article notes that the PLA could “procure or introduce local . . . technology and equipment,” while ensuring secrecy. Although it is not entirely clear whether this is a reference
to Chinese domestic civilian technology or “local” collaborators outside the country, such as Taiwan, this would align well with suspected
Chinese efforts. Furthermore, because some social media websites are
banned in China, PRC-based actors seeking to execute social media
disinformation campaigns on such websites as YouTube and Facebook
must circumvent China’s Great Firewall, and would therefore benefit
from local agents who can operate on China’s behalf in a freer media
environment.
By gaining access to social media sites and spreading disinformation across them, China has been able to get its messages picked up and
repeated on traditional media. The effectiveness of these messages is
further augmented by the shaping activities that China has undertaken
through its diplomatic, economic, subversive penetration, and military
activities targeted at Taiwan.
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Other Policy Tools That Shape PRC Social Media Disinformation
Campaigns’ Effectiveness

China’s cross-Strait policy clearly demonstrates that Beijing’s intent
to design an interlocking policy of compellence designed to send
mutually reinforcing messages of enticement and coercion.91 The
diplomatic space offers one example: Since the 2016 elections that
put the Tsai administration in office, China has peeled away seven
of Taiwan’s diplomatic relationships: Burkina Faso, the Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Kiribati, Panama, Sao Tome and Principe, and
the Solomon Islands. In the economic arena, China has waged grayzone economic warfare against Taiwan’s global identity, compelling
airlines and hotel chains to list Taiwan as “Taiwan, China” if they
wish to retain access to the China market. At the same time, Beijing has announced a raft of “31 Measures” designed to lure young
talent away from Taiwan and signal to the people of Taiwan that
their economic future lies in integration with China.92 Finally, the
PLA has carried out numerous military exercises intended to intimidate Taiwan, including “island encirclement patrols” that circumnavigate the waters and air space around the main island, flying across
the median line in the Taiwan Strait, and practicing decapitation
strikes against mock-ups of the Taiwan presidential palace. Although
the “31 Measures” arguably have not succeeded, they were certainly
intended to reinforce memes that Chinese propagandists have been
pushing on social media about Taiwan being a ghost island [鬼島]
with no future.93
Similarly, China’s military exercises around Taiwan—and crossStrait provocations against it—are intended to augment such messages
as the faked image of a PLAAF H-6K bomber purportedly flying
within visual range of Taiwan’s Jade Mountain (i.e., within Taiwan’s
91
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sovereign air space), suggesting that the ROC military is too incompetent to detect the PLA and/or too weak to defend against it (Figure 3.1).
President Tsai has stated that although the PLA’s operations constitute
a “threat,” they have not succeeded at “intimidating” Taiwan, but that
is clearly the intention.94 This reinforces our belief that any Chinese
social media operation will be nested within a broader Chinese information operations campaign.
Service Spotlight: The PLAAF’s Approach to Social Media
The PLAAF is the leading experimenter for the Chinese military’s
approach to social media, including for disinformation and targeted
Figure 3.1
Purported Image of Chinese Bomber Flying Near Mountains in Taiwan

SOURCE: PLA photo in “PLA Air Force Releases Apparent H-6K Photographed with
Taiwan’s Jade Mountain [解放军空军发布疑似轰-6K与台湾玉山合影],” Observer
[观察者], December 17, 2016.
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messaging campaigns directed at adversary populations. The PLAAF
opened the first PLA account on Weibo and WeChat in October 2015,
and now has almost 2.5 million followers on Weibo—more than any
other service branch of the PLA.95 The PLAAF was also the first to use
social media for external messaging when it announced flights over
the South China Sea in July 2016 and the first to reportedly engage in
disinformation when it released the aforementioned image of an H-6K
bomber flying close to a mountain in Taiwan.
The PLAAF’s social media strategy was outlined in a speech by its
spokesperson, Shen Jinke, in December 2017, when the service received
an award for having one of the military’s best social media accounts.96
Shen said the intent of opening the account was to “improve [the service’s] real-time provision of information, broadcasting, influence, and
guidance,” which would help the PLAAF seize the “right to speak”
[话语权; also translated as “discursive or agenda-setting power”).97
Shen went on to say that “in public opinion related to the military,
information is power, information is a weapon, information is confidence, information is position, and information is guidance [of public
opinion].” Shen then offered three principles for the service’s social
media strategy, as summarized by one report: “1) seizing the right to
speak by controlling the release of information and guiding public
opinion through ‘positive energy’; […] 2) operational security; and
3) promoting appealing content to help with agenda setting.”98
The PLAAF’s social media accounts generally focus on domesticfacing propaganda. Despite its forward-leaning approach to social
media in general, the PLAAF still does not have any publicly identified
95
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accounts on foreign social media. Much of the PLAAF’s content on
Weibo might be designed, at least in part, for recruitment purposes.99
Moreover, only a few of the PLAAF’s posts have any foreign-language
content, mostly directed at Taiwan.100
Social media also serves as a channel for deterrence signaling,
especially for efforts to undermine enemy population resolve.101 When
the 2016 international ruling on the South China Sea islands challenged China’s claims, PLAAF H-6K bombers flew over Scarborough Shoal to signal China’s capability and will to defend its maritime
claims.102 The PLAAF released information about its flight through
a Weibo post, which was then reposted by the People’s Daily Online
Twitter account.103 Generally speaking, the PLAAF is not signaling to
the United States directly via Weibo. Instead, the PLAAF uses Chinese social media, such as Weibo and WeChat, to release information
mainly for domestic Chinese audiences, and that information is then
picked up by Chinese state-run media and reposted to Western social
media, such as Facebook and Twitter—thereby facilitating signaling to
foreign English-speaking audiences. The PLAAF does not do this signaling particularly well: The State Council Information Office’s tweet
about the PLAAF’s South China Sea flight in July 2016 received only
20 likes and retweets. This lackluster performance reflects a downside
of the PLA’s lack of official accounts on Western social media; it also
reflects the state-run media’s role in assisting the military on foreign
messaging and highlights that the PLA’s reach on social media is far
99
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greater with domestic audiences than with foreign ones. The PLAAFpublished photo of the H-6K bomber flying over Scarborough Shoal
reached more than 19 million people on Weibo, compared with a total
of 42 users on Twitter.104
The PLAAF is known to have used social media for disinformation.105 In December 2016, on the second bomber flight around
Taiwan, the PLAAF released an image of an H-6K in front of two
mountains.106 Although the PLAAF did not say where the mountains
were, Chinese media speculated they were in Taiwan. After the photos
were released, the Taiwan Ministry of Defense denied that the planes
flew close enough to actually take such a photo and suggested that it
was disinformation,107 with the statement that, “[The release] is a typical act of propaganda [employed by China], and the [Taiwan] media
are helping China in its ‘advertising campaign,’ . . . The goal [of the
photograph’s release] is to affect Taiwanese psychologically. There will
probably be another picture released tomorrow, as China is thrilled
with the reaction of the Taiwanese media.” 108 Sure enough, on February 3, 2019, the PLAAF released a video entitled “Our Fighting Eagles
Fly Circles Around Taiwan.”109
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Conclusion
China, and more specifically the PLA, appears to have been relatively
slow to leverage social media for disinformation campaigns. But its
activities in this space have been growing over the past three years,
in the wake of the 2015 PLA reforms and the 2016 election of Tsai
Ing-Wen in Taiwan. As a consequence of shared language, proximity,
sociopolitical history, and aspects of the human and media terrains
across the Taiwan Strait, China’s greatest opportunities to leverage
social media disinformation campaigns against an adversary thus far
have been in Taiwan. These campaigns are explored in greater depth
in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR

Case Study: Insights from Taiwan’s Experience
as China’s Main Target for Social Media
Disinformation

China’s disinformation efforts directed at Taiwan generally seek to
divide and demoralize Taiwan society, driving up the negative impressions associated with the government of President Tsai and creating
an image of an incompetent government. It presents an impression of
the Tsai administration as being out of touch with the populace and
indifferent to the effects of its (purportedly incorrect) policies, driving
Taiwan toward disaster, and betraying Taiwan’s economic and territorial interests and its true identity. The disinformation shows the government of Taiwan and its military as weak, corrupt, and incapable of
mounting a defense against the PLA; suggests that Taiwan’s future is
bleak or hopeless (for example, the ghost island meme mentioned in
Chapter Three), and imparts a message that democracy is an “ineffective and chaotic” political system (while also judging the Tsai administration against democratic standards and finding it lacking).1 Some
Chinese disinformation is original content; other instances are repostings intended to amplify content originating from within Taiwan society. One interviewee remarked that “a lot of what China’s fake news is
doing is not changing minds but just reinforcing preexisting divisions
and opinions,”2 and another noted that “the goal of China’s disinformation is to weaken trust in [our] government.”3

1

Interview with Taiwan political party activist, interview 13A, Taipei, January 2019.

2

Interview with Taiwan political party activist, interview 13B, Taipei, January 2019.

3

Interview with Taiwan politician, interview 7, Taipei, January 2019.
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At the same time, China seeks to convey a twofold image of the
PRC to Taiwan on social media. On the one hand, it seeks to reassure
those in Taiwan who believe that China is nonthreatening by conveying positive images of China as an attractive place where Taiwan businesses can succeed, jobs and opportunity abound, and Taiwan could
even be subsumed as a political entity with no undue need for concern.
On the other hand, Chinese information operations also strive to convince target audiences of the inevitability of unification with China.
Such information operations might mask, distort, or convey an only
partially true impression of China’s opportunities and the prospects
that Taiwan would enjoy were it to submit to Chinese rule, but they
differ substantially from disinformation campaigns of the discrete sort
referred to as “fake news.” Some, such as the PLAAF’s claimed flight
near Taiwan’s Jade Mountain, have been discussed already; others that
are merely intended to highlight China’s power and opportunities and
cast these factors in a favorable light are not explored further in this
report.
According to one interviewee, experts in Taiwan seem to believe
that China is attacking Taiwan with as many as 2,400 separate pieces of
disinformation every day.4 So far as we could discern, no official centralized database is publicly available in Taiwan to track and provide analysis
of the content, themes, spread rate and vector, or other relevant data for
these attacks. We cannot replicate or attempt to create such a database.
However, in this chapter, we explore in greater detail a dozen specific
examples of the kind of discrete disinformation attributed to or believed
to be associated with China and targeted at Taiwan. Attribution can be
difficult or impossible, so these examples should be treated as indicative
of PRC propaganda (as seen by Taiwan observers) but not as definitively
proven to have originated from Chinese disinformation operations.
With regard to Taiwan, China has been accused of using covert
accounts for manipulating the public. For example, in the run-up to
Taiwan’s 2018 local elections, Taiwan media reported that “China
has been creating fake social media accounts to interfere with the
Nov. 24 elections as practice for manipulating the 2020 elections
4

Interview with Taiwan-based think-tank analyst, interview 3, Taipei, January 2019.
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to elect candidates favorable toward Beijing.”5 A June 2019 report
argued that suspected Chinese accounts were behind a Facebook
group supporting Han Kuo-Yu, a Taiwan politician elected mayor
of Kaohsiung (the largest city in Southern Taiwan) in 2018.6 The
author claimed to identify specific Facebook accounts run by Chinese operators that also had fake LinkedIn profiles. Specific planted
social media accounts identified on Twitter dated as far back as 2014.
One investigation found “scores of fake accounts on Twitter [promoting] Beijing’s line on [Tibet].”7 It is difficult to know the details
of this isolated incident, but we suspect these might have been sponsored by the Tibetan Autonomous Region’s propaganda department
for either tourism or “public opinion warfare.”8
Examples of Chinese Social Media Disinformation Against
Taiwan
An early example of disinformation, believed to have originated in China
around mid-2016, held that the Tsai government was planning to sell
out Taiwan’s national sovereignty by leasing its territory—specifically,
the island of Itu Aba (also known as Taiping Island [太平島])—to the
U.S. Navy for use as a firing range. The Tsai administration denied this

5

Chung Li-hua and Hetherington, 2018.

6
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7
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Propaganda in China: An Alternative Model of a Widespread,” Computational Propaganda
Research Project, April 2017.
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September 14, 2013, p. 3.
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on multiple occasions, with former Minister of Defense Feng Shih-Kuan
even having to repudiate it in hearings at the Legislative Yuan.9
Our second example, from summer 2017, is a rumor, ultimately
traced to a PRC content farm, spread on Taiwan’s social media platforms that the Tsai administration planned to ban both the burning
of traditional “ghost money” and incense and the setting off of firecrackers out of environmental concerns.10 This ultimately led to an
estimated 10,000 people marching in Taipei, protesting the purported
ban as a violation of traditional Taoist, Buddhist, or other religious
or cultural values, and helped to set an early example of how Beijing
might use disinformation to impose costs on and undercut political
support for its rival.11
A third example that many Taiwan interviewees remarked on
involved a rumor that spread on the PTT bulletin board in May 2018
alleging that the foreign minister of Honduras, a country that has diplomatic relations with Taiwan, was in Beijing to negotiate a switch in
recognition. The ROC Foreign Ministry was forced to double-check
and even took the extraordinary step of requesting a meeting and a
photo with the Honduran foreign minister with Taiwan’s ambassador
to demonstrate that the rumor was false, wasting precious time and
resources to combat a story that had no point other than to play on
fears of Taiwan’s diplomatic isolation, which were spiking in the weeks
after the loss of recognition by Burkina Faso.12
A fourth example of Chinese disinformation came in the wake
of the Taiwan government’s decision to finally undertake long-delayed
pension reforms for school teachers, public employees, and the military
in summer 2018. In this instance, Chinese disinformation suggested
that the cuts to benefits would be even broader (affecting more people)
9
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and deeper (reducing incomes more steeply) than was actually the case,
putting downward pressure on public support for the Tsai administration.13 One high-ranking government official even commented that his
own mother had initially believed the disinformation and called him,
worried about her own pension and economic security.14
Our fifth example illustrates how China also used disinformation
to amplify accusations of inappropriate partisanship on the part of the
Taiwan president while she was traveling abroad. When President Tsai
stopped in Los Angeles en route to visit Taiwan’s diplomatic partners
in Latin and South America in August 2018, a false rumor spread that
the Taiwan Economic and Cultural Office—Los Angeles had been
ordered to ban those greeting the president from waiving the Taiwan
flag, instructing them instead to display only the DPP flag.15 Although
not definitively tied back to China, this story might have been deliberately amplified by PRC repostings. Indeed, one Taiwan official commented that officials had been forced to respond to a grand total of
seven false stories in a single day during the president’s trip, consuming
an enormous amount of time and resources on the part of senior government officials.16
In a sixth example of possible Chinese disinformation, when
Typhoon Jebi hit Osaka, Japan, and stranded thousands of tourists at
Kansai International Airport, a fabricated story spread on the social
media blog PTT that Su Chii-Cherng, the director of the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office (Taiwan’s unofficial vehicle
for managing bilateral issues), did nothing to help stranded Taiwan citizens, while the PRC consulate in Osaka dispatched buses to rescue the
trapped Taiwan citizens. Shortly after the story began circulating, Su
came under intense criticism online, ultimately hanging himself. Since
his death, there have been conflicting accounts about his motivations:
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs claims that his suicide note blamed
13

Russell Hsiao, “CCP Propaganda Against Taiwan Enters the Social Age,” China Brief,
Vol. 18, No. 7, April 24, 2018.
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the disinformation about his office’s incompetence and indifference as
the reason for his action; his family said his action was because of criticism he received from the ministry over insufficient assistance to the
citizens at the airport.17 The ministry has denied wrongdoing but has
been criticized by some in Taiwan’s legislature for its handling of Su
and the aftermath.18 Regardless, the Taiwan government has found no
evidence to support the original rumors of Chinese assistance, making
this another case of disinformation.19 The origins of this disinformation, however, highlight the challenges of definitive attribution. In our
discussions with Taiwan researchers in January 2019, the prevailing
wisdom was that this was a case of Chinese-originated disinformation. However, in December 2019, two Taiwan citizens were charged
with creating and spreading the rumor.20 Although China might have
played a role in furthering the rumor’s spread, that remains unclear as
of this report’s publication.
Our next two examples indicate that not all Chinese activities on
social media are premised on creating fake content. Some serve, instead,
to repeat, augment, swamp, and thereby raise the profile of the criticisms against a given person, position, or issue. In 2015, before Tsai IngWen was elected, her Facebook page was “flooded” with PRC-based
postings demanding that Taiwan “reunify” with China.21 Immediately
following Tsai’s election, Chinese web users again sought to deluge the

17
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Taiwan president-elect’s Facebook page with similar demands.22 And
when the southern Taiwan city of Kaohsiung was literally flooded in
October 2018, a man posted two false claims on his Facebook page
alleging that Tsai had been accompanied on her damage assessment
tour by soldiers with live ammunition, a comment that led to his arrest
after the government assessed this as having damaged Tsai’s image.23
Numerous interviewees related that they believed China-linked webpages and accounts had recirculated this news item so as to elevate
its profile and expand its impact.24 Such opportunistic repostings take
advantage of domestic discontent or content fabrication—such as a
recent discredited story alleging that Premier Su Tseng-Chang had disrespectfully flung away the pencil he used to sign the condolences book
at the funeral of a Taiwan policeman25 —to make these stories seem
more widespread and deep than the circumstances actually are.
A ninth instance of social media manipulation involves widespread suspicions that China funded and promoted the election of
Kaohsiung Mayor Han Kuo-Yu in November 2018. These suspicions
have recently been given added credibility thanks to reports identifying
PRC-linked accounts that sought to create an impression of an insurgent wave of support.26 Han subsequently became one of the leading
candidates for the KMT’s nomination for the presidency in 2020, and
allegations that China might have manipulated underground political
betting markets to create an impression of momentum and inevitability have also circulated.27 In the run-up to the 2018 Kaohsiung may22
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oral election (and in the months since then), Han received heavy and
favorable coverage in PRC media sources, many of which are available
in Taiwan and/or circulated via social media—and, therefore, can help
shape impressions of the candidate among Taiwan voters.28
The Kaohsiung mayoral contest also gave rise to our tenth example: disinformation intended to damage the prospects of the incumbent mayoral candidate, Chen Chi-Mai, who was accused first on PTT
and later on Apple Daily of having worn an earpiece during the public
debates.29 In October 2018, Chen’s lawyers informed reporters that
they “had evidence that misinformation defaming Mr. Chen that had
spread widely on Taiwan social media had originated from overseas
accounts.”30 Although not necessarily a direct consequence of such disinformation alone, Chen went on to lose the election to Han Kuo-Yu,
who on July 15, 2019, went on to be named the KMT’s 2020 presidential candidate.
An eleventh instance of media manipulation involves stories circulated on PTT that the Tsai administration had not effectively handled an outbreak of African swine fever in China because its crossStrait policy led Beijing to isolate it from the World Health Assembly
and other medical and health information exchange fora. Taiwan pig
farmers were extremely concerned when a dead pig infected with the
disease washed up on the shore of Kinmen Island in late 2018, leading
to fears that Taiwan’s 5.39 million hogs could share the fate of 600,000
of their fellow swine across the Taiwan Strait that had to be culled in
China in 2018.31 Taiwan has subsequently raised the fines for bringing
pork products into the country from China, but the anxiety levels of
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local farmers purportedly remained high, and fear of disinformation
related to animal diseases remains a concern.32
Our final example stems from March 2019, when CTiTV
reported a case of disinformation that some of our interviewees suspected might have originated with Chinese disinformation. During an
interview with a farmer in Tainan (one of the main cities in southern
Taiwan), CTiTV reported as true a claim by the farmer that one consequence of the Tsai administration’s refusal to acknowledge the “1992
Consensus”33 was that Beijing refused access to some Taiwan agricultural produce, leading prices for pomelos (a type of tropical fruit akin
to a sweet grapefruit) to drop so low that local farmers had opted to
dump more than 2 million tons of the fruit into a local reservoir to
rot rather than try to sell their products elsewhere. The story aired
just ahead of a local by-election in which the DPP, traditionally the
dominant party in Tainan, barely retained the seat, leading to speculation that the news was intended to affect the outcome of the electoral
contest.34
Conclusion
Overall, the themes that come out of these dozen instances of disinformation are highly political in nature. Indeed, with the exceptions of the
instances of the PLAAF flight purporting to occur within visual range
of Jade Mountain and the possible reposting of the ROC Army tank
disaster noted in the previous chapter, our interlocutors were unable to
identify specific instances in which China had targeted the ROC armed
forces with disinformation. As one interviewee commented, “the PLA is
32
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attacking our military through our population.”35 Another defense official agreed, stating that “the PLA is mostly carrying out cyberattacks
on [our military] in tandem with more-conventional military operations
and psychological warfare. This is because the ROC armed forces are not
allowed to use social media while on base.”36
The vagueness and ambiguity surrounding the origins of online
information also feeds an impression that China might be behind any or
even every instance of disinformation. This has two effects. First, it can
magnify China’s apparent power, further adding to the sense that Taiwan
is besieged and outmatched. On the other hand, China is not necessarily behind every instance of disinformation online in Taiwan, but this
impression can provide those who are more favorable toward engagement with China—or those who are deliberately seeking to muddy the
waters on China’s behalf so as to complicate attribution—an opportunity to paint those who think China is involved as conspiracy theorists
or as biased against China.
Similar to efforts to parse Russia’s social media activities, it is difficult to precisely identify the actual impact and effectiveness of China’s
campaign on social media, and it is especially difficult to disaggregate
the social media sphere from China’s broader information campaign
and even overall influence operations. China has clearly targeted President Tsai’s popularity in Taiwan, but Chinese disinformation campaigns are only one factor affecting Tsai’s approval ratings.37 China’s
purported disinformation efforts have generated some real-life protests in Taiwan, such as the 2017 rumor about banning ghost money
bringing 10,000 people into the streets.38 Perhaps the most important
impact, however, is much like that of Russian activities—simply questioning the veracity of news and political statements could lower overall trust in Taiwan society and aggravate sociopolitical divisions.
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In response to this Chinese activity, the Taiwan government and
broader society have adopted several steps against disinformation, but
the effect has yet to be truly tested. First, the government has sought
to quickly identify and respond to suspected disinformation.39 Second,
it has encouraged greater public awareness and media literacy, in part
through a greater willingness to attribute at least the problem of disinformation (though perhaps not specific instances of online disinformation activity) to China.40 Third, it has increased prosecutions under
relevant existing legislation and has proposed further expanding them,
and the Taiwan legislature passed a finalized bill in December 2019 in
the run-up to the January 2020 presidential election.41 Fourth, it has
considered banning some Chinese-owned applications, such as iQiyi
and Tencent Video, though it is unclear whether a final decision has
been reached.42 Some legislators have proposed increasing the existing penalties for spreading disinformation online and proposed various
new bills, such as the Digital Communications Act, that might place
some responsibility with tech companies, but much of this legislation
is opposed by other lawmakers, some Taiwan journalists, and the platforms themselves.43
Taiwan civil society has also been an important contributor. Two
fact-checking groups, CoFact and the Taiwan FactCheck Center, pro39
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vide neutral third-party analysis for citizens independent of the government. Chinese disinformation has also been politicized in Taiwan; so
far, it has mostly been seen to support KMT candidates and disadvantage the DPP. This has made legislative solutions more difficult but not
impossible. As for tech companies, Taiwan interlocutors relayed that
they have received minimal support so far in addressing what they view
as a crisis that is impossible to solve without an integral role played by
the platforms themselves.44
Having explored the themes that can be derived from the Taiwan
case, we next turn to an examination of whether China appears to be
actively employing disinformation campaigns against other countries
in the Indo-Pacific, focusing specifically on the cases of Singapore, the
Philippines, and Japan.
44
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CHAPTER FIVE

Regional Experiences and Responses to Chinese
Disinformation

China’s efforts to spread disinformation in Taiwan appear widespread.
Are these efforts unique to Taiwan? How active is China in other parts
of the Indo-Pacific? How have other countries responded? To answer
this, we looked at countries with alliances or close partnerships with
the United States, focusing on Singapore, the Philippines, and Japan.
In addition to being in close relationships with the United States, each
either currently hosts USAF platforms in the Indo-Pacific or might be
asked to permit transit and overflight, refueling and reprovisioning, or
facility access at some point in the future.1 Singapore and the Philippines are also multiethnic nations; Japan and the Philippines are liberal
democracies; and all three nations possess some potentially exploitable
vulnerability that could provide fertile ground to Chinese disinformation campaigns on social media. We conducted field research in all
three countries, speaking to more than two dozen officials, scholars,
representatives from the tech community, and journalists.2 Our objec-
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tive was to determine to what extent, if any, China was engaged in
spreading disinformation via social media.
We did not find much evidence that China is engaged in propagating or spreading disinformation on social media or digital platforms
in these three countries the way it appears to be doing in Taiwan. Disinformation operations exist in all three countries, but evidence suggests that these are largely domestic in origin and done for political
purposes. This is not to say that China is not attempting to increase
its influence in these countries; quite the contrary, China appears to
be active in all three countries but is engaging in influence operations
through other methods. In Singapore, there are rumors of Chinese
agents of influence and sympathizers presenting in different parts of
society, and it is believed that Beijing is attempting to play up ethnic
Chinese sentiments to sway public opinion. In the Philippines, China
is not only attempting economic penetration and suspected of influencing traditional media, it is also focused on cultivating a positive
image via diplomatic and political means and elite capture.3 In Japan,
there is little evidence of Chinese activity, but there are rumors of penetration in legitimate businesses. In all three countries, there is evidence
of UFWD proxy groups at work.
This chapter is organized by country with three sections for each.
In each country’s first section, we examine potential exploitable vulnerabilities. In the second section, we address evidence of disinformation
campaigns and whether they are connected to Chinese efforts. In the
last section, we examine how these countries are responding to the perceived threat of disinformation. We then conclude with some findings.
Singapore
Possible Vulnerability: Multiculturalism

Prior to independence, Singapore was colonized by the United Kingdom (1819–1942; 1946–1963) and Japan (1942–1945); later, it was
3
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part of the Federation with Malaysia (1963–1965). Throughout this
time, the major ethnic groups were segregated, each assigned its own
area in which to live and work.4 This segregation came to a head as
poor living conditions and high unemployment led to ethnic tensions
that erupted into race riots in 1964. The riots, in which ethnic Chinese
and Malays clashed, began July 21 and ended August 2, during which
time 3,568 people were arrested, 23 people were killed, and 454 were
injured.5 A shorter riot occurred on September 3, when 1,439 people
were arrested, 13 were killed, and 106 were injured.6
These riots played a contributing factor to Singapore’s separation
from Malaysia in June 1965. Singapore’s new government, led by Lee
Kuan Yew, wanted to avoid similar problems. The new independent
Singapore “was a disoriented mess fraught with racial tensions between
the Chinese and Malay, with no common cause for unity and had
little sense of its own history.”7 The solution was to create a new identity that could pacify the underlying racial tensions. Lee’s government
took multiculturalism as the new state’s guiding mantra. On the day
of Singapore’s founding, Lee declared, “This is not a Malay nation;
this is not a Chinese nation; this is not an Indian nation. Everyone will
have his place: equal language, culture, religion.”8 This was built into
Singapore’s constitution, where Article 152 states that the government
has a responsibility to constantly “care for the interests of the racial
and religious minorities in Singapore.”9 Lee and his successors have
all strived to build and protect “a multicultural, secular, meritocratic

4
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nation in which all Singaporeans are equal before the law regardless of
race, language or religion.”10
Today, multiculturalism is ingrained in the Singaporean psyche.
As of June 2018, Singapore’s population comprised three main ethnicities plus a host of smaller ones. Ethnic Chinese make up the largest,
at 74.3 percent of the population, with ethnic Malays at 13.4 percent,
Indians at 9 percent, and other ethnicities making up the remaining
3.2 percent.11 The largest of those other groups is Eurasian, which
makes up less than 1 percent of the population.12 Given that ethnic
differences were a source of societal instability before, including small
riots in 1969 and 2013, multiculturalism could prove problematic
again. Singaporean leadership is aware of this danger: Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong said in 2015 that, regardless of the progress that Singapore has made, it would be “complacent and dangerous” to be lulled
into a false sense that racial and religious matters are not the divisive
issues they once were.13 Striking a similar note, a Singaporean official
we interviewed said, “We are aware this peace is fragile and anything
could set it off again.”14
Singaporean officials are concerned that ethnic differences will
be manipulated by an external actor for purposes of stoking instability. The purpose of such actions could be to “undermine the Republic’s values such as multiracialism and multiculturalism,”15 or to “prey
on racist sentiments.”16 Ethnic Chinese make up a large percentage of
the Singaporean population and, unlike other ethnic groupings, they are
organized into clan associations. These conditions could provide fertile
10
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ground for China to exert influence via the spread of disinformation—
for example, by spreading messages in Mandarin that appeal to those
with Chinese ethnicity. Disinformation campaigns could be designed to
cause societal chaos and make Singapore ungovernable, thereby making
it difficult for the United States to operate from there.
Evidence of External Activity Lacking

Facebook and WhatsApp are the largest social media platforms in Singapore. But the Singaporean government did not pay close attention to
the issue of disinformation until 2016,17 when two events changed that
focus. The first was the U.S. presidential election. For Singapore, this
effect of disinformation was worrisome because the general view was,
“if it can happen in the U.S., . . . it could happen anywhere,” including in Singapore.18 The second event was an incident that began on
November 23, 2016, when a Singapore-bound cargo ship carrying nine
Singapore Armed Forces armored Terrex Infantry Carrier Vehicles was
seized by Chinese customs officials in Hong Kong on its journey back
from a military training exercise in Taiwan.19 Accused of not having the
proper license, the Terrex vehicles were detained by customs officials and
not released until January 2017.20 Following the seizure, China’s Foreign Ministry demanded that Singapore “stick to the One China principle” and voiced its opposition to “any forms of official interaction” with
Taiwan, including military exchanges and cooperation.21 What raised
concerns about the spread of disinformation, however, was the fact that,
17

For an overview of China’s broader influence operations in Singapore, see Russel Hsiao, “A
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shortly after this seizure, Singaporean authorities noticed an uptick
in negative online activity regarding Singapore—largely on Chineselanguage platforms. This included an increase in Chinese-language
op-eds that both expressed negative views about Singapore and questioned Singapore’s relationship with Taiwan.22 This online commentary
featured subtle discussions about making sure Singapore was “making
right decisions” about its relationships.23 A Global Times article, for
example, warned that Beijing could adjust its policies toward Singapore,
which might “profoundly impact Singapore’s economy.”24
Shortly after the Terrex seizure, and extending through February
2017, a series of YouTube videos were posted online. The high-quality
videos, posted in both simplified and traditional Chinese-language
characters, questioned whether the Singapore government has a correct
understanding of Singapore-China relations.25 Because these videos were
only in Chinese (and because no other videos were ever created that were
in English or targeted other ethnic groups or religions), it is believed they
were meant to target Singapore’s clan associations.26 Because of the large
volume of videos released, Singapore officials’ main concern was whether
these videos were spreading in closed social groups and having an effect
on trust in both the government and military.27
There have not been many cases of deliberate disinformation
activity in Singapore. One of the best known involved a hoax photograph that showed a collapsed roof at a housing complex that led to the
immediate dispatch of Singaporean responders.28 Others involved false
reports of Lee Kuan Yew’s death, a collision between two trains, on22
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the-spot cash fines for traffic summons, and fines at local restaurants
for leaving used tissues in food bowls.29 All of these are believed to be
domestic in origin and to be attempts to discredit the government.
Similarly, several websites have been known proliferators of disinformation, such as The Real Singapore, States Times Review, and All Singapore Stuff. The Real Singapore—now shut down after its executives
were found guilty on sedition charges—“thrived on fabricated articles,
some of which attempted to sow discord between Singaporeans and
foreigners.”30 Similarly, States Times Review—run by a Singaporean
political activist based in Australia—posted inflammatory posts on
Facebook about Lee Hsien Loong.31 Although articles occasionally
claim that foreign state actors are responsible for spreading disinformation in Singapore, there is no evidence to support these claims.32 This is
largely because the media environment is overseen by the Singaporean
government.
Response to Perceived Disinformation

Singapore has several laws that aim to prevent the incitement of racial
and religious discord and other laws that deal with libel and defamation. But these regulations were insufficient to check the speed and
ease with which disinformation spreads across social media platforms.
Concerned about the impact that this spread could have on Singapore’s
racial harmony and social stability, the government initiated proceedings to combat disinformation activities. In September 2018, the Select
Committee on Deliberate Online Falsehoods made 22 recommendations that were meant to fulfill five primary aims:

29
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1. Nurture an informed public through education and accurate
journalism.
2. Reinforce social cohesion and trust by providing timely clarifications and information.
3. Promote speedy fact-checking.
4. Disrupt online falsehoods through legislation and through more
proactive efforts by technology and social media companies.
5. Deal with threats to national security and sovereignty against
state-sponsored disinformation operations. 33
The recommendation focused on legislative responses proved the
most controversial. Passed in May 2019, the Protection from Online
Falsehoods and Manipulation Law gives the government the ability
to request that online platforms (i.e., not individual users)—whether
they are traditional media or social media—either (1) post corrections
of statements that the government deems to be demonstrably false and
against the public interest or (2) remove those posts, should corrections
not be issued.34 If the platform refuses to take either step, the government can block the website or take it to court.35 The law is meant to
cover statements of facts, not academic discourse, opinions, criticism,
satire, or parody.36 The law also bans the use of fake online accounts
and bots. Failure to comply could bring fines and imprisonment, but
these apply only in cases of deliberate intent—i.e., knowing the content

33
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that was shared was false.37 It is even legally applicable to closed platforms, including online chat groups (such as LINE) and social media
groups that feature applications with end-to-end encryption (such as
WhatsApp).38 The law was widely criticized by Singapore-based academics, journalists, and tech companies, who declared it to be unnecessary, at best, or, worse, a tool giving the government an enormous
amount of power to decide what information is true or false and thus
what gets taken down, blocked, or corrected, thereby stifling freedom
of speech and expression.39
In addition to this, the government runs an information literacy
campaign called S.U.R.E. (Source, Understand, Research, and Evaluate) that aims to educate primary and secondary school students about
how to evaluate content trustworthiness.40 Begun in 2013, the campaign
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today includes training in how to recognize disinformation.41 The government has also set up a website, called Factually, that aims to clarify
widespread or common misperceptions of policies or other matters of
public concern.42 The Singapore Police Force also manages an inoculation campaign meant to make people more-critical consumers of online
content. Finally, there are various nongovernmental literacy efforts. The
Media Literacy Council—an organization that works with industry, educators, parents, and the government on public education and awareness
programs related to media literacy and cyber wellness—runs an annual
campaign to educate internet users about how to identify and resist fake
content and disinformation.43 An alliance of regional media companies,
including the Straits Times, attempts to raise awareness about disinformation and help people become better-informed consumers of online
content.44 Despite the fear of disinformation efforts to exploit Singapore’s
multiculturalism, none of the examples we encountered in our research
appeared to originate with China, nor did any target Singapore’s multicultural nature and interethnic communal relations. They did, however,
carry the potential to affect Singapore’s governability. Singapore worries
about its people’s “trust” in government; if trust is lost, one Singaporean
government official we spoke with said, “governance hurts.”45 The disinformation cases skirt the edges of this trust issue, calling into question situations that might collectively reduce citizens’ faith in their government.
Still, the lack of widespread disinformation campaigns and with Singapore’s proactive efforts on this front suggest that the government wants
“to be ahead of the curve.”46 Although the existing examples of disinformation do not target ethnic seams, they could affect social trust. On the
government side, one official we interviewed said that trust is important
41
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“to maintain social cohesion.”47 Government efforts, particularly the legislative measures, are “meant to be preventative steps put in place before
the threats get really problematic to harmony in Singapore.”48
The absence of Chinese disinformation activity does not mean
that China is not seeking influence in Singaporean society. Although
the government has not detected direct connections in Singapore’s clan
associations with the Chinese government or its agents of influence, a
report published by the Jamestown Foundation argues that Beijing is
using clan associations—as well as business associations, youth programs and Chinese-language media outlets—to sway public opinion
and policy in Singapore into alignment with the interests of the CCP.49
Furthermore, there is a proliferation of UFWD proxy groups,50 such
as the China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification (CCPPNR), Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with
Foreign Countries (CPAFFC), China Overseas Friendship Association (COFA), and the China Zhi Gong Party (CZG).51 We also found
information suggesting that China targets naturalized Singaporeans
who were formerly PRC nationals in chatrooms.52 Some analysts commented that the East Asian Institute at the National University of Singapore is widely believed to be “compromised” by China.53 Chinese
agents of influence and sympathizers are believed to be present at these
organizations and others.54 For example, in August 2017, Singapore
revoked the permanent resident status of a China-born professor at the
47
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Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy. He was expelled from Singapore
and accused of being an “agent of influence” for an unnamed foreign
country who knowingly worked with the intelligence organizations
and agents of that country to attempt to influence Singapore’s foreign
policy and public opinion.55 Local media reported that the country for
which he was accused of acting was believed to be China.
Philippines
Possible Vulnerability: Tensions in the Alliance with the United
States

Tensions have always existed in U.S.–Philippines alliance, even when
relations were good. One of the most prominent sources of strain has
been Washington’s refusal to commit to protect Manila’s claims in the
South China Sea.56 In recent years, this tension increased after China
took Scarborough Shoal in 2012 despite a U.S. effort to negotiate a
return to the status quo ante. Although political ties between Manila
and Washington remained strong during the presidencies of Barack
Obama and Benigno Aquino III—including the signing of a ten-year
Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement—the Scarborough episode “loomed large in the mind of the security sector as an example
of abandonment.”57 China’s growing aggression has cast doubt on the
Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT)’s deterrent effects, reinforced by “the
more inward-looking and transactional U.S. leadership of President
Donald Trump.”58
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Much of the recent political instability in U.S.-Philippines relations is tied directly to Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, who is
notorious for bashing the United States (once even telling Obama to
“go to hell” after he criticized Duterte’s war on drugs).59 More troubling
were Duterte’s suggestions of pursuing closer relations with China and
making the Philippines less dependent on the United States for security. Under the slogan of pursuing an “independent foreign policy,”
Duterte has distanced the Philippines from the United States and softpedaled Manila’s position on the South China Sea dispute.60 He has
also called for all U.S. special forces to leave,61 suspended joint military
exercises, ruled out joint navy patrols, and announced the Philippines’
intent to terminate the Visiting Forces Agreement that facilitates U.S.
military operations in the Philippines, before later suspending that
abrogation.62 After declaring he had reached a “point of no return”
with the United States, Duterte said he wanted “open alliances” with
Russia and China.63
Some analysts have written off these types of statements as rhetoric, but there are growing examples of this rhetoric in the Philippines government policy. For example, in March 2017, Manila canceled Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement construction plans
at Antonio Bautista Air Base, the closest base to Scarborough Shoal.64
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In November 2018, Manila and Beijing signed 29 agreements during
Duterte’s visit to China, including a memorandum of understanding
to cooperate on oil and gas development in the South China Sea.65
One month later, Philippine Defense Secretary Delfin Lorenzana initiated a review of the MDT to see whether it was “still valid or still relevant” to the Philippines’ “national interest.”66 Despite a visit from U.S.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo during which he sought to reassure
Manila of U.S. commitment, Lorenzana reiterated the need to review
the MDT out of fear of being sucked into a “war that we do not seek
and do not want.”67 Finally, the Chinese ambassador is said to have
“24-hour access” to Duterte; the U.S. ambassador does not.68
This stands in sharp contrast to Duterte’s approach to China.
Under an economic strategy called “Build Build Build” (BBB), Duterte
hopes “to dramatically boost Chinese companies’ investments in the
Philippines,” including infrastructure projects,69 and the Philippines
has welcomed Chinese investments. China promised it would provide
$24 billion in 2016 but had only provided approximately $150 million as of July 2018.70 Still, it appears that things are changing. As of
November 2018, China was set to provide funding for 34 of the 75
flagship infrastructure projects under the BBB program (although the
dollar amount of these projects is unclear),71 including projects located
on or near former U.S. bases (Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval
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Base).72 Chinese investment has also expanded into the digital realm:
The leading wireless provider in the Philippines, Globe Telecom, is
on track to launch its Huawei-backed 5G service, and Huawei is the
winning contractor for the Safe Philippines project, in which 12,000
state-of-the-art mass surveillance security cameras will be piloted in
several cities.73 China Telecom won a telecommunications license at
the personal behest of Duterte.74
Officials say Duterte is interested in balancing ties with China
and Washington as a way to provide the Philippines with more options.
The rhetoric and actions by his administration have opened opportunities to exploit potential gaps, given that messaging from Manila suggests the Philippines feels it is being abandoned, taken for granted, or
undersupported by the United States. Given the welcoming of greater
Chinese involvement and investments and Manila’s friendlier relations
with Beijing, disinformation could be used to further inflame negative
views of the United States and the MDT. This is particularly worrisome if, as some have described, there is decades-long pent-up dissatisfaction with the United States stemming from the legacy of U.S.
cultural colonialism in the Philippines.75 As one Filipino interviewee
explained, this has left remnants of anti-Americanism in the Philippines.76 Therefore, the Philippines might provide fertile ground for disinformation campaigns designed to turn the local population further
against the United States.
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Evidence of External Activity Lacking

Disinformation is rampant in the Philippines, particularly on Facebook, but there is no evidence of Chinese involvement.77 Instead, evidence points to domestic sources. In large part, Filipinos’ high social
media usage stems from the fact that the two large local telecom companies have a policy of automatically setting up Facebook accounts
for new internet subscribers,78 meaning that internet access is roughly
equal to Facebook accounts. The heavy reliance on Facebook is important because, according to some thinking, Duterte’s supporters, and
possibly Duterte himself, have deliberately used social media platforms
“to twist public opinion and silence dissent.”79 According to one Filipino interviewee, Facebook “is the primary venue” for spreading disinformation in the Philippines.80
Researchers and news organizations (such as Rappler and VERA
Files) track both the social media and traditional media spaces for disinformation and work in partnership with Facebook as third-party
fact-checkers.81 These actors have detected and tracked what they say is
the undeniable usage of automated bots and fake social media accounts
that are overwhelmingly pro-Duterte. Many of these social media sites
appear to be “linked in some way”—they often have “coordinated,
similar messaging” that tends “to all shift together.”82 For example,
Rappler uncovered 26 accounts that spread nearly the same messaging
and followed more groups than they had friends, which is a red flag in
identifying fake accounts.83 Looking deeper into these accounts, Rappler found that many of the links being posted were by accounts run by
supporters of Duterte. There is also evidence of trolling groups spread77
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ing disinformation. These groups comprise real people who buy old
Facebook accounts to disguise their efforts and get paid per post.84
The messages on these pro-Duterte platforms are clear in their
support of him and in their targeting of his opponents. Many political opponents of Duterte are targeted with “a lot of hate mongering”
messages.85 It does not stop there. These groups have also attacked traditional media, accusing some journalists of being foreign agents and
pressuring organizations and individual journalists with threats, lawsuits, and warnings that the government might not renew the franchise licenses of companies if they do not change the way they cover
the news. This has been the case against outlets critical of the Duterte
administration, such as Rappler.86 The Philippines’ Department of Justice has said it could indict both Rappler and its founder, Maria Ressa,
for tax evasion and failure to file tax returns.87 Accused of libel and
violating foreign ownership laws, Ressa has spent time in and out of
prison. Both Ressa and the cofounder of VERA Files, Ellen Tordesillas,
have been accused of an elaborate plot orchestrated by the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency to oust Duterte from office.88 In addition to online
trolling, administration critics have also received death threats.89
Since the 2012 Scarborough incident, there has been a growing
narrative in the Philippines questioning the credibility of U.S. security
commitments. Duterte’s presidency brought an uptick in anti-U.S.,
antiliberal democracy messaging, leading one Filipino observer to note
84
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that “we see a rewriting of what we know of our history.”90 Filipinos
have traditionally been strong supporters of the United States, and
almost all of our Filipino interviewees reiterated that Filipinos remain
this way by nature; blatant anti-U.S. messaging is something that has
only arisen since Duterte became president. Much of this messaging is
subtle, focusing on distrust of the United States, complaints about the
MDT, or an inability to depend on the United States.91 Some of the
messages are less subtle, such as saying the Philippines should not be
aligned with the United States.92 Nevertheless, the frequency of such
messaging carries the potential of “fueling skepticism in the alliance.”93
One recent example of Duterte’s shift in policy was the country’s
embrace of China’s telecom companies despite U.S. warnings.94
There is no question that much of this activity is organized by
real people who support Duterte. There is even evidence of military
personnel becoming more active on social media.95 This is not surprising, according to one analyst, given that military members and reservists tend to see Duterte as promilitary.96 And despite the overwhelming
evidence of disinformation spreading on social and traditional media,
there is no evidence of foreign involvement—but there are hints of foreign techniques.97 For example, although disinformation existed before
Duterte became president, “fake accounts” have become much more
sophisticated since that time, making it more difficult to trace and
check them and, consequently, also making it harder to debunk disin90
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formation.98 The operations are now more professional, more systematic, and more deliberate in their targeting and messaging.99 Postings of
disinformation on Facebook also appear to adjust more quickly to that
platform’s algorithm to avoid flagging.100
There are some questions about whether Duterte has sought
help from abroad for disinformation techniques. In 2017, Manila and
Moscow inked several deals on such issues as agriculture, transportation, and defense cooperation.101 One of these included a memorandum
of cooperation between the Philippines’ Presidential Communications
Operations Office (PCOO) and the Russian Ministry of Telecom and
Mass Communications.102 The purpose of the partnership was to focus
on “state information dissemination,” which included “intensive media
and management training” of PCOO staffers in Russia at the RT TV
Headquarters, Russian news agency TASS, and the Ministry of Telecom and Mass Media.103 Although the details of this training were
never announced, the fact that these officials are in charge of external
communications, including social media, raised concerns that Philippine officials are learning Russian disinformation techniques.
The lack of evidence directly connecting China to the Philippines’ disinformation activity does not necessarily mean that China
is not active. Like Singapore, UFWD proxy groups, such as the
CCPPNR, CPAFFC, COFA, and the CZG, are active.104 There is also
suspicion of Chinese influence in traditional media. For example, the
World News “serves as a mouthpiece for pro-CCP sentiments as the
98
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country’s largest Chinese-language newspaper in terms of circulation”
and “its leadership maintains strong ties to pro-China organizations in
the Philippines.”105 Another example is the Manila Times, which has
similarly been accused of accepting Chinese funding to keep afloat in
return for pro-China coverage.106 Evidence is lacking so far, however,
and there are virtually no pro-China articles or social media groupings
in the Philippines; news about China is generally quite negative.
This is because Filipinos tend to be anti-China, a refrain voiced
almost unanimously during our field research.107 One interviewee characterized it that Filipinos simply see China as having “different values,”
while another argued that Filipinos “don’t trust China.”108 This negative view is reinforced by the influx of Chinese that follow Chinese
investments.109 According to the Bureau of Immigration, 3.12 million
Chinese tourists entered the Philippines from January 2016 to May
2018.110 Although it is unclear how many were workers, there has been
an increase in the issuance of worker permits to Chinese.111 There are
also believed to be approximately 400,000 illegal Chinese workers in
the country.112 Although there is no evidence that these Chinese arrivals are working under any sort of guidance from Beijing, Filipinos view
the influx negatively.113 This is particularly true of the workers, who are
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seen as taking jobs away from Filipinos and causing real estate prices
to rise by buying up properties.114 Behavior by some Chinese visitors
reinforces the negative perceptions, such as a February 2019 incident in
which a Chinese student, when told she had to finish her dessert before
entering a train station, instead threw her pudding at a Filipino police
officer.115 For many Filipinos, the incident reflected a widely held view
that Chinese hold the Philippines in low regard.116 One interviewee
went as far as to say that Filipinos hold racist views about Chinese.117
Even if China is engaged in disinformation campaigns to propagate
positive images about China, these campaigns are likely to have minimal impact because they are not likely to resonate.
Still, this is not to suggest such campaigns would not have any
impact. Chinese disinformation campaigns could help inflame negative Filipino views of the United States or increase Filipinos’ mistrust in
liberal democracy.118 Although our research found no evidence of pentup dissatisfaction with the United States, numerous Filipino interviewees observed that, despite traditionally pro-U.S. views among Filipinos,
trends indicate an increasing willingness to question U.S. reliability
since Duterte became president. According to a 2017 public opinion
poll by the Pew Research Center, the gap between Filipinos’ favorable
views of the United States and of China closed over the 2015–2017
period mainly because of a decline in support for the United States.119
The percentage of Filipinos with a favorable view of the United States
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fell from 92 percent to 78 percent over that time, and confidence in
U.S. leaders “to do the right thing regarding world affairs” similarly
fell from 94 percent to 69 percent between the Obama and Trump
administrations; China’s favorability only rose 1 point, to 55 percent,
and confidence in Xi Jinping rose 2 points, to 53 percent. One interviewee noted that Filipinos’ distrust of the United States was much
less under Duterte’s predecessor Aquino.120 Some worried that the rise
of disinformation was effectively normalizing the argument that the
Philippines and the United States are not really well aligned in terms
of security goals.121 These feelings are matched by a subtle reduction
of frustration vis-à-vis China. These two trends combined suggest that
disinformation messaging might be having some effect on Filipinos,
but it is impossible to disaggregate this empirically from the change in
political leadership in both countries.
There is some anecdotal evidence that indirectly ties China to
the disinformation problem in the Philippines. In 2016, the Philippine
Amusement and Gaming Corporation issued rules to regulate operations of the Philippine Offshore Gaming Operators, which are entities
that offer online gaming services to foreign players. More than 50 offshore gaming companies that cater to Chinese clients were given permits to operate in the Philippines.122 There is evidence to suggest that
some of these companies are also being used for more-nefarious domestic purposes. Some of these offshore gaming companies, along with
former Philippine business call centers, have been converted into troll
farms or “click factories” used by pro-Duterte actors.123 These entities
offer low-paying positions in which people increase clicks for specific
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websites or open and operate fake Facebook or Twitter accounts.124
These are for-hire operations that are believed to be funded by Duterte
and his supporters to push pro-Duterte messages and to attack the
media and his political opponents.125 One of these former call centers in Duterte’s hometown of Davao City, which was believed to be a
troll farm, burned down. In addition to a quick response from Manila,
China provided aid to families of those who died, leading to speculation it was a China-operated troll farm.126
China appears to be most active in traditional influence operations. In addition to economic penetration focused on gaining a foothold in strategic locations and key industries,127 China has focused on
cultivating a positive image in the Philippines through three avenues:
diplomatic, political, and elite capture.128 China is trying to build its
diplomatic image in the Philippines through its infrastructure projects
and other various development projects—and to remind Filipinos of
who funds these projects, China has sponsored newspaper ads in the
Philippines that run in English and describe the progress China has
made in the region.129
Politically, China has cultivated a close relationship with Duterte
to encourage Manila to be more pliable, including easing off its South
China Sea claims. Evidence of success here is seen in Duterte’s changed
approach to some issues. For example, Duterte began restricting officials from visiting Taiwan for training purposes in 2018.130 He also has
allowed Chinese shows on state-run PTV and Chinese military aircraft
to fly through Philippines airspace and land in his hometown of Davao
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City.131 One public incident was Duterte’s feud with Supreme Court
Senior Associate Justice Antonio Carpio. Contrary to Carpio’s calls to
be more assertive in defending Manila’s sovereign rights in the South
China Sea, Duterte sometimes mirrors Beijing talking points by saying
that standing up to China would mean certain war and is therefore not
in the Philippines’ interest.132
Finally, some analysts said that China is engaged in attempts at
elite capture to improve its influence.133 Although not believed to be
widespread at the federal level, Chinese officials are cultivating relationships with local government officials (such as governors or mayors)
who are in need of financial resources and thus might be more susceptible to foreign influence; Chinese officials are also courting heads
of big business conglomerates who are eager for business with China.
Because of anti-Chinese views among Filipinos, however, it is not
uncommon for local leaders to take the money but not adopt positive
views of China.134
Response to Perceived Disinformation

Although disinformation is rampant, the government is not actively
working to counter it or to promote education campaigns to increase
information literacy. Duterte and his supporters attack the media as
peddling disinformation and deny accusations of fake accounts and
use of bots.135 Nor has the government pursued any legislation in the
way that Singapore has. Hearings at the Philippine Senate, for example, concluded that legislation regarding disinformation “was unnec-
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essary, and possibly counterproductive.”136 Although the government
has a cyber unit that investigates disinformation, it tends to go after
people critical of the president.137 In addition to the deals with Huawei
and China Telecom, the Philippines’ Department of Information and
Communications Technology signed a memorandum of understanding with Russian company BiZone Limited Liability Company to conduct joint research and development on cybersecurity technologies and
to exchange information on cybersecurity policies, threats, and technologies.138 Combined, these raise concerns that Philippine information technology systems might be compromised in the near future, if
they are not already.
Therefore, much of the effort to combat disinformation has fallen
to private actors. Rappler and VERA Files, for example, fact-check sites
and links suspected of being fake. (No one checks foreign-language
sources, meaning that communications in Chinese go unchecked.139)
If Rappler or VERA Files confirm that an article is fake, Facebook,
because of its partnerships with those outlets, downgrades the material in its own newsfeed but does not delete or block that material. If
someone clicks on the link, a bubble pops up saying it was flagged for
content along with a link explaining why the news is regarded as fake.
Rappler and VERA Files also teamed up with nine other news organizations and three universities to launch a fact-checking website for the
2019 elections.140
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Japan
Possible Vulnerability: Anti-Base Sentiment in Okinawa

The U.S.–Japan alliance enjoys widespread and deep support among
Japan’s political leaders. Since Abe Shinzō returned to office in 2012,
his administration has passed a series of laws that strengthen and
expand Japan’s role in the security domain.141 In 2015, his administration signed revised Guidelines for U.S.-Japan Defense Cooperation
that better defined—and in some ways expanded—the roles and missions of Japan within the alliance. Abe’s government has advocated
that Japan make “proactive contributions to peace” with the goal of a
“free and open Indo-Pacific.” Some of these efforts have led Japan to
take a larger role in standing up to China in the region.142
Abe’s support for the United States has created problems for him
with the leadership or people of Okinawa because of his strong support
for continued hosting of U.S. bases on the island. Although Okinawa
makes up 0.6 percent of Japan’s territory, it is home to about 25,843
U.S. military personnel, accounting for 70.4 percent of the total area
exclusively used for U.S. military facilities in Japan.143 Critics of Abe
and of the U.S. presence in Okinawa argue that the majority of Okinawans are opposed to continued hosting of the U.S. presence,144 and
polls tend to support this.145 Regardless of whether Okinawans under141 Jeffrey W. Hornung, “Japan’s 2015 Security Legislation: Changed Rooted Firmly in Con-
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stand the national security need for U.S. forces, “they do not understand why Okinawa has to have such a large proportion of the U.S.
bases.”146
Resentment of the U.S. presence in Okinawa is not new. Okinawans have pointed to the 1995 abduction and gang rape of a 12-yearold girl by three servicemen; the murder of a 20-year-old woman in
2016; traffic accidents; poor behavior by drunken military personnel;
accidents stemming from malfunctions of U.S. equipment; and concerns over noise, pollution, and environmental effects as sources of
frustration.147 The public anger tied to such events is undeniable, but
it is also only one facet of the overall experience that Okinawans have
of the U.S. presence. U.S. service personnel are engaged in the local
communities, contribute to the local economy, and even give their lives
in unfortunate accidents that anti-base activists tend to ignore but that
most Okinawans are cognizant of.148
The focal point of public opposition is the Marines Corps Air
Station Futenma. Following the 1995 gang rape, Tokyo and Washington moved quickly to relocate Futenma’s personnel and functions
out of Ginowan in central Okinawa. Under a 1996 agreement, the
air station would close, its functions would be distributed throughout
cent of residents in Okinawa felt that, compared with mainland Japan, the burden of hosting
U.S. forces was too much. “88% Okinawa Base Burden ‘Too Big,’ Asahi Newspaper Prefectural Survey [沖縄の基地負担「大きすぎ」８８％ 朝日新聞社県民調査],” Asahi Shimbun,
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Japan, and the facility’s land would revert to the prefecture “after adequate replacement facilities are completed and operational.”149 Opponents pushed for the Futenma Replacement Facility to be moved off
Okinawa entirely and were given hope in 2009 when Prime Minister
Hatoyama Yukio advocated as much. Hatoyama, however, eventually
conceded that there was no viable alternative to the chosen site, leading
to his resignation as premier.150 His successor quickly reverted to supporting the original position, which every subsequent prime minister
has also upheld.
In Okinawa, however, Hatoyama’s actions gave new energy to the
base opposition. Even after Tokyo’s reversion to its traditional position, consecutive Okinawa governors have opposed the plan. Current
governor Tamaki Denny is no different. Tamaki became governor on
September 30, 2018, running on an agenda of closing down Futenma
and relocating it out of the prefecture. Tamaki has urged Tokyo to
work with Washington to move Futenma’s functions and personnel
off Okinawa. Shortly after he became governor, the Okinawa prefectural assembly approved an ordinance for a public referendum on
whether residents of Okinawa support the land reclamation of Henoko.151 On November 27, Tamaki announced his intention to hold the
referendum.152
The referendum, held on February 24, 2019, gave voters three
choices: favor the relocation plan, oppose the relocation plan, or have
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no opinion.153 The result was a powerful vote opposing relocation at
72.2 percent, with 19.1 percent supporting it and 8.7 percent not having
an opinion.154 Although legally nonbinding, turnout was 52.48 percent
of eligible voters, providing legitimacy to the referendum and viewed as
representative of local sentiment.155 Despite this, and despite the ongoing opposition by the governor and local groups, Tokyo has been continuing its land reclamation work off the coast of Henoko as part of the
Futenma Replacement Facility project.156
The referendum is believed to have further emboldened Okinawan sentiment opposing U.S. basing, and herein lies Okinawa’s
potential exploitable vulnerability. Understanding that there is a segment of the local population unhappy with Tokyo and with Washington for having to host a large percentage of U.S. military bases could
provide fertile ground for disinformation campaigns that, if successful,
could drive further wedges between the prefecture and Tokyo or further foment anti-U.S. sentiment.
Evidence of External Activity Lacking

Compared with the Philippines, disinformation does not appear to
be much of a problem in Japan.157 One of the best-known examples
occurred in 2005 when a fake Yahoo News site reported that Chinese forces invaded Okinawa.158 More recently, a few fake stories have
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come to light, but none is believed to be the work of China.159 Instead,
they are believed to be domestic in origin and to stem primarily from
Japan’s right wing. For example, the Japanese Culture Channel Sakura,
a right-wing news blog, was blamed for a story circulating in 2014
that claimed Naha’s then-Mayor Onaga Takeshi was shown favoritism
by Chinese authorities, having sent his daughter to study in China.160
Onaga attempted to debunk the story, but Tamogami Toshio, a former
chief of staff of the Air Self-Defense Force who lost his job over a historical revisionist essay, circulated the same story in April 2015 on
Twitter as an explanation for why Onaga was against the Futenma
Replacement Facility plan.161 In the 2018 Okinawa gubernatorial election, there were 60 incidents believed to be disinformation, two of
which were confirmed as such.162 One was a tweet that, along with
criticizing Tamaki for believing he can talk easily to Americans just
because he is half-American, also falsely claimed that former-Governor
Onaga had never been able to meet U.S. officials or enter U.S. bases
on Okinawa.163
Onaga, who died in 2018, was a frequent target, but disinformation campaigns also target base opponents. For example, a January 2017
edition of Tokyo MXTV’s “News Joshi” included a segment on protesters trying to stop the construction of U.S. military helipads in Okinawa. The reporter never engaged the protestors; instead, he reported
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that the elderly protesters were dangerous and “being paid by ‘a radical group’ in Tokyo headed by someone with a Korean name.”164 The
segment was sharply criticized as heavily biased and poorly reported.
A group mentioned by name in the segment, Norikoe Net, even filed
a complaint with Japan’s Broadcasting Ethics and Program Improvement Organization for slander by “fake information.” This included
claims that people are being paid to struggle against U.S. bases in Okinawa; that the people struggling against the bases are not Okinawan
locals but extremists and activists from Japan’s main islands; that the
anti-base struggle receives support from China and North Korea; and
that secret agents of China, South Korea, and North Korea are leading
the struggle in Okinawa.165
Although some suspect Chinese involvement in these incidents,
there is no evidence to support it in any conclusive way.166 There is
evidence, however, that China might be engaged in traditional influence operations in Okinawa. Much of this is anecdotal; if real, it could
prove corrosive to Japan’s security and the U.S.-Japan alliance. The
base protests provide one example. The Marine Corps on Okinawa
and U.S. Forces Japan said that local anti-military sentiment among
Okinawans is not as widespread as it appears. Rather, “large protests
are often organized and manned by outsiders and professional groups,
such as teachers’ unions and workers groups who fly in from the Tokyo
area.”167 This claim is not without some support. One Japanese academic sympathetic with the anti-base protestors notes,
Protest activities are organized and led by people in Okinawa . . . . However, local activists urge people outside Okinawa
to join them, and ask for their support. There is, indeed, a con-
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stant flow of visitors. [Peace activist Yuichi] Kamoshita maintains that about 30 percent of those who sit in front of the gates
of Camp Schwab are those from other parts of Japan, and more
people from outside participate in other protest activities.”168

There is even “transnational support” of the protests by “international visitors.”169
These claims are important because there are those who believe
that China is involved in these efforts. For example, some claim that
Beijing is funneling cash to Chinese student associations in Okinawa
and even supporting Okinawans who oppose U.S. basing.170 Officials admit that there is no evidence to support the idea that China is
directly funding anti-base protestors, but there is uncertainty regarding how and where the left-wing groups that fund the protestors get
their money.171 Others claim that the protestors are guided from Beijing. One anecdote claiming that South Koreans were involved in antibase protests in Ginowan in May 2012 included the assertion that one
of the main sponsors was a New Left group called Communists Alliance (Unification Committee). This group, according to the claim, “is
generally friendly with the Chinese Communist Party, and they tend
to tailor their activism to fit the global strategies of the CCP.”172
Some have drawn direct connections between the anti-base movement and Beijing. The only known official report on the issue comes
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from Japan’s Public Security Intelligence Agency in the 2016 iteration
of Review and Prospects of Internal and External Situation, which states
that China has attempted “to form public opinion in Okinawa in its
favor, by approaching ‘groups for Ryūkyū independence’ which were
calling for ‘removal of all bases from the Ryukyus.’”173 Murai Tomohide, a professor at Japan’s National Defense Academy, claims that
Beijing seeks to divide Japan and prompt pro-China sentiment from
Okinawans.174 Accordingly, one would expect to see Chinese attempts
to undermine Japanese rule on Okinawa. In the past, Chinese officials’ statements or articles on platforms closely tied to Beijing have
either challenged Japan’s sovereignty of the Ryūkyū Island chain (of
which Okinawa is a part) or failed to affirm Japanese sovereignty.175
One Japanese analyst said China sends its officials to Okinawa to contact these groups and promote independence, which could undermine
the U.S. defense posture in the prefecture.176 The Public Security Intelligence Agency report supports this, stating that Chinese universities
and think tanks play a leading role in promoting academic exchanges
and deepening ties with groups and organizations in Japan promoting independence of the Ryūkyūs as a way “to form a favorable public
opinion in Okinawa and to attempt [to foster or exploit] division[s] in
Japan.”177
China’s influence activities in Okinawa are difficult to gauge, but
anecdotal reporting suggests they do exist.178 It does not have a large
ethnic Chinese population or clan associations that could be vulnerable to Chinese influence. Local elites are also not eager for Chinese
investment funds that would make them vulnerable to elite capture.
Similarly, there is no widespread presence of UFWD proxy groups.
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Japan has only one counterpart office for CPAFFC in Tokyo and a
branch of CCPPNR and no confirmed presence of COFA or CZG.179
Similar to the situation in the Philippines, although Okinawa has a sizable anti-base population, these people are not pro-China.180 Moreover,
polls show that people in Okinawa can both oppose U.S. basing but
support a U.S. alliance.181
Also similar to the case in the Philippines, anecdotes of attempts
at more-direct Chinese activity exist but are not conclusive. For example, one interviewee noted that questions have surrounded a particular
Japanese construction company in Okinawa that worked on runway
construction at Naha Airport.182 Another example cited by interviewees notes the possibility that Chinese buyers might have taken ownership of an apartment complex overlooking the Japan Air-Self Defense
Force base in Naha.183 These are anecdotes, however, with little concrete supporting evidence.
Response to Perceived Disinformation

Although Japan is not nearly as proactive as Singapore, Tokyo is working to address possible disinformation. Prior to the 2018 Okinawa
public referendum, LINE worked to fact-check news.184 Similar factchecking was done by Okinawa’s local dailies before the September
2018 gubernatorial election.185 The national government was involved
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with the December 2018 National Defense Program Guidelines, noting
that “manipulating foreign country’s public opinion by exploiting social
media” is a threat to undermining one’s sovereignty.186 Reports in January 2019 said Tokyo had plans to come up “with a set of measures
aimed at preventing the spread of false online information . . . particularly during elections and disasters.”187 This plan, still in formulation
as of this writing, “may include requesting that major U.S. technology companies and other information providers voluntarily formulate
a code of conduct” and calling on Japan-based tech companies—such
as LINE Corp. (owned by a South Korean company) and Yahoo Japan
Corp. (owned by a Japanese company)—to improve measures that
combat the spread of misinformation on their platforms.188
Simply put, battling possible disinformation does not rise to a
priority level of concern in Japan. A prominent reason is that Japan
sees China’s task at penetrating Japan as too difficult.189 This perception stems from several factors, such as Japan still relying heavily on
traditional media (including print media and the state-owned NHK),
the Japanese language being seen as too difficult a barrier, and antiChinese sentiment among the public that results in consumers immediately disbelieving anything appearing even remotely friendly to
China.190 Japan’s real concern, voiced by defense specialists and included
[なぜ沖縄に対するフェイク情報、ヘイト言説が流れるのか？ネットの時代に希望はあるの
か？ 「ファクトチェック」座談会【2】],” Ryūkyū Shimpō, May 24, 2019.
186 Government
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in Japan’s strategic documents (such as the 2018 National Defense Program Guidelines), is potential cyber activity targeting Japan.191 This
activity is considered much more dangerous and is suspected of already
being employed against Japan.192
Conclusion
The three cases suggest that China is not engaged in actively spreading disinformation on social media or any digital platform in Singapore, the Philippines, or Japan, as is the case in Taiwan. Disinformation operations exist in all three countries, but evidence suggests they
are largely domestic in origin and undertaken for domestic political
purposes. Still, China is not forgoing attempts to increase its influence
in these countries; quite the contrary. Understanding that much of the
evidence found in this research is anecdotal and suspected but not confirmed, we tentatively conclude that China is likely attempting to build
influence in these countries but via more-traditional influence operations rather than via social media. There are four possible hypotheses
that could explain the apparent lack of Chinese disinformation activity
in these three countries.
Taiwan Is Unique

The first hypothesis is that China’s disinformation campaigns focusing on Taiwan are unique. China views Taiwan as an inherent part
of China; the two share the same language and history and have similar cultural identities; and there exists a pro-unification population
in Taiwan itself. This political dynamic does not exist anywhere else
in the Indo-Pacific region, so it is doubtful that China could succeed
in disinformation campaigns elsewhere even if it wanted to, particu191 The
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larly when large segments of regional populations hold anti-Chinese
sentiment.
Taiwan Is Where China Is Field-Testing Its Social Media
Disinformation Capabilities

A second hypothesis is that China is perfecting its capabilities in Taiwan
for later use elsewhere in the region. Accordingly, although there are
no evident Chinese disinformation campaigns in the three countries
we examined in this chapter, China is learning what works and what
does not work from its experiences in Taiwan and will be better positioned to employ these tactics, once perfected, more broadly throughout the region. Indeed, as this study was wrapping up in August 2019,
early indications began to emerge that suggested China had initiated a
widespread disinformation campaign against Hong Kong in response
to societal protests over the erosion of the city’s legal autonomy, incompetence on the part of Chief Executive Carrie Lam, widespread police
violence, and allegations of police cooperation with organized crime
groups.193 Evidence has also emerged that China might be actively
engaging in social media manipulation in Australia, mostly targeting
the ethnic Chinese community there.194 It is not yet clear how effective
such a disinformation campaign might be, nor is it certain that such
campaigns have China’s official sanction, but they will merit watching
and comparing with the campaigns that China has launched against
Taiwan in the past several years.
China Finds Other Tools Better Suited to Its Goals in These Other
Cases

A third hypothesis is that China is not conducting disinformation
campaigns in these countries because doing so would work against its
interests. China has the technical capabilities to conduct these operations, as the situation in Taiwan demonstrates. Unlike Russia, China
193 Laurie
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does not seek simply to disrupt the internal affairs of large numbers
of other countries to cause chaos; China seeks influence; it seeks to
counteract or neutralize threats and to pave the way for its rise in the
region. Disinformation campaigns are geared more toward generating
instability, which is not conducive to generating influence, particularly
because instability is difficult to control. Accordingly, China dedicates
time and resources to building influence in regional countries via such
programs as the Belt and Road Initiative. If China’s intention is to
project an image as a benevolent power, discovery of a disinformation
campaign would ruin this image and thus negate diplomatic and economic outreach.195
Substantial Chinese Disinformation Is Going Undetected

A final possibility is that a large volume of disinformation is going
unrecognized for what it is or being misattributed to other actors,
whether local or foreign. Although this is logically possible, the fact
that Chinese disinformation appears to have been fairly quickly identified in the case of Taiwan (and in the case of attacks on the Hong Kong
protest movement) suggests that this is a less probable, perhaps impossible, explanation. Furthermore, Singaporean counterintelligence and
policing authorities are alert to the risk of Chinese influence operations
more generally, are widely able to read Chinese-language sources, and
are particularly concerned about disinformation circulating on social
media—therefore, such an explanation seems even more implausible.
In Japan, where another highly capable domestic intelligence service
has been on alert for Chinese influence operations in Okinawa and
elsewhere and where the ability to read Chinese is partly facilitated by
the shared nature of characters as part of the Japanese language, this
195 Anne-Marie
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explanation seems similarly difficult to credit. Only in the Philippines,
where the state counterintelligence apparatus is weak and there are relatively lower levels of familiarity with Chinese languages, does such an
explanation seem potentially plausible—although, again, disinformation campaigns were also identified in the case of the Philippines, even
if they seemed to originate from the country’s own political circles and
not advance goals that China would likely see as attractive.
It is difficult to conclude with certainty which hypothesis is most
likely. One of the main reasons is temporal; the nonexistence of disinformation campaigns might not hold true in the future. If, for example, the YouTube videos incident in Singapore is of Chinese origin,
then China is already testing its techniques outside Taiwan and might
do so again. Therefore, one cannot falsify Hypothesis 2. Similarly,
there are large populations of ethnic Chinese throughout the region.
Although the existence of a diaspora population of ethnic Chinese is by
no means synonymous with a community defined by pro-China sentiment, we believe that China will focus its targeting on ethnic Chinese
first because Beijing regards ethnic Chinese as more likely to be receptive to its messages.196 Therefore, one cannot falsify Hypothesis 1, particularly if parts of the Chinese diaspora community prove receptive to
Chinese messaging. That said, given the deep anti-China sentiment in
Japan and the Philippines, it is hard to imagine pro-China messaging
resonating in these countries.
Hypothesis 3 stands as the most likely, but even this is not without problems. Although the cases show that China is operating to gain
influence via traditional means—aid, investment, and diplomacy—in
the Philippines and Singapore, there is not much activity in Japan.
Where we do see Chinese disinformation operations, the messages and
means are adaptive, but the objective appears to be framing China as
a nonaggressive, normal country that others can trust. This might be
difficult, however, given the presence of anti-Chinese views in some
parts of these countries where Chinese are regarded as unwelcome
196 Anne-Marie
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guests, a cause of societal ills, and/or potential fifth columnists for Beijing. Still, as one Filipino official framed it, even if China’s efforts are
not successful at converting local populations, these efforts could still
succeed over time by reducing anti-Chinese sentiment, even by a little.197 This approach becomes more detrimental when it accompanies
messaging that questions a country’s reliance on the United States—or,
worse, that actively plays up rumors of negative behavior by the United
States or U.S. citizens to shape a distorted narrative about the United
States. As noted above, Hypothesis 4 seems the least likely for a variety
of reasons.
Although disinformation campaigns exist, we have shown in this
chapter that such campaigns are predominantly domestic in origin in
Singapore, the Philippines, and Japan. These campaigns largely use
publicly accessible social media, such as Facebook, and traditional
media platforms. Of the three countries examined, only the Philippines appears to be experiencing a constant disinformation campaign,
including activity prior to elections, and the techniques in this campaign appear to be improving. The campaigns in Singapore and Japan
largely appear to be opportunistic and adhere to no obvious pattern,
though it is possible that they are merely extremely well disguised or
not the main focus of efforts in those countries.198 Although it is impossible to judge the level of activity in closed messaging boards, none of
the interviewees we spoke with said that they believed this to be an
important vector of Chinese influence on social media, even anecdotally. Importantly, there is no evidence of social media disinformation
campaigns targeting the military in the three countries.
Perhaps the most important finding is that, although little evidence ties disinformation campaigns in these three countries to China,
there is evidence of Russian ties to the Philippines and possible trans197 Interview
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mission of disinformation techniques. Furthermore, depending on the
Philippines’ reliance on Huawei or China Telecom, there could emerge
a real possibility of China increasingly (1) engaging in espionage and
surveillance of users using the network and (2) leveraging its access
in malicious ways, such as backdoor intelligence-gathering. For now,
although China has a growing capacity to influence the Philippines,
there is no evidence to support the argument that China is directly
involved in spreading disinformation on social media in that country.

CHAPTER SIX

Conclusion and Recommendations

The results of our study indicate that China is using Taiwan as a test
bed for developing attack vectors using disinformation on social media.
To date, in the case of Taiwan, China’s use of disinformation has
achieved mixed and somewhat limited results that are primarily in the
political domain, not the military operational one. We found no evidence that China has carried out substantial disinformation operations
against other U.S. allies or partners, including Singapore, the Philippines, or Japan. Nonetheless, Chinese disinformation campaigns could
be directed against the United States in the event of a crisis or conflict. In this chapter, we turn to the challenging task of trying to draw
insights from the preceding chapters to provide informed speculation
about how China might use social media disinformation campaigns
against USAF in advance of and during a military confrontation. We
conclude with recommendations and some thoughts on future trends
that might tip the balance.
Notional PRC Employment of Social Media Disinformation
to Target the U.S. Military
Unlike Western military thought that has tended to distinguish
between peacetime and wartime, CCP thinking about the nature of
international affairs and armed conflict elides any easy distinction
between preconflict and conflict. Western thinking about conflict
can be rather legalistic and dichotomous (either peacetime or wartime,
akin to a light switch that is either on or off), but Chinese Commu119
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nist writings and practice tend to reflect a more continuous, sliding
scale perspective on conflict (analogous to a rheostat). Additionally,
the CCP’s view is that it is on the defensive, and the PLA’s doctrine of
active defense [积极防御] gives it full license to respond, even preemptively, to the threats posed by external actors, or hostile foreign forces
[敌对势力].1
This is not to say that the distinction between peacetime and
wartime is entirely absent in Chinese thinking; as one Taiwan PLA
watcher commented, “In peacetime, the PLA’s focus is on Taiwan’s
society and economy, but in wartime [we expect] they will focus on
the ROC’s armed forces.”2 Nonetheless, and especially in light of the
experiences of Taiwan described in this report, it makes sense to examine the prospect that Chinese uses of disinformation to target USAF
or the U.S. military more broadly might be ongoing during what is
nominally peacetime.
As China moves to incorporate social media further into its
military operations, it will increasingly engage in some level of shaping operations during what Western observers would consider the
“preconflict” stage. Should outright kinetic exchanges appear imminent or actually occur, an elevated level of disinformation should
be expected, accompanied by messages aimed at such key groups
as senior political and military leaders, service members and their
families, and base hosting communities. Given China’s control over
the Chinese-language social media platform WeChat and a general
belief among PRC authors that the global ethnic Chinese diaspora
is a favorable vector of influence for Beijing to leverage, China will
likely seek to communicate directly with Chinese-American military
officers and personnel and their families, attempting to turn them
against any U.S. policies or operations that China finds objectionable. Chinese disinformation efforts also will likely seek to introduce information that is difficult for the United States to definitively
refute, either because doing so would require revealing classified
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information or because it is impossible to disprove a negative. These
issues are explored in this chapter.
Preconflict Operations

For China, “the goal is not a knock-out. . . . [I]t’s to weaken and
increase distrust in the government,” one Taiwan official commented,
adding that “this is an approach of ‘death by a thousand cuts’. In peacetime, China seeks to erode trust; in wartime, they seek to leverage the
experience with social media they’ve gathered during peacetime.”3 The
2013 Science of Military Strategy explained that the PLA should “create
a favorable posture for the initiative prior to combat,” which includes
“flexibly applying psychological warfare means to shake the opponent,
and split up and disintegrate the opponent’s war foundation” using
the “synthetic application of political, economic, diplomatic, legal, and
public opinion means.”4 Applied to the United States, this would presumably mean efforts to weaken the supporting infrastructure that the
United States needs to conduct military operations.
As noted, the U.S.-Japan alliance and U.S. access to bases, air
stations, facilities, and supporting infrastructure in Japan are critical
to U.S. military operations in the Indo-Pacific. Given the sensitivities
associated with the U.S. presence and history in Okinawa, China might
seek to play on such issues as crime, noise, pollution, environmental
damage, or operational accidents and mishaps—issues that other studies have noted are already serious preexisting sources of tension in the
relationships between the U.S. forces and Japan, the U.S. forces and
the Okinawa community, and Tokyo’s own domestic relationship with
Okinawa.5 In light of this, Chinese social media disinformation could
seek to further undermine support for U.S. base presence in and opera3
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tions out of Okinawa by spreading rumors about another rape or other
criminal action by U.S. military personnel or contractors, or by doctoring imagery of a U.S. military platform to suggest that there had been
an accident.6 Although these activities would represent an uptick in
Chinese targeting of the U.S. military via social media, they could be
somewhat deniable and might even allege that the United States was
involved in a cover-up as a way to explain the absence of credible and
definitive supporting evidence to back up the alleged crimes or disasters. Similarly—and linked to both Okinawan resentment and broader
Japanese public opinion that opposes the introduction of nuclear weapons into Japanese territory (something the United States had previously done under secret agreements with Japan during the 1960s and
1970s as part of the Okinawa reversion agreement7)—Chinese disinformation might allege that any USAF B-2 and B-52 bombers rotating
through or transiting Japan on strategic deterrent missions were armed
with nuclear weapons. Such claims would be difficult or impossible to
disprove despite being untrue and, if skillfully executed, could inflame
Japanese public opinion against the alliance.
Separately, in a period of heightened tensions between China
and the United States or its allies and partners, China might seek to
induce doubt about U.S. reliability. Chinese content farms and clandestine accounts could hint that the United States has given Beijing
private assurances that it does not want conflict and will not intervene in the event of a clash between the PLA and the ROC armed
forces (Taiwan) or over Chinese claims to the Senkakus (Japan) or
various features in the South China Sea (the Philippines). Such promises would purportedly be secret agreements, perhaps described as part
of a quid pro quo on some other issue of substance to the United States,
6
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such as trade deficits, or countering North Korean or Iranian proliferation. U.S. disavowal of such claims might not succeed in convincing worried Taiwan, Japanese, or Filipino audiences that Washington
truly intended to support those countries in the event of a conflict
with China, perhaps even making central governments more prone to
compromise or seek accommodation on Chinese terms. Past and/or
current instances of real or perceived U.S. unreliability—such as the
failure to intervene in the 1956 Hungarian uprising, the 1961 Bay of
Pigs invasion in Cuba, the 1968 Prague Spring in Czechoslovakia, the
1991 flight of Shi’a and Marsh Arabs of Southern Iraq from Saddam
Hussein, or the 2019 betrayal of the Kurds of Northern Syria—might
be cited by Chinese propagandists seeking to sow doubts about U.S.
intent to betray an ally.
A separate type of disinformation campaign might seek to
influence USAF operations during an imminent or ongoing kinetic
exchange.
Social Media Disinformation Operations During a Conflict

Were China and the United States to come into open conflict over
some issue—most likely Taiwan, but possibly a Chinese effort to seize
the Senkakus from Japan, a disputed feature in the South China Sea,
a North Korea contingency, or a China-India border clash—China
might seek to leverage social media disinformation campaigns as part
of a broader collection of tools used to complicate, hamper, degrade,
or defeat U.S. military operations. At least five possible Chinese
approaches are worth considering.
First, China might seek to encourage ethnic Chinese-American
officers and service members not to follow orders or to disbelieve the reasons for the conflict by presenting information that seeks to (1) position
Chinese-American military personnel as owing their loyalty to China,
and (2) present China’s case as reasonable and worthy of support—as one
Taiwan official commented, China “targeting [ethnic] Chinese communities in Canada, Australia, and the United States.”8 Communicating in
Chinese language on Chinese government–dominated social and tra8
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ditional media platforms (many of which are accessible in the United
States and overseas), China would likely attempt to induce doubt about
the wisdom of U.S. policy, lower morale, spur opposition to confronting
China militarily, and (in the most ambitious “reach” goal) encourage
defections. None of this is intended in any way to say that ChineseAmericans would respond to such PRC disinformation campaigns as
China would hope, but it is certainly the case that the CCP regards the
global Chinese diaspora as a vector of influence.
Second, if the United States were to come to the aid of Taiwan
during a conflict, China might seek to complicate coordination among
Taipei, Washington, and Tokyo by hinting that Japan had received a
quid pro quo for permitting the U.S. military to conduct operations
out of bases in Japan in support of Taiwan. The most plausible rumor
that Chinese disinformation could seek to sow would be a variant of the
rumor that the Tsai administration was going to lease Taiping Island to
the United States. That might take the form of disinformation suggesting that Washington had secretly promised Tokyo that it would formally
recognize Japan’s territorial claims to the Senkaku Islands (claimed by
Taipei as the Diaoyutai [釣魚台]). Indeed, the islands have been a source
of tension between Taipei and Tokyo as far back as the mid- to late 1960s
and as recently as mid-2018.9 Such a rumor could wrong-foot Washington, put pressure on Taipei, and lead Tokyo to be more cautious.
Third, China might try to spread rumors that create an impression that the United States had conducted a strike that unintentionally
killed U.S. allies or Chinese civilians. In other contexts, the Taliban
has routinely engaged in disinformation intended to suggest that U.S.
airstrikes had gone astray, killing innocent civilians. In an attempt to
turn public opinion against the U.S. war effort, Chinese disinformation might claim that the United States had hit and sunk a civilian ship
from Taiwan, or that the United States had committed war crimes by
targeting Chinese civilians inside the PRC. Fake content created by
Chinese agents could also seek to shake or reshape U.S. support for the
9

Shin Kawashima, “The Origins of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands Issue,” Asia-Pacific
Review, Vol. 20, No. 2, 2013; Stacy Hsu, “Taiwan Asserts Sovereignty over Diaoyutai,”
Taipei Times, July 19, 2018.
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continuation of combat operations against China by alleging that the
United States had lost a major exchange, suffered a catastrophic accident, and/or lost the initiative.
Fourth, PRC disinformation teams might seek to degrade unit
morale in the wake of a kinetic exchange by claiming that one or more
commanders or unit leads had deserted or defected. Such disinformation is not likely to reach U.S. forces directly during the heat of battle
because social media access during such a contingency would likely
be highly restricted—or perhaps completely shut off—for U.S. forces.
However, in keeping with the comment by one former high-ranking
Taiwan defense official that China is “attacking our military through
our population,” such information might be intended to filter back to
the fielded force through comments that China delivers to families of
military personnel or the general public.
Finally, China could attempt to target base-hosting communities in the United States and especially overseas. Here, efforts could be
made to convince populations surrounding key nodes from which the
United States operates that, if they do not speak out against the war,
the consequences of the conflict will affect them shortly in the form of
PRC attacks. The goal here would be to encourage a country—such as
Japan or the Philippines—to deny the United States the use of basing
and facilities or to sway local U.S. communities to speak up and act out
in ways that might constrain (or entirely prevent) use of base facilities
by USAF personnel and platforms.
Unlike kinetic strikes or cyber operations that can achieve results in
hours, minutes, or even seconds, social media disinformation operations
often take a substantial period of time—days, weeks, or even longer—to
achieve their effects, though in some cases the effects can be quite rapid
and potentially achieve wider effects than a localized kinetic weapon.
Additionally, unlike kinetic activities (but more akin to cyberattacks),
conducting the equivalent of battle damage assessments in the aftermath
of a social media disinformation campaign is in many cases quite challenging. It is rare that the results of a given piece of disinformation are
as directly visible as the 10,000 people who gathered in Taipei to protest against the Tsai government’s alleged plans to ban the burning of
ghost money and firecrackers. For these reasons, China is likely to use
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such operations only as a small part of its overall effort during an actual
conflict. As one former Taiwan defense official stated, Chinese social
media disinformation campaigns are best conceived of as a “quasimilitary approach—[to succeed,] they need to be incorporated into a conventional, symmetric, linear [set of military operations].”10 Another Taiwan
defense expert concurred, commenting that disinformation operations
are part of China’s overall “technical reconnaissance and three warfares”
and that these are always “embedded in a broader effort.”11
Still, if included as part of a well-designed strategic messaging and
psychological warfare operation and executed in tandem with other
lines of effort designed to complicate, degrade, or defeat U.S. military
operations, such disinformation campaigns on social media can be,
as one Taiwan interviewee commented, “as powerful as a missile.”12
Another interviewee made similar comments, remarking that “fake
news is war . . . and information war can be [more effective] than
missiles.”13 This reflects perceptions among Taiwan residents about the
impact of social media disinformation, especially the potential to shape
public perceptions without the use of force.
Although China has targeted Taiwan with disinformation, there
is little evidence that China has targeted the United States or the U.S.
military with the types of disinformation campaigns on social media
seen in the cases of Taiwan or Hong Kong.14 This could change if
China were to assess that the likelihood of an armed confrontation with
the United States was rising and/or imminent. Next, we discuss some
current and possible trends in Chinese uses of disinformation on social
media; policy options for the United States; and recommendations.

10

Interview with retired Taiwan military officer, interview 4B, Taipei, January 2019.

11

Interview with Taiwan cyber expert, interview 9, Taipei, January 2019.

12

Interview with Taiwan academic, interview 8, Taipei, January 2019.

13

Interview with Taiwan government official, interview 10B, Taipei, January 2019.
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Alyza Sebenius, “Facebook, Twitter Can’t Find China Election Meddling Trump
Claims,” Bloomberg, October 24, 2018.
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Policy Options and Recommendations
To respond effectively, the case study of Taiwan suggests that defense
against social media disinformation should be treated akin to ballistic missile defense, with “multilayered defenses required—these should
be whole of military, whole of government, and whole of society.”15
Although China does not appear to have employed social media disinformation campaigns against the United States or its military to date, it
behooves the United States to prepare for the likelihood that the PRC
(with its belief in the importance of information as the ultimate high
ground and psychological warfare as an integral component to modern
conflict) might use these tools in a crisis or contingency involving the
United States. Preparing USAF, the joint force, DoD, the interagency
(efforts that extend across DoD and other U.S. departments), and the
U.S. government to defeat Chinese social media disinformation will,
therefore, require a multifaceted approach (Table 6.1).
Recommendations for Air Force Special Operations
Command and the Joint Force
Consider Incorporating Adversary Social Media Disinformation into
Red-Teaming or Wargaming, Possibly with an Eye Toward Future
Incorporation into Training and Exercises

In this report, we have largely focused on issues of policy during peacetime and crisis, but DoD—and, specifically, USAF—are ultimately
required to prepare for the possibility of an outbreak of armed conflict
requiring a response involving the use of military force. Training and
exercising, both alone and in tandem with allies and partner nations,
are essential components of maintaining readiness, operational effectiveness, and preparedness. For DoD and USAF, it might prove valuable to consider incorporating disinformation operations into future
service-specific, joint, and partner-focused military training and exercises, at both the command post and field levels. Although our research
15

Interview with Taiwan civil society activist, interview 1A, Taipei, January 2019.
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Table 6.1
Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation

AFSOC/
Joint Force DoD

Incorporate adversary social media
disinformation into red-teaming and
wargames

X

Engage base communities

X

Raise awareness of Chinese malign
activities on social media

X

Train the joint force and DoD personnel
to recognize and resist foreign media
disinformation campaigns

X

Explore the cost and benefit of passive
vs. active, technological vs. human
responses to defeating disinformation
campaigns

X

U.S.
Interagency Government

Establish a trusted online presence

X

Consider establishing a presence on
Chinese platforms

X

Protect and reach out to build, increase
and preserve trust with ChineseAmericans and Taiwanese-Americans

X

Build a database of examples of Chinese
social media disinformation

X

Engage allies and partners

X

Balance global counter-influence efforts

X

did not identify how best to include disinformation operations into
U.S. military planning and exercises, it did suggest that doing so now
would be advantageous as a way to think through how China might
seek to target the U.S. military during a crisis or contingency, and
how best to defeat such a disinformation campaign. It is worth noting
that Taiwan has recently moved to incorporate Chinese disinformation into its annual Han Kuang military exercises as a way to explore
how such situations might unfold and affect military operations and
effectiveness.16
16

Duncan DeAeth, “Taiwan Military Holds First-Ever Simulated ‘Anti-Fake News’ Exercises,” Taiwan News, April 22, 2019.
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With respect to countering Chinese disinformation campaigns
on social media, the emphasis for Air Force Special Operations Command, and USAF more broadly, should be on service members in the
Indo-Pacific Command region. Beyond exercises, day-to-day instruction on what constitutes disinformation and important indicators for
such activity would be useful for troops and their families. Equally,
asking service members to identify, flag, and collect disinformation
observed in the local community would help in building a database of
Chinese disinformation (discussed in a later section).
Engage Base Communities

Improving awareness of foreign manipulation—and resilience against
it—among U.S. service members on social media will not be sufficient
if local communities in host nations fall victim to the same disinformation, thus undermining support for U.S. presence and operations.
All U.S. service members should be looking for evidence of activities
aimed at base communities. Peacetime engagement to build familiarity and trust can also help improve ties and local resilience for when
Chinese activities escalate. These efforts should focus especially on the
families of U.S. service members who come from local communities
and can serve as a bridge both for disinformation into USAF but also
for counter-disinformation efforts to the host nation.
Raise Awareness of Chinese Malign Activity on Social Media

Members of the joint force might benefit from being better informed
about the themes that China seeks to convey via overt propaganda
accounts, such as Xinhua and China Daily. In educating the joint force
about PRC propaganda more generally, DoD might find it beneficial to
alert service members more specifically to China’s view of information
as a domain of warfare and its increasingly active use of disinformation,
including material conveyed via social media, to achieve strategic and
tactical aims in undercutting the morale and unity of PRC adversaries.
More specifically, it might be useful to occasionally brief selected service
members working in the Indo-Pacific theater on overview information
about the local social media platforms adopted in their countries or areas
of responsibility (such as PTT and LINE in Taiwan).
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Recommendations for DoD
Train the Joint Force and the Broader DoD Workforce to Recognize
and Resist Foreign Disinformation Campaigns

A key focus of any effort to degrade or defeat disinformation campaigns must be to prepare U.S. military personnel to recognize and
resist disinformation and prepare proper, effective responses. This will
require sensitizing the force to the vectors, patterns, themes, and goals
of foreign (and in this case, specifically Chinese) adversaries who seek
to target the United States military on-line. Occasional briefings about
themes in Chinese disinformation that may be employed to target the
force could be helpful and cost-efficient.
Explore Costs and Benefits of Passive vs. Active and Technological
vs. Human Responses to Adversary Disinformation Campaigns

As a first step, DoD and USAF should, if they have not already,
begin thinking about whether and how to respond to the rise of social
media disinformation campaigns, including whether passive or active
responses are better and whether, if active responses are preferred, these
are better advanced through technology and human operators.17 As
shown by the cases of Taiwan, Singapore, the Philippines, and Japan,
different countries are adopting a variety of possible responses to the
rise of social media disinformation campaigns. These range from
relatively passive responses that favor a broad “marketplace of ideas”
defense to a more top-down reaction intended to leverage the strength
of the state and the legal system. Some broad decisions will lie with
Congress, the executive branch, and the judiciary. Others might fall
more appropriately within DoD’s or the Services’ prerogatives to set
policy for staff and service members.
In Taiwan, an extremely small number of civil society groups
with minimal funding have been somewhat effective in identifying
17

Other elements of a response could be legal measures mandating take-down and penalizing deliberate and harmful disinformation; partnering with civil society; broader efforts to
raise consciousness and media literacy in U.S. society or in societies where DoD and USAF
specifically require basing access, support, or overflight; eliciting support from private sector
social media firms; or other steps.
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and discrediting Chinese disinformation operations. For example, Taiwan’s CoFacts (with roughly ten part-time volunteer editors) and the
Taiwan Fact Check Center (with just four full-time staff) have already
played key roles in raising consciousness, initiating discussions of
policy options for responding, and exploring technology solutions for
flagging and processing information of concern.18 With substantially
greater resources and the ability to task trained, full-time, professional
defense and military personnel to respond to a Chinese social media
disinformation threat during a crisis or contingency, DoD might be
better positioned to counter this threat than Taiwan. Additionally,
through DoD’s abilities to direct resources to the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, commission research and development by
private-sector technology firms, and engage in contracted direct support, it should be possible to improve substantially on Taiwan’s ability
to counter Chinese disinformation.
Recommendations for the Interagency
Establish Trusted Online Presence for Credible Communication

Efforts to counter Chinese social media disinformation are broader
than simply those involving DoD. Other departments and agencies
will have important roles to play, though DoD could be an integral part
of any effort to respond to Chinese disinformation in a crisis. To play
a full role, DoD should develop a trusted online presence so that it has
a voice and an ability to push back should the PRC launch a disinformation campaign on social media, including on platforms popular in
Asia. U.S. law, DoD policy, and USAF service guidelines regulate the
types of accounts, content of messages, rules governing transparency,
requirements for preservation, and other aspects of online accounts and
platforms on which DoD and USAF operate.19
18

Interviews with Taiwan civil society activists, interviews 1A and 1B, Taipei, January
2019; interview with Taiwan civil society activist, interview 11, Taipei, January 2019.

19

Chief Information Officer, “Web and Social Media Policies,” webpage, undated. USAF
policy sets mandatory public communications policy on public release of information.
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For its part, the U.S. Department of State operates on several
social media platforms for worldwide communications, such as DipNote Blog, Facebook, Flickr, Instagram, LinkedIn, Medium, Snapchat, Twitter, and YouTube.20 USAF, at least as of 2013, had established
official accounts on Facebook, Flickr, Twitter, Vine, and YouTube, and
the Air Force Live Blog.21
Consider Establishing a Presence on Chinese Platforms

A final possibility to consider further would be for military and civilian
disinformation operators to establish accounts on Chinese-language
social media now, building up trusted profiles that could be leveraged
in the event of a crisis or conflict. To do that, disinformation teams will
need accounts, followers, a familiarity with censorship practices, and
fluency in the world of online social media communications in Chinese. These things are not easily acquired, so it might be worth investing in acquiring them now for potential future use.
The U.S. military should explore opening accounts on Weibo
and WeChat, especially if the Chinese military opens an account
on Twitter or other major U.S.-based social media platforms. Some
U.S. government organizations have accounts on Chinese social
media, such as the U.S. embassy in Beijing, though these are subject to Chinese censorship. Nevertheless, more U.S. accounts would
expand the reach of U.S. messaging in peacetime and provide some
semblance of reciprocity for Chinese state-run media presence on
Western social media.

USAF, Policy Directive 35-1, March 8, 2018.
20

U.S. Department of State, “Global Social Media Presence,” webpage, undated.

21

USAF, Air Force Social Media Guide, 4th ed., 2013.
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Recommendations for U.S. Government
Engage Chinese-Americans and Taiwanese-Americans to Resist
Hostile Social Media Campaigns

As we have noted, Chinese writings and practice both suggest that
the PRC approach to disinformation is most likely to target ethnic
Chinese abroad by leveraging China’s control over and influence on
global Chinese-language media platforms, including social media
giant WeChat. For this reason, Chinese-American military personnel
and DoD officials and their families might merit particular attention
in preparing to identify and resist PRC disinformation operations
on social media. Indeed, Chinese-Americans and Taiwanese-Americans serving in U.S. government positions might constitute something akin to first responders in medical emergencies or instances of
terrorism—first on the scene and best positioned to recognize and
assist others in identifying and reacting to an instance of PRC disinformation. PRC disinformation is not guaranteed to always be crafted
in Chinese language or distributed across Chinese social media platforms, and DoD will have to guard against assuming that the only
threat vectors are those that would be in Chinese on Chinese social
media. Still, it seems likely that Chinese-Americans and TaiwaneseAmericans will be at least as well and perhaps better positioned than
their non–Chinese-speaking colleagues to detect and identify Chinese disinformation campaigns.
Additionally, as the Taiwan case shows, even the families of highranking Taiwan government officials proved vulnerable to PRC disinformation (in the case of disinformation about the breadth, depth, and
timing of pension reform). This suggests that the families of ChineseAmerican and Taiwanese-American defense officials and military
personnel are also likely to be exposed to Chinese disinformation—
perhaps even more likely than those serving in government or military
positions. These family members could constitute vectors by which
information is spread but could also be seen as force multipliers, additional sensors, and intelligence collectors whose linguistic competencies and understanding of both cultural nuances and political realities
in China, Taiwan, or elsewhere in the Indo-Pacific are likely to vastly
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surpass those of most DoD and USAF personnel. Families are not
under any official obligation to assist DoD or USAF in identifying or
responding to Chinese disinformation campaigns, but early and regular outreach to Chinese-American and Taiwanese-American officials
and service members might help build additional channels of trust,
respect, and feedback that can prove useful in helping their families
resist PRC efforts to use them as influence channels.
Build a Database of Chinese Disinformation on Social Media

Interviewees suggested that China might have targeted Taiwan with
as many as tens to hundreds of thousands of individual instances of
disinformation over the past three years.22 At present, however, it does
not appear that any comprehensive database of Chinese disinformation
campaigns or messages exists; compilation of such a database could
prove a valuable resource for any effort to identify signature indicators
and warnings and/or to improve the abilities of those targeted by Chinese disinformation to recognize and resist such campaigns.
Engage Allies and Partners to Learn and Share Best Practices

China does not have to effectively target U.S. citizens to have an impact
on U.S. operations in Asia. U.S. access to allies’ military bases and
facilities plays a critical role in U.S. power projection around the world,
including in Asia, so a successful campaign to undermine allied general
public and/or elite support for U.S. military access can indirectly, but
quite concretely, affect U.S. operations for an Asia contingency.
Many U.S. government organizations can be involved in the effort
to track, analyze, and counter Chinese disinformation campaigns. The
Department of State’s Global Engagement Center is already carrying
out some of this work. The Intelligence Community should also engage
with U.S. allies and partners. DoD can engage regional militaries to
discuss how to counter adversary disinformation on social media plat22

Various interviews, Taipei, January 2019. An additional complicating factor is definitional: whether an instance of fake news is (1) the creation of the false information and posting it to the web or (2) the accessing of such disinformation. In this study, we have opted to
define an instance of disinformation as the fake news story itself; determining the number of
unique hits and/or the reception of content by those accessing it is inordinately difficult.
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forms based in allied and partner nations, such as Kakao Talk, LINE,
and others. This discussion could clarify the legal authorities held by
regional governments and the requirements that such governments
would have of any information (intelligence) the U.S. government
might want to provide to generate action against suspected adversary
actors. U.S. allies and partners in Asia (Australia, Japan, New Zealand,
the Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan), Europe, and Canada,
among others, would likely all have valuable insights to contribute in
developing a shared understanding of Chinese influence and interference operations.
Continually Reassess Where Best to Expend Resources to Counter
Chinese Global Influence Efforts

Despite clear evidence of Chinese social media manipulation against
Taiwan, there is less evidence of similar activity in other countries of
the region. China is using many other tools to accomplish its influence
campaign in those places, including traditional media, political lobbying, and economic coercion. Although it is imperative to acknowledge
the risk of greater Chinese social media manipulation in the future,
especially in the event of a crisis or contingency, the absence of Chinese
efforts to target the United States in this way to date suggests that the
United States might be best off preparing initial steps to guard against
the possibility of competition with China in this area and, given limited U.S. government resources, reserving its greatest efforts for countering Chinese influence and interference operations in other areas.
We would recommend that any efforts focused on social media first
address Chinese-owned platforms, such as WeChat and Weibo, which
are clearly conduits for Chinese information operations abroad. Still,
should the U.S. Intelligence Community, DoD, or USAF detect evidence that the PLA is moving to employ social media disinformation
against the United States, the lessons and recommendations in this
report provide insights regarding how such a campaign might evolve
and a prospective road map of how to counter it effectively.
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Future Trends
Going forward, two key trends are worth noting in regard to disinformation operations conducted via social media, one of which is general
and one of which is specific to China today.
First, disinformation campaigns benefit from the relative anonymity and ambiguity associated with cyberspace and social media
postings. Social media and the online domain are not static, unchanging mediums, however; as technology evolves, artificial intelligence
can be leveraged to identify an instance of disinformation as soon as it
is posted or circulated. On the other hand, many observers warn that
increasingly advanced artificial intelligence could make social media
disinformation easier, cheaper, and more believable—leveraging voice
capture, facial mimicking, the internet of things, and geotracking to
present increasingly plausible misrepresentations of reality. In such a
world, the “offense-advantaged” environment could evolve toward
an “offense-dominant” situation in which discerning falsehood from
truth becomes increasingly problematic.
Separate from these theoretical speculations, Taiwan interviewees
described China’s disinformation operations as becoming increasingly
sophisticated. “Two years ago it was easy to tell content from China,” said
one official, “but today they’re getting better.”23 Another commentator
agreed, stating that “China’s disinformation is getting better at sounding authentically Taiwanese. They are either learning or hiring people
on the ground in Taiwan [or both].”24 Another Taiwan defense expert
agreed, stating that although “most Chinese disinformation efforts over
the past few years [were] pretty awkward and ineffective . . . due to the
sloppiness and cockiness of the PLA . . . the content has been improving
[recently].”25 And a fourth observer characterized China as “nativizing”
its messaging and content terms in ways that more accurately mimic how
people in Taiwan communicate.26 In the past, Chinese postings would
23

Interview with Taiwan government official, interview 6A, Taipei, January 2019.

24

Interview with Taiwan politician, interview 7, Taipei, January 2019.

25

Interview with Taiwan think-tank analyst, interview 2A, Taipei, January 2019.

26

Interview with Taiwan academic, interview 8, Taipei, January 2019.
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sometimes use simplified characters or expressions found only in China;
today, content is increasingly expressed in traditional characters and in
ways that echo how people from Taiwan express themselves.
At the same time, China’s disinformation campaigns are in a race
against time with Taiwan society, where younger social media users are
savvier and the whole of society is gaining in media literacy and awareness that the threat of PRC-originated fake content is growing. The
Taiwan government is also improving its response time and leveraging
legal and policy tools to encourage social media platforms to take down
false content sooner. As one Taiwan defense expert commented, “we’re
only concerned about the first 24–48 hours of an instance of disinformation; after that time frame, it has either gone viral or gotten trapped in
the bubble [of closed-circle communications online].”27 A Taiwan official
noted that “48 hours is too long to wait to take down a piece of disinformation; six hours is the time frame that the media in Taiwan works on,”
meaning that the government must be extremely quick to respond if it
detects an instance of hostile social media disinformation.28
Final Thoughts
China’s growing facility with disinformation campaigns conducted
via social media is part of its broader pattern of employing technical
reconnaissance and psychological, legal, and public opinion warfare
(the three warfares) as part of its information operations in a strategic support role for its military objectives. The reorganization of the
PLA since 2015, including the establishment of the PLASSF, appears
to have strengthened Chinese interest in and ability to execute disinformation campaigns. Additionally, the 2016 election of Tsai IngWen has incentivized the PLA and broader Chinese Party-state apparatus to explore ways to target Taiwan with disinformation, a trend
that appears to have further strengthened through the island’s 2018

27

Interview with Taiwan think-tank analyst, interview 2A, Taipei, January 2019.

28

Interview with Taiwan government official, interview 10A, Taipei, January 2019.
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midterm elections.29 As research on China’s influence operations has
shown, it is possible to disaggregate, analyze, and understand Chinese
thinking and practice of disinformation, including issues of C2, targeting, required supporting infrastructures and conditions, themes, and
implications. Although other Asian nations do not appear to have been
targeted by Chinese disinformation campaigns to date, the experiences
of Taiwan can be particularly useful in understanding the threat posed
by China’s disinformation operations.30
An effective response to such threats requires studying adversary
capabilities and preparing a multilayered set of defenses. Many interviewees we spoke with stated that, in important ways, such defenses are
analogous to ballistic missile defense, with no single defense sufficient
but many active and passive defenses collectively working to blunt the
effect of such campaigns. This report is intended as a first step to aid
efforts focused on blunting and defeating inbound Chinese disinformation campaign threats on social media.
29

Jessica Drun, “Taiwan’s Social Media Landscape: Ripe for Election Interference?” Center
for Advanced China Research, blog post, November 13, 2018; Kathrin Hille, “China’s
‘Sharp Power’ Play in Taiwan,” Financial Times, November 21, 2018.
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For a discussion of the Taiwan case, see Rong-I Wu, Russell Hsiao, J. Michael Cole, William Stanton, Mark Stokes, and Stephen M. Young, The Global Taiwan Brief, Vol. 3, No. 24,
December 12, 2018.

APPENDIX

Potential Chinese Vulnerabilities to Social Media–
Based Information Operations

If China were to commence a campaign of social media disinformation intended to target and compromise the U.S. military’s ability to
gain reliable access to the Indo-Pacific and/or operate effectively in and
around that region, several options would be available to the United
States. Among these would be to attempt deterrence through denial;
i.e., the United States would take steps to harden itself and defeat such
disinformation efforts (as explored in the preceding chapters), making
it undesirable for China to continue such a campaign by rendering it
a waste of effort (or perceived waste of effort). An alternative approach
would be to attempt deterrence by punishment; i.e., the United States
would threaten to impose unacceptably high costs on China if the latter
continued to direct disinformation campaigns against U.S. interests.1
The latter approach would pose several challenges, among them
clarity of communication and credibility, an ability to commit to termination, and questions about legality and commensurateness with
U.S. values; still, it might not be impossible and U.S. policymakers
pondering how to respond to the Chinese disinformation threat might
wish to at least consider deterrence by punishment rather than dismiss
it outright.2
1

Marcus Weisgerber, “U.S. Military Should Add Deception to Its Playbook, Pacific Air
Forces General Says,” Defense One, December 18, 2019.

2

Such considerations could affect the effectiveness of any such campaign were the United
States to conduct it purely clandestinely (i.e., undetected) as opposed to covertly (or with
plausible deniability), because a key feature of deterrence by punishment is usually considered to be the clear and credible signaling of a consequence (here, the United States sowing
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Adoption of such an approach by the United States could involve
use of a wide variety of cross-domain policy tools, such as diplomatic
signaling and pressure, information and disinformation operations,
military responses, or economic sanctions. A comprehensive description of the possible ways that the United States might engage in deterrence through punishment of Chinese disinformation campaigns lies
outside the scope of this study, but we can provide a limited examination of the possibility of engaging in an information operations version
of what is referred to in the cyber community as hack-back, an inkind, same-domain response to an adversary intended to halt provoking actions that initiated the tit-for-tat exchange.
In this appendix, we consider some of the possible ways that the
U.S. military could target China with disinformation. Researching
this topic presents a substantial methodological challenge; for the most
part, Chinese authors do not write about the attacks that U.S. disinformation campaigns could best leverage to inflict damage on the
PLA or on China more broadly, nor is it possible to elicit information
regarding such questions through direct engagement with PLA officers
or Chinese state officials. Therefore, this chapter’s findings are necessarily somewhat speculative and rely in substantial measure on evaluations of China’s history of military conflicts and accidents, broader
knowledge of PLA and CCP vulnerabilities and concerns, and possible
future weaknesses. Any decision by the U.S. military to actually adopt
deterrence by punishment through disinformation campaigns would
warrant a more thoroughgoing assessment of the costs, risks, and benefits that might be associated with such an approach; the following
analysis constitutes simply an initial sketch of what such an approach
might involve.

disinformation about China) if the adversary does not cease its hostile actions (PRC disinformation targeting the United States). Further research on the requirements for and possible
ramifications of such an approach would be merited.
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Anxieties About Social Media–Based Information
Operations
Chinese leadership has made clear that it is deeply concerned by the
potential of “dangerous” outside information to “infiltrate” China,
fearing it would disrupt domestic social stability and even undermine
the CCP’s rule. In 2013, Xi Jinping warned darkly that “Western forces
hostile to China and dissidents within the country are still constantly
infiltrating the ideological sphere,” and told the Party to “strengthen
guidance of public opinion on the Internet [and] purify the environment of public opinion on the Internet.”3 For the PLA, social media
is considered first as a threat and only second as an opportunity. This
trend echoes China’s overall view of the phenomenon as noted by other
authors looking at the issue, who have noted that China first identified
key influencers online and brought them under control or shut them
down, only later turned to social media as a means of spreading disinformation and extending its control.4 The 2009 social media–fueled
protests in Iran appear to have brought the risks of this new form of
communication to the attention of the PLA, especially in relation to
its fundamental mission of keeping the CCP in power.5 The 2015 version of the Science of Military Strategy reflects the PLA’s early concerns,
before it transitioned to offensive applications:
Since the beginning of the 21st century, cyberspace has been
used by some countries to launch ‘color revolutions’ against other
countries. The political turmoil that has erupted in the Middle
East and North Africa in recent years is often dominated by
behind-the-scenes operations using social networking sites such
as Twitter and Facebook as the engine, from manufacturing network public opinion to inciting social unrest. At a result, national
3
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York: Oxford University Press, 2018.
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governments lacking the strategic means for cyberspace military
struggle have continued to collapse.6

There are characteristics of the Chinese military and CCP system
that might represent vectors by which these institutions could be targeted, such as the PLA’s widespread corruption and factional division,
the risk of Chinese casualties in a conflict (including, in part, the PLA’s
growing reliance on the private sector for maintenance and repair and
for support services and maritime intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance), and perceptions that the PLA is serving the interests of the
CCP and not the nation (drawing contrast between a party vs. national
army).
Military Corruption Wastes Citizens’ Money

Chinese leaders, and the leaders of the PLA specifically, know that
corruption is a major institutional and political problem. Former President Hu Jintao even warned in 2012 that corruption “could prove fatal
to the party and even cause the collapse of the party and the fall of
the state.”7 Similarly, around the same time, General Liu Yuan said
in a speech, “No one can defeat China [. . .] Only our own corruption can destroy us and cause our armed forces to be defeated without
fighting.”8 These problems went beyond simple corruption, however:
“They physically attack loyal and upstanding officials, kidnap and
blackmail party leaders, and drag in their superiors to act as human
shields. They deploy all of the tricks of the mafia trade within the army
itself.”9 Since assuming the leadership of the Party, the state, and the
PLA in 2012–2013, Xi Jinping has launched a wide-ranging and persistent campaign against corruption that has netted numerous senior
Chinese military officers, including both vice chairmen of the Central
Military Commission who served with Xi from 2007 to 2012 (Gen6

Xiao Tianliang [肖天亮], 2015.

7
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eral Guo Boxiong and General Xu Caihou) and the PLA Chief of the
General Staff from 2012 to 2017 (General Fang Fenghui).10 Although
their total illicit gains are unknown, they were publicly accused of
embezzling millions—meaning the number is very likely significantly
higher. In 2013, Xi’s anticorruption campaign netted former Politburo
Standing Committee member Zhou Yongkang, the former Secretary
of the Political and Legal Affairs Commission responsible for the overall management of the regime’s internal security apparatus.11 Xi’s anticorruption drive has also led to the arrest of hundreds of lower-ranking
state officials (including intelligence officers), military personnel, stateowned enterprise leaders, and even think-tank experts and academics.
The CCP’s sensitivity to accusations—and evidence—of corruption
by senior leadership is evident in its decision to censor and completely
block the New York Times and Bloomberg from China for reporting on
the immense wealth held by the families of former premier Wen Jiabao
and Xi Jinping.12
A key element to understand about the anticorruption campaign
is how it fits in with the factional struggle between Xi Jinping and his
predecessors (Hu Jintao and—especially—Jiang Zemin) and their networks of supporters and beneficiaries, including their ties to the PLA.13
Not only is this corruption and factionalism a widely recognized weakness of the PLA (even seen as such by PLA authors themselves), it is also
a persistent source of potential broader political instability.14 A central
argument of much of the literature on changes in the PLA since 2015
10
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has been that these changes are driven by Xi Jinping’s need to establish a firm grip on the PLA as a way of dealing with the threats that
corruption and factionalism pose to his personal rule and the PLA’s
operational effectiveness.15 Therefore, any social media messages that
reveal true corruption and factional intrigue or that create perceptions
of high-level corruption hampering the common soldier’s ability to
fight and backroom dealing between rival military factions might give
senior leadership pause in pursuing a war in the face of divided command. Such messages also might generate a lack of support among the
general public stemming from troops not being well served by their
commanders.
Other possible themes are corruption among military-linked
industrial concerns, such as Aviation Industry Corporation of China
Heavy Machinery Co., the Poly Group, or other firms;16 among
Chinese united front organizations, such as the China Energy Fund
Committee;17 or in contracts associated with the Belt and Road
Initiative.18
Chinese Casualties Are Unacceptable

Although China has the world’s largest population, its birth rate has
been slowing since it implemented the One China Policy in the late
Assessing the Weaknesses of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA), Santa Monica, Calif.:
RAND Corporation, RR-893-USCC, 2015.
15
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1970s and has continued to slow even as this policy has been relaxed to
allow two children for all families under President Xi. Two generations
of only children have created an immense cultural focus on the value
and importance of children for supporting parents and older relatives
as the country’s average age increases. Therefore, it might be possible
for the U.S. military to erode PLA morale and broader PRC support
for any conflict by playing up the theme of unacceptable losses for the
Chinese population, focusing particularly on Chinese families.
As China has sought to develop additional military effectiveness,
it has increasingly focused on the need to leverage support services
from the Chinese private sector. China also often engages in politicalmilitary contests with its neighbors using a gray-zone approach centered
on involving nonuniformed combatants, such as its purportedly commercial fishing fleet. (Many of these sailors are themselves members of
the maritime militia.19) Under certain circumstances, the PLA’s ability
to achieve desired effects might be complicated by these approaches to
supporting, maintaining, and repairing military hardware or escalating
tensions with neighbors while trying to remain below a given threshold
that would elicit a reaction. China’s dependence on people who are not
military professionals, whose levels of discipline and training might be
less than military grade, and who might not have signed up for combat
with the world’s foremost military power might open the PLA to levels
of vulnerability, including in the information space, that it has underappreciated. For example, if maintenance and repair personnel from
firms that manufacture China’s military hardware or communications
technologies are convinced that they are being asked to risk their lives
to carry out repairs, or if they are exposed to information that suggests
the PLA suspects them of engaging in sabotage, they might simply
decline to report for duty when called. Similarly, if members of China’s
fishing fleet are exposed to rumors that the United States has begun
sinking Chinese fishing vessels operating in areas where the PLA is also
present, they might be less willing to put to sea.

19
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Although U.S. military policy likely would not permit the targeting of civilians in ordinary circumstances, China’s deliberate blurring
of the lines between civilian and military actors might change that,
especially if supported by an announcement that the United States had
observed and would target “illegal combatants.” A well-timed reference
to the 2018 U.S. targeting of Russian mercenaries in Syria could reinforce a message that the gloves had come off and induce greater caution
in Chinese forces and their supporting elements.20
PLA Does Not Represent or Fight for China’s National Interests

The PLA’s status as the armed wing of the CCP, not a national military, opens it to accusations that it does not represent the interests of the
Chinese nation and Chinese people. At various times in the past, most
notably in the Tiananmen Square massacre of June 3–4, 1989, the PLA
has damaged its reputation with the Chinese public by following orders
that benefited the Party over the people, and this represents a continuing
source of concern for PLA and CCP leaders. CCP and PLA elites are sensitive to suggestions that the Chinese military should become a national
military.21 Consistent exhortations for loyalty to the Party and public
statements by senior officials against “nationalization”—especially at
important anniversaries, such as Tiananmen Square in 2009, or leadership transitions, such as from Hu to Xi in 2012—suggest that this is
an issue of deep concern for the PLA.22 Therefore, Chinese propaganda
frequently strives to portray the PLA as one with the Chinese nation,
presenting the “dream of a strong military” [强军梦] as the logical cor20
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ollary to Xi Jinping’s “China dream” [中国梦] of national rejuvenation.
Creating doubts about the accuracy of this narrative might strike a chord
with some of the Chinese public and/or service members, and might be
especially useful for messaging as deterrence by punishment.
Will to Fight and the Horrors of War

The PLA’s lack of combat experience since 1979 means that, despite
impressive military hardware and China’s military buildup over threeplus decades, one of the biggest looming questions is how the human
component of the military will perform in a conflict. Just as there are
concerns that the PLA might trick military personnel in Taiwan or
other countries into believing that other units are abandoning their
posts or that the general lack of a will to fight means individual resistance to a Chinese invasion is futile, similar doubts could be created
on the Chinese side. PLA officials publicly address the troops’ “peace
disease” and the need to cultivate “courage,” especially among the
younger generation, which is often perceived as weaker and less willing or even able to struggle through adversity.23 Creating or amplifying operational-level units’ concerns about the horrors of war and their
colleagues’ willingness to fight could affect personnel morale and suggest to PLA leadership that its lack of fighting force means a war is
unwinnable.
Lack of Chinese Public Support for War

Although China is an authoritarian state ruled by the CCP, the CCP
is acutely aware of public opinion and takes great effort to ensure Party
support, or at least tolerance, by the wider population. With only
80 million Party members among 1.4 billion citizens, the Party’s effort
to maintain at least the façade of public support is perhaps most visible in the great expenses the CCP incurs to guide, control, and censor
public discussion online as part of its broader domestic propaganda
apparatus. In wartime, the CCP will certainly take great effort to rally
the population around the flag for the cause of the war. Creating or
23
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amplifying public opinion online that opposes the war—for whatever
reason—might generate enough opposition to have an actual impact
on Chinese military operations (such as starting protests), or it could
lead the Chinese leadership to reconsider its calculus about going to
war under the perception of lacking public support.
Exposing Chinese Misdeeds

The Chinese military is always careful to frame its actions in terms
of defensive responses to foreign aggression, so discrediting this idea
could have an impact on the lower ranks of the Chinese military and
on public support for the war. The United States could track, name,
shame, and indict Chinese disinformation practitioners, whether uniformed or operating in support of the Chinese Party-state or military.
In 2014, the United States indicted five uniformed PLA officers for
cyber intrusions against U.S. commercial and private-sector entities,
an event that appeared to catch China off guard and represented an
instance of strategic surprise.24 Subsequently, the United States also targeted Russian disinformation actors, indicted North Korean hackers,
and revealed personal details about operational cyber actors in China.25
Such actions might impose discrete costs on specific elements of the
PLA and, in so doing, affect Chinese disinformation employment.
Intelligence Exploitation

The Chinese military is well aware that social media has turned every
soldier into a potential walking transmitter of open-source information,
and military leaders have sought to tighten control over soldiers’ access
to and use of smartphones and social media.26 Concerns over the use of
24
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social media to identify or improve strike targeting for precision weapons (a key way of war for the U.S. military and its allies and partners)
highlight the military’s recognition of the operational implications of
social media’s real-time data transmission and content-sharing.27 Similarly, concerns over catfishing—use of fake identities designed to lure
someone into a mistaken belief they have developed an online relationship (romantic or professional)—reflect a lack of operational security
trust within the PLA.28
Vulnerabilities to Social Media–Based Information
Operations
Despite the rich environment of hundreds of millions of Chinese social
media users and a cornucopia of readily acknowledged Chinese concerns about social media, the reality is that translating this theory
into practice against China might be difficult. U.S. operators face several real-world constraints. First, China’s online censorship apparatus
is certainly the best in the world, meaning that any U.S. narratives
that became popular could simply be censored. An alternative solution would be to attempt to evade, degrade, or dismantle the Chinese internet censorship system, but this could be seen as threatening
CCP power. Second, the CCP has spent billions of dollars limiting
the ability of its citizens to mobilize for mass protests like they did in
Tiananmen. However, protests numbering several thousand people do
happen occasionally, perhaps even routinely, and sometimes have an
impact on local policy.29 Third, the ability to create or amplify messages within China requires a forward presence. Although this might
be the simplest problem to solve, China’s ostensible real-name registration system for many social media platforms adds a layer of difficulty
to such operations.
27
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Opportunities for Exploitation
A key element shaping the effectiveness of an instance of disinformation is its believability. One way the PLA and the broader Chinese
community supporting military operations (political leaders, PLA
members’ families, private-sector firms on which the PLA relies) might
be targeted via disinformation would be to damage morale and distract
PLA and PRC leadership with a manufactured crisis—for example,
suggesting that a military setback or disaster has occurred. Such an
approach could play up news of purported military setbacks or accidents that are actually U.S. disinformation campaigns modeled after
actual events from the PLA’s own past.
Over the past 70 years, the PLA has twice clashed directly with
the United States (once during the Korean War and later during the
U.S. war in Vietnam), both times suffering enormous casualties while
fighting under technologically adverse conditions (though the PRC’s
historiography retells both war clashes as victories of standing up to
U.S. imperialism). Additionally, China was forced to stand down in
the 1954 and 1958 Taiwan Strait crises, and again in 1995–1996 when
it sought and failed to coerce Taiwan during that country’s first democratic election for the presidency. Chinese forces were also handily
defeated by the rear echelon troops of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam when the PRC invaded its southern neighbor in 1979. And China
claims that the United States deliberately struck the PRC’s embassy
in Belgrade during the course of 1999 NATO operations aimed at
compelling the Milosevic regime in Serbia to cease its ethnic cleansing campaign in Kosovo (Chinese propaganda claims this action was
aimed at humbling China as a rising power.30) These conflicts, setbacks, and humiliations could provide a model for crafting a disinformation campaign aimed at shaping impressions inside China generally
and the PLA more specifically so that key actors in the Chinese system
become convinced that they are losing and should wind down military
operations before a true calamity occurs.
30
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Paired with broader political-military conflicts, U.S. disinformation operations targeting the PLA could also play off past disasters
suffered during research and development and/or training and exercises. PLA history also offers several disasters that U.S. disinformation
campaigns could use as models, thus increasing campaign realism by
appearing similar to past accidents and catastrophes. Some examples of
these past military accidents and disasters are deaths related to failures
of the PLA’s space launch vehicle and ballistic missile programs in Sichuan in 1995 and 1996, the loss of a submarine with all hands on board
in 2003, a pair of J-15 carrier jet crashes in 2016, the crash of a J-11B
PLAAF fighter in November 2017, separate crashes of a J-15 fighter
and a Y-8 modified refueling aircraft in early 2018, and the fatal crash
of an unspecified fighter jet in Hainan Island in 2019.31
In seeking realism, it is worth bearing in mind that the PLA and
the PRC military more broadly rarely provide many initial details when
a disaster occurs, and they actively seek to present any outcome—even
setbacks—in the best possible light.32 U.S. propaganda might wish to
mimic such approaches, proclaiming the heroism of naval crews when
they disastrously mishandle their platforms and extolling the bravery of
individual pilots whose aircraft malfunction. Chinese audiences have
decades of experience reading between the lines on propaganda and
might be able to understand that news reporting of a major disaster as a
31
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heroic victory wherein the motherland’s brave sons laid down their lives
actually means that a large number of PLA personnel were killed; this
could have desired effects on morale and support for any war effort.
China’s own broad use of disinformation against its own population—for this is exactly what censorship and propaganda actually
amount to: a deliberate distortion of true news and the creation of an
artificial narrative intended to replace reality with social (or political)
reality—is actually an enormous vulnerability of the Chinese system,
particularly the relatively nontransparent PLA and the broader CCP
that it serves. As a consequence of the CCP’s long history of distorting, covering up, and outright lying to its own people, many Chinese
information consumers engage in worst-casing and conspiracy theorizing, and tend to believe that things must be worse—sometimes much
worse—than they are reported to be (and sometimes believe them to
be worse than they actually are).33 China has long been considered a
“low trust society” and the PRC’s own government propaganda and
media have carried articles about the problems this can cause for politics and society.34 Such an unfortunate (if largely self-created) situation
poses several opportunities for U.S. disinformation campaigns, should
the U.S. military determine that it would be beneficial to target the
PLA or broader Chinese system with disinformation.
Conclusion
Any determination that the U.S. military, much less USAF, should
move to engage in an active disinformation campaign targeting the
PLA or broader Chinese society lies beyond the scope of this study.
The possible themes we have suggested should be seen as starting
points for thinking about such issues rather than firm recommenda33
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tions about how such operations should be conducted. Experts disagree
about whether the advantages or drawbacks of such a campaign are
greater. Chinese leaders express substantial anxiety about the possibility of their control over the information channels to the PLA and the
Chinese people more broadly, meaning that contesting these could be
both escalatory and highly effective. At the same time, China’s ability
to drown out foreign messaging—and the fact that such a campaign
would play into long-standing PRC propaganda themes centered on
foreigners attempting to undermine the CCP—could lead to a rallyaround-the-flag effect if such disinformation were discovered. It is
unclear just how much restraint China exercises in the realm of disinformation or whether U.S. efforts to target China with disinformation
would lead to escalation or de-escalation.
As part of deterrence by punishment, some tit-for-tat responses in
this domain might be advisable or even necessary, although the merits
of an all-out effort to undermine CCP rule via social media disinformation lie beyond the focus of this report and are a matter to be
determined by policymakers. The CCP is particularly worried about
controlling speakers of Cantonese and residents of Hong Kong, so if
China begins targeting Chinese-American service members with disinformation, the U.S. military could consider targeting these populations
with anti-CCP messages. If China begins targeting specific U.S. government officials, then the United States could seek to release information about the true wealth of senior Chinese officials. If China spreads
disinformation to U.S. allies and partners in an effort to inflame public
opinion against U.S. basing and military operations, then the United
States could consider releasing data about the actual terms of oftensecret Chinese infrastructure investment in those countries.
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to include information operations on social media. Given the
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